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Preface
Instruments and Methods for Biology and Medicine 2011 (IMBM 2011) was the first year of a students’ conference, which brought together students interested in new materials, technologies and instrumentation with application in biology and medicine. The contributions covered a broad range of topics
including development of software for processing biomedical data, development of instrumentation
for clinical praxis, biomedical nanotechnology or bioanalytical chemistry and spectroscopy in living
tissues. 42 active participants have applied for the conference; most of them were students of Faculty
of Biomedical Engineering (FBME) of Czech Technical University in Prague; however, the presence of
participants from other universities suggests that the conference may attract more students in the next
years, leading to a yet broader range of addressed topics. The conference consisted of 41 10-minute talks
divided into 6 sessions listed below:
Nanotechnology & Bio-molecular Spectroscopy
Instrumentation Development & Signal Processing
New Physical Methods for Bio-medicine & Data Analysis
New Technologies in Medicine and Public Safety
Biomedical Imaging
Biotechnology & Bioanalysis
The best talk in each session was selected by an evaluation committee and its author awarded. The
evaluation committee in each session consisted of 3–5 members chosen from faculty of FBME or invited
quests from other institutions, who kindly agreed to participate in evaluation of students’ contributions.
They were :
RNDr. Eva Feuerstein, Ph.D.
RNDr. Taťána Jarošíková, CSc.
Ing. Dalibor Pánek, Ph.D.
Ing. Marie Pospíšilová, CSc.
Doc. Vladimír Rogalewicz, CSc.
Ing. Martin Rožánek, Ph.D.
Ing. Zoltán Szabó, Ph.D.
RNDr. Radek Šachl1
Prof. Patrik Španěl, Dr. rer. nat.2
Prof. Ing. Miroslava Vrbová, CSc.
The task of the evaluation committees was not an easy one, because several contributions in each session reached high level of both the presented work and the style of presentation. Furthermore, the committees had to take into account the fact that students in the first year of their graduate studies (master
programs) were participating in the same sessions with more advanced students of doctoral programs,
who have more experience with presenting their work.
Apart from students’ talks, there were two plenary lectures given by invited speakers, who are
internationally recognized experts in biomedical engineering. They were Prof. Patrik Španěl (J. Heyrovský Institute of Physical Chemistry of ASCR, Prague and Keele University, UK) and Prof. Christoph
Rose-Petruck (Brown University, Providence, USA). Prof. Rose-Petruck is a regular guest at FBME. In
order to acknowledge the importance of his close collaboration with FBME, he was appointed a visiting professor at Czech Technical University. The appointment was presented to Prof. Rose-Petruck by
Doc. Rogalewicz, the vice-dean of FBME, during conference opening.
We would like to thank in this place all individuals and institutions whose help and support enabled
organization of IMBM 2011. Above all, we should mention Ing. Ida Skopalová who was responsible for
conference propagation, Ing. Milan Tatíček, who created conference web-site, Ing. Markéta Zezulová,
1 J. Heyrovský Institute of Physical Chemistry of ASCR, Prague and Umeå University, Sweden
2 J. Heyrovský Institute of Physical Chemistry of ASCR, Prague and Keele University, UK
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Ing. Petr Brůža and Ing. Peter Pršanec who performed various tasks necessary for the smooth run of
the conference. Our thanks also belong to chairs of all the conference sessions, whose names can be
found in the following conference schedule); they have also performed the task of reviewers of proceedings papers, improving by their comments and suggestions the scientific quality of the Proceedings. We
are also grateful to all the members of evaluation committees for responsibly choosing contributions to
be awarded. Thanks to generous funding by Czech Technical University (Students’ conferences fund,
Project No. 818270), participation at IMBM 2011 was free of charge and authors of awarded contributions could receive valuable prizes. Conference was also sponsored by he company Nicolet CZ. We also
thank FBME for providing excellent environment for organizing IMBM 2011.
Last but not least we thank all active participants for the care they invested in preparing their contributions, making thus IMBM 2011 a representative overview of current biomedical engineering
Kladno, September 20th 2011
Marie Pospíšilová – editor in chief of the Proceedings
Miroslava Vrbová – scientific guarantor of the conference
Radek Macháň – conference coordinator
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Plenary lectures

Bio-medical imaging with x-ray phase sensitive imaging
modalities
Christoph Rose-Petruck (Department of Chemistry, Brown University, Providence, USA)
Phase sensitive x-ray imaging modalities are discussed. One method, called Propagation-based Differential Phase Contrast Imaging measures the Laplacian of the real part of the index of refraction of
the tissue. No x-ray interferometers are used. The sensitivity to of the measurements to density variations is up to 1000 times larger than that of conventional x-ray absorption based imaging methods. A
related method, called Spatial Harmonic Imaging, uses the x-radiation scattered off the tissue for image
formation. Both modalities do not require any x-ray optics between the sample and the x-ray source. As
a consequence, they are suitable for clinical imaging of low-absorption contrast, soft tissue. The applications of these modalities to the imaging of the liver vasculature and live cancers are discussed. First
results from the soft x-ray source located at Kladno are presented. Since this source is strictly monochromatic it permits testing theoretical x-ray imaging description at well-defined x-ray wavelengths.
The results provide experimental data for comparison with the mathematical description of the imaging modalities and have direct impact on our understanding of the imaging at clinically useful x-ray
wavelengths.

Breath analysis for clinical diagnosis and therapeutic monitoring
Patrik Španěl (J. Heyrovský Institute of Physical Chemistry of ASCR, Prague and Keele University, UK)
Selected ion flow tube mass spectrometry, SIFT-MS, is a technique for real-time measurement of
concentrations of trace gases and vapours of volatile compounds in humid air including exhaled breath.
It is based on chemical ionization using H3O+, NO+, and O2+ precursor (reagent) ions via ion/molecule
reactions proceeding during an accurately defined time. Absolute concentrations of trace gases can be
calculated from the ratios of ion count rates using the know reaction rate constants with a limit of detection being typically 1 parts-per-billion, ppb. SIFT-MS is used in several areas of research including noninvasive breath analysis for clinical diagnosis and for therapeutic monitoring, environmental research
and security related research.
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Chapter I.
Nanotechnology
& Bio-molecular
Spectroscopy
Chair: Ing. Markéta Zezulová

Preparation of silicon nanoparticles by nanosecond pulsed laser
ablation in deionized water for biomedical application
Vojtěch Zápotocký1, Miroslav Jelínek1,2, Petr Šmejkal3
1
Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering, Department of Natural Sciences
2
Institute of Physics AS CR, department of applied optics, Prague, Czech Republic
3
Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Science, Department of Physical and Macromolecular Chemistry
Abstract. This paper presents laser-induced ablation of nanocrystaline silicon in deionized water
at different applied laser fluence levels. Biodegradable Silicon nanoparticles are promising diagnostic
agent for biomedical imaging. Nanoparticles were generated by nanosecond pulsed laser irradiation at
248 nm. Pulse length was 25 ns and repetition rate 10 Hz. We investigated influence of laser pulse fluence to formation of the silicon nanoparticles in solution. We also investigated absorbance of prepared
solution in UV, Vis and NIR spectrum.

Introduction
Silicon nanoparticles (porous silicon nanoparticles, silicon quantum dots) represent a promising
material for biomedical applications [1]. Porous silicon nanoparticles can be used as matrix and loaded
with a lot of contrast agents and drugs. They can be used for near infrared fluorescence imaging (NIRF)
and targeted drug delivery. Silicon quantum dots with grain size smaller than 5 nm exhibit visible photoluminescence (PL) at room temperature and they can themselves be used as contrast agent [2]. For
biomedical application, solution of silicon nanoparticles have to satisfy several condition. Atoxicity of
nanoparticles and solvent and treir high purity, low dispersion of their sizes and the ability to stay in
the non-agreggaded state for a long time. Fabrication of the Silicon nanoparticles in liquids with using
laser bring a new possibilities for optimization these parameters. Using water as liquid brings benefits in
terms of cheapness, atoxicity, optimal thermal capacity, environmental friendly and preparation of stable form of nanoparticles by passivation. In experimental part of this article, we report a preparation of
silicon quantum dots with using UV KrF excimer pulsed laser in deionized water at room temperature
and in ambient atmosphere. Silicon quantum dots were prepared by fragmentation of monocrystalline
silicon wafer immersed in deionized water.
Different kinds of silicon nanoparticles
As we presented in the preceding paragraph, we can use two different types of silicon nanoparticles
for biomedical application. The first one are porous silicon nanoparticles. Their size can range from
20‑100 nm [3]. This particles have large surface area. They contain many pores which may serve to
capture the contrast agent and its preservation during the passage of nanoparticles through the patient’s
bloodstream. This property has great advantages, because nanoparticles can be loaded with different
types of contrast agents, which can be excited and emit radiation at different wavelengths. With the use
of contrast agents excited and emitting in the near infrared spectrum, nanoparticles can be used for
diagnosis in the deeper tissue. Porous silicon nanoparticles can be prepared by several chemical, electrochemical and physical methods. Before the experiment we thought about laser fragmentation of porous
silicon microparticles released to solution by electrochemical etching. Eventually, we abandon this idea
for excessive complexity of the apparatus needed and for expected problems with drying and dissolution
of nanoparticles (its would have to be prepared in Hydrofluoric acid, dried and dissolved into deionized
water without degradation of nanoparticles) and we decided to prepare a silicon quantum dots.
Silicon quantum dots are spherical colloidal nanoparticles with sizes less than 5 nm. They have
unique optical properties because they emit visible light at normal condition. They can be prepared by
chemical... or Liquid-Phase Pulsed Laser Ablation.
Liquid-Phase Pulsed Laser Ablation
Liquid-Phase pulsed laser ablation is technique to prepare a plasma in liquids by laser ablation of
solid-state target. Laser ablation is mass removal by coupling laser energy to a target materia. It can
7

be used to material characterization, thin film deposition, microstructuring and also to preparation of
nanoparticles in liquid solution [4].

Experimental details
Apparatus
Experimental apparatus for the preparation of silicon nanoparticles using liquid phase pulsed laser
ablation is presented in Figure 1. The nanosecond pulsed excimer KrF laser COHERENT COMPexPro
205 (wavelength 248 nm, repetition rate 10 Hz, pulse duration 25 ns) have been used for preparation of
silicon nanoparticles.

Figure 1. Experimental apparatus for preparation of silicon nanoparticles
After leaving the active medium laser beam was trimmed by two windows to achieve a larger fluence
hommogenity. After that, laser beam was focused by lens (focal length 300 mm) and bent by prism.
Silicon wafer was cleaned by digital ultrasonic cleaner Pro’skit SS-802 in iso-propyalkohol for 3 minutes.
After that, wafer was washed by flush of deionized water and placed on the bottom of a measuring cylinder. Before each series, wafer was immersed by 10 ml of deionized water. Output energy after cutting
was measured by laser power meter COHERENT fieldmax II. A shape of laser spot was recorded onto
thermal paper and measured by calipper. Output energy before and after trimming, fluence, number of
pulses, repetition rate, pulse duration and size of the focused spot is shown in table 1.
Output
energy before
trimming [mJ]

Output
energy after
trimming
[mJ]

Repetition
rate [Hz]

Number of
pulses

Pulse duration [ns]

Size of spot
[mm2]

Fluence
[J/cm2]

Sample 1

300

160

10

2000

25

16

1

Sample 2

500

267

10

3000

25

16

1.67

Sample 3

600

320

10

1000

25

16

2

Sample 4

600

320

10

6000

25

16

2

Sample 5

450

240

10

Several tens

25

8

3

Sample 6

600

320

10

1

25

8

4

Table 1. Output energy, repetition rate, number of pulses, pulse duration, spot size and fluence of the laser pulses

Fabrication of silicon quantum dots
Before beginnig of the fabrication, we furrow the target by severals tens of laser pulses. At the start
of each series, we immersed the target to 10 ml of fresh deionized water with using micropipette. During laser ablation, shock waves are disseminated through the water and churm up it’s level. It affects to
dispersion of the laser beam and to resulting radiance of each puls. With using Radiance 1 J/cm2 visible
damage of the target was not observed. With using fluence 1.67 J/cm2 and 2 J/cm2, we can observed
8

some damage onto a surface of the target however it stayed in one peace for all time of irradiation. With
using fluence 3 J/cm2 the target was broken onto a peaces by severals tens of laser pulses. And finally at
fluence 4 J/cm2, the target was destroyed by just one puls. After this finding, we prepare the last sample at
fluence 2 J/cm2. With using 6000 laser pulses to increase concentration of silicon nanoparticles released
to solution.
Characterization of optical properties by UV-Vis-NIR spectrofotometry
Samples were measured immediately after preparation in region between 178 and 881 nanometres
by spectrofotometr Ocean Optics usb 2000 with using UV-transmission cuvette PLASTIBRAND halbmicro. Optical length was 0.5 cm. Absorbance of the first sample was ranged by 0. It confirmed that
the ablation tresshold for this type of silicon is higher that 1 J/cm2. Figure 2 and 3 shown dependence
absorbance of solution on wavelenhts. On both figure, we can observed characteristic peak of absorbance on 790 nm. It could be useable to later characterization of size or concentration of nanoparticles
in solution.

Figure 2. Dependence absorbance on wavelenght,
fluence 2 J/cm2

Figure 3. Dependence absorbance on wavelenght,
fluence 2 J/cm2

Conclusions and perspectives
After characterization with using UV-Vis-NIR spectrofotometry, the samples had be measured by
Atomic force microscopy. AFM analysis had serve to detection posible depencence grain size onto shape
of spectra. Unfortunately, AFM in our laboratory was out of service at the time of implementation
experiment and samples were not analyse to this day. From the changes onto a surface of the target we
can conclude that process of laser ablation was sucessful. We also provide optimal fluence for laser ablation and potencial preparation of silicon nanoparticles with using our equipment. These information
will be used to designed another experiments and preparation of colloidal silicon nanoparticles with
required quality at last.
Acknowledgements
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and Miroslav Jelínek and Petr Šmejkal for supervision and very useful consultation.
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Nanodiamond seeding of rough substrates
M. Vlčková1,2, M. Stefanovič1,2, V. Petrák1,2, F. Fendrych2, A. Taylor2, L. Fekete2, M. Nesládek1,3
1
Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering
2
Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences Czech Republic v.v.i
3
IMOMEC division, IMEC, Institute for Materials Research, University Hasselt, Diepenbeek, Belgium
Abstract. Efficient growth of nanocrystalline diamond (NCD) requires nucleation enhancement before chemical vapour deposition step. Nanodiamond (ND) seeding is a commonly used technique that
yields high nucleation densities. This technique is well established for conventional planar substrates
with low surface roughness. However, many engineering application requires NCD grow on rough and/
or non-planar substrates. In this work, we investigate quality of nanodiamond seeding on silicon substrates of high surface roughness (RMS roughness <1 mm). Seeded substrates and deposited diamond
films were analysed by atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Raman spectroscopy. We discuss influence of nanodiamond particles in seeding solution and seeding technique on nucleation density and quality of deposited NCD film.

Introduction
Nanocrystalline diamond (NCD) has attracted considerable attention as promising material for applications in biomedical devices, nano-electromechanical systems (NEMS), micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), tribology and electrochemistry[1, 2]. Typically, the conditions for growth are mixed
from H2 and CH4 using microwave plasma enhanced (MW PECVD) or hot filament (HF CVD) chemical vapour techniques with a substrate temperature of 600–1000 °C. To maximise the industrial potential of NCD layers it is necessary to grow them on large areas and at temperatures compatible with
the substrate [3]. Therefore, large area of techniques has to be optimised and the ability to grow on
various substrates has to be confirmed for sustaining high film quality. Diamond nucleation on rough
non-diamond surfaces can be enhanced by nanodiamond (ND) seeding, which is the main issue for
thin film growth of NCD [4, 5].
In this paper, we investigate good seeding process for coating of different types of the rough silicon
photovoltaic (PV) wafers by nanodiamond (ND) particles. We discuss influence of different types of ND
particles in solution on nucleation density and quality of deposited NCD film. The goal of this work is
to determine the best seeding conditions for good coverage of rough silicon substrates.

Materials and Methods
Seeding technique
One method for enhancing diamond nucleation densities is to coat the substrate surface with as many
diamond particles as possible, which act as the seeds for epitaxial growth of diamond layer. The basic
mechanism of nucleation enhancement is electrostatic attraction of fine particles to the substrate. Thus,
the colloidal chemistry of the suspension is strongly influenced by pH, concentration, zeta potential etc.
These parameters must be controlled in order to reach the highest nucleation densities. The ultrasonic
agitation helps to maintain the colloidal dispersion and improves the uniformity of the coating [4].
Type

Form

Size
(nm)

Concentration
(wt %)

Sales unit
(ml)

Zeta potential
(mV)

NanoAmando

Aqua colloid

12

10,5

100

45

NanoPure GO1

Aqua colloid

4

4

100

-50

HPHT

Aqua colloid

20–50

10

100

-40

Table 1. Types of ND particles.
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Figure 1. SEM images of rough silicn photovoltaic substrates: (A) Pyramids, (B) Pits.
In this study, three different types of ND particles: NanoAmando from NanoCarbon Research Institute Ltd, NanoPure GO1 from PlasmaChem and HPHT from Microdiamant in Switzerland are used
in seeding technique for NCD growth (see Table 1). Each of these type of ND particles were diluted by
deionised water up to concentration of 0.2 wt % and mixed by ultrasonic agitation for one hour.
An important procedure before seeding is cleaning of silicon substrates. We used two types of rough
silicon photovoltaic (PV) substrates and one planar substrate as a reference. SEM images of PV substrates are shown in Figure 1. Substrate’s size was 1 cm2. Substrates were placed into the beaker filled
with isopropyl alcohol and then placed into the ultrasonic cleaner bath for 15 minutes. Then, substrates were rinsed by deionised water and dried by compressed dry air. After that, substrates were ready
for seeding. Solutions of ND particles were applied onto a clean substrate and placed on a vacuum chuck
of spin coater in order to uniformly disperse the particles over the substrate. Program of the spin coater
was set to run for 5 minutes on 1500rpm. Nine different samples were prepared in total – three different kinds of substrates were seeded with three different types of ND solutions. Except using various ND
particles and substrates, all other seeding conditions were the same for all the samples.
Growth conditions
For the growth of NCD films the non-commercial microwave plasma-enhanced linear antenna chemical vapour deposition (PELAMWCVD) apparatus was used, which is shown in Figure 2, using methane hydrogen mixture [6]. Conditions of the deposition were as following: gas mixture of H2 / CH4 with
ratio 99:1, process pressure 1 mbar, microwave power 8 kW, growth time 8 hours and average substrate
temperature 450 °C. Growth conditions were the same for all substrates.

Figure 2. Scheme and photo of the non-commercial PELAMWCVD apparatus [6].

Results and discussion
Seeding of the planar silicon substrates by thee different ND particle solutions were characterized
by (AFM) atomic force microscopy (figure 3). Coverage of the substrate with ND particles of HPHT
and NanoPure show poor results (see figure 3) probably due to a large difference in zeta potentials
of the substrate and ND particles. Seeding with NanoAmando ND particles shows good coverage of silicon substrate (see figure 3).
Raman spectroscopy technique was used to characterise quality of grown diamond layers. Depending on used various ND particles and two types of the rough PV silicon substrates in seeding process, is shown in figure 4 (“pits” sample) and figure 5 (“pyramids” sample). The Raman spectrum of
12

the HPHT and the NanoPure, which coated the pits silicon substrate shows non diamond coverage after
the growth (see figure 4) with little intense peak at 1449 cm-1 for the HPHT, characterizing amorphous
carbon. Seeding by the NanoAmando on the Pits silicon substrate and the following growth showed in
the Raman spectra diamond peak at 1330,5 cm-1 in figure 4. The Pyramids type of the silicon substrate
shows diamond coverage for each type of the ND particle seeding solution (figure 5). HPHT and NanoPure show Raman spectra diamond peak at 1331 cm-1. NanoAmando shows Raman spectra diamond
peak at 1333,5 cm-1 and lower intensity in the amorphous carbon area (1450–1550 cm-1) then the others.

Figure 3. AFM images of seeding on the planar silicon substrates by ND particles: (A) HPHT, (B) Nanopure, (C) NanoAmando.

Figure 4. Raman spectroscopy of the grown NCD
layers on the Pits type PV substrate with various
ND particles used in seeding process.

Figure 5. Raman spectroscopy of the grown NCD
layers on the Pyramids type PV substrate with
various ND particles used in seeding process.

SEM image of diamond layer on the PV silicon substrates with usage of the NanoAmando particles
is shown in figure 6. SEM images confirm that the layers grown were continuous and without pinholes
for both types of the PV silicon wafers.

Conclusions
The results in this paper show that given seeding technique for the ND particles Nanopure and HPHT
diluted in deionised water solution seeded on the rough Pits photovoltaic silicon wafers is not appropriate for NCD layer growth. The Raman spectra demonstrated non diamond coverage after growth. The
Raman spectra of these two types of ND particles seeded on the rough Pyramids silicon PV substrates
showed diamond intensity peak at 1331 cm-1. The NanoAmando ND particles used in given seeding
technique show good diamond coverage of substrate for both types of rough silicon PV wafers. The
Raman spectra with the NanoAmando particles used in seeding process shows diamond intensity peak
at 1330,5 cm-1 on the Pits substrate and 1333,5 cm-1 on the Pyramids substrate. Likewise, diamond layer
grown by use of NanoAmando ND particles shows lower intensity at the Raman spectra in amorphous
carbon area to diamond peak then the others types of ND particles. The use of NanoAmando type of ND
particles in seeding process provides the best conditions for good coverage of rough silicon substrates.
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Figure 6. SEM images of the grown NCD layers with used NanoAmando particles in seeding process on
PV substrates: (A1 and A2) Pyramids, (B1 and B2) Pits.
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Study of infrared bonds
Adéla Kotzianová1, Miroslav Jelínek1, Markéta Zezulová1
1
Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering
We used FTIR and Raman spectroscopy to analyze samples of diamond-like carbon (a-C) on silica
substrates prepared by pulsed laser deposition. Our aim was to obtain infrared and Raman spectra of
diamond-like carbon samples and quantify the content of sp3 and sp2 bonds. We conducted the measurements with the Thermo Scientific DXR Raman Microscope with laser wavelength of 532 nm. As
the wavelength of the laser is in the region of visible light we had to use the indirect method to determine the sp3 and sp2 content.

Introduction
Diamond-like carbon (DLC) is a form of amorphous carbon. The properties of DLC depend on
the bond ratio of sp2 orbitals and sp3 orbitals. The bonds between sp3 orbitals are typical for the diamond
structure called crystal lattice (Fig. 1a). These σ bonds are strong and create tetrahedral configuration.
The bonds between sp2 orbital create the soft structure of graphite which consists of three strong in
plane σ bonds and one weaker out of plane π bond (Fig. 1c). The DLC combines diamond and graphite
structures (Fig. 1b) which is reflected by its properties. To find out properties of thin DLC layer it is necessary to determine the sp2/sp3 ratio. The more bonds between sp3 orbitals there are the more diamondlike the layer is (Robertson 2002).
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is a basic technique to identify unknown material,
to determine the sample quality and amount of components in the sample. The principle of this method
is that part of the incident infrared light is absorbed by the sample and causes changes in rotational and
vibrational states of molecule due to changes of the dipole moment. If there are no changes in the dipole
moment the molecule does not absorb any light and it is infrared inactive. It is possible to analyse gases,
liquids and solids. Because of the Michelson interferometer which allows to measure in the whole spectrum of the infrared region the analysis is fast. The output of this method is a spectrum which describes
the relationship between absorption (transmission) and wave number.
Raman spectroscopy is based on non-elastic scattering of visible, ultraviolet or infrared light on
the sample surface. The scattered electromagnetic radiation has a little different wavelength in comparison to incident radiation. The intensity of this scattered radiation does not depend on changes of
the dipole moment of a molecule, it depends on changes of polarization during the vibrational movement of molecules. The analytical output is the spectrum depicting relation between Raman intensity
and wave number. It is possible to get information about the structure and conformation of gas, liquid
or solid molecules.
The aim of our work was to determine sp2/sp3 ratio of DLC samples on Si substrates prepared by
pulsed laser deposition by FTIR and Raman spectroscopy.

Figure 1. (a) Diamond structure, (b) DLC structure, (c) Graphite structure (Sosnová 2006)

Experimental
The deposition conditions of pulsed laser deposition (PLD) are show in table 1. For the FTIR spectroscopy analysis we used Nicolet 6700 FT-IR Spectrometer Thermo Scientific. We measured in the mid17

dle infrared region (700 cm-1–3500 cm-1). Because our samples were thin layers of DLC on silicon (Si)
substrates we measured them with attenuated total reflectance (ATR) technique using diamond crystal.
We used dry air treatment to ensure minimal humidity during the measurement. To analyze the spectra
we used Omnic and OriginLab software.
The Raman analyses were performed on Thermo Scientiﬁc DXR Raman Microscope with 1 µm spatial
resolution and 2 µm depth resolution. The magnification of lens was 50x. We conducted measurements
with a laser of wavelength 532 nm. To analyse spectra we used Omnic software and OriginLab software.
We fitted spectra with Voigt function and Breit-Wigner-Fano function.
Sample
Number

Pressure (Pa)

Gas

Temperature
(°C)

Frequency
(Hz)

Laser track
(mm)

Power density
(J cm-3)

Count of
pulses

Distance (mm)

Flow Ar
(sccm)

Flow
Ar(N)
(sccm)

Voltage
(V)

Current
(A)

Power
(W)

Ion gun during deposition

2

0.25

Ar

20

10

2x1.25

14

3000

45

10

3

0.25

Ar

20

10

2x1.25

12

3600

45

10

4

0.25

Ar

20

10

2x1.25

10

4450

45

10

5

0.25

Ar

20

10

2x1.25

8

5750

45

10

6

0.25

Ar

20

10

2x1.25

6

7900

45

10

7

0.25

Ar

20

10

2x1.25

4

12200

45

10

8

0.25

Ar

20

10

2x1.25

10

4450

45

10

9

0.25

Ar

20

10

2x1.25

10

4500

45

10

9.6–12.0

75

3

225

10

0.25

Ar

20

10

2x1.25

10

4500

45

10

3.0–3.8

300

1

300

11

0.25

Ar

20

10

2x1.25

10

4500

45

10

11.4–12.1

60

2.5

150

23

0.04

Ar

20

10

2x1.25

10

3000

45

10

2.8–3.1

300

0.5

150

24

0.04

Ar

20

10

2x1.25

10

3000

45

10

1.9–2.0

300

0.5

150

25

0.06

Ar

20

10

2x1.25

10

3000

45

10

3.1–3.9

150

1

150

26

0.04

Ar

20

10

2x1.25

10

3000

45

10

1.9–2.0

300

0.5

150

Table 1. The deposition conditions of PLD

Results
Figure 2 shows the FTIR spectrum of the DLC sample number 3. There are strong absorptions in
the region between 1500 cm-1 and 2700 cm-1 that do not belong to DLC. To analyse the spectrum we
used spectra libraries. We were interested in the water band region (more than 2800 cm-1), because
water influences the DLC properties just as well as the impurities do.
Raman spectra of sample 3 can be seen in figure 3 (a, b). For the analysis we used Origin software. The
choice of a fitting curve (Voigt function and Breit-Wigner-Fano function) depends on the symmetry
of a spectrum. With Voigt we fitted two peaks which can be found in the DLC spectrum – D peak
(1340 cm-1) and G peak (1580 cm-1). The G peak is the stretching mode of any pair of sp2 sites, whether
in C=C chains or in aromatic rings. This peak occurs in every molecule containing bond between
sp2 orbitals of carbon. The D mode is the breathing mode of sp2 sites only in rings. To determine the sp2/
sp3 ratio it was necessary to use indirect method (Robertson 2002).
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Fig. 2: FTIR spectrum of (a) DLC sample 3 and (b) a typical spectrum of diamond (Spectroscopy
Highlights 2010)

Figure 3. (a) Sample 8 – Breit-Wigner-Fano fitting function, (b) Sample 8 – Voigt fitting function
We used two different methods to determine the sp2/sp3 ratio. The skewness parameter q of the BreitWigner-Fano function determines whether a sample has a sp3 content of more (q<-10) or less (q>-10)
than 70% (Gilkes et al. 2000) This BWF curve is suitable for symmetrical spectra, the nonsymmetrical spectra were not fitted with BWF curve (table 2). The other method to determine this ratio uses
the value of full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the G band. For this method we used the Voigt
fitting function (Fig. 3b). The equation to estimate the sp3 content is (Cui et al. 2010)
sp3 =- 2.05 + 1.90 $ 10-2 W - 3.01 $ 10-5 $ W 2 ! 0.08

(1)

where W is the FWHM of the G band. This equation (1) is valid for Raman spectra measurements at
laser wavelength of 514 nm and for DLC samples deposited at room temperature. We measured our
spectra at laser wavelength of 532 nm, it was necessary to recalculate the FWHM(532) of G band to
FWHM(514) (Cui et al. 2010)
FWHM^514h = FWHM^ mh + 0.21 $ ^514 - mh

(2)

where FWHM(514) and FWHM(λ) refer to FWHM(514) (resp. FWHM(λ)) measured at wavelength of
514 nm and wavelength of laser used respectively. Combining the equations (1) and (2), it is possible to
calculate the sp3 content in H-free DLC from Raman spectra (Cui et al. 2010) . The results of the measurements and these two methods can be found in table 2.
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Raman

FTIR

Sample
number

Water content

Impurities

FWHM
(cm-1)

sp2 (%)

sp3 (%)

Q

2

-

-

220.00

35

65

-6.42

3

-

-

216.48

37

63

-5.05

4

-

-

186.29

58

42

-2.82

5

-

-

227.52

31

69

-4.29

6

-

-

229.20

30

70

-

7

-

-

217.63

46

64

-3.26

8

-

-

194.26

52

48

-3.21

9

-

-

233.69

27

73

-2.66

10

-

-

220.53

35

65

-2.72

11

-

-

232.99

28

72

-3.08

23

-

-

213.16

39

61

-

24

-

-

242.68

23

77

-

25

-

-

228.89

30

70

-

26

-

-

249.41

20

80

-

Table 2. Results of FTIR and Raman analysis

Discussion
There were no peaks of sp2 or sp3 bonds visible in the FTIR spectra. Due to the absence of water in
DLC samples, molecules did not change their rotational and vibrational states. There were visible strong
absorptions from ATR diamond crystal (Fig. 2 a,b) at region from 1500 cm-1 to 2700 cm-1. There were
no impurities.
All skewness parameters of Breit-Wigner-Fano fitting curves were higher than -10, which means
the sp3 content of every measured DLC sample with symetrical spectrum was lower than 70%. After
using the combination of equations (1) and (2) we quantified the sp3 content in relation to FWHM
of the G band fitted with Voigt fitting curve. It is obvious that the content increases with smaller FWHM.

Conclusions
We found out that the FTIR spectroscopy can not be used to determine sp2/sp3 ratio in hydrogen-free
DLC samples. It is possible to determine the water and impurities content. The proper method to be
applied is Raman spectroscopy. We determined the sp2/sp3 ratio from the skewness parameter of BreitWigner-Fano fitting curve and from FWHM of G band fitted with Voigt fitting curve.
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Aminobenzanthrone Fluorescence Study
Tereza Pašková1, Miroslav Dvořák2
1
Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering
2
Czech Technical University in Prague , Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering
Abstract. Fluorescence spectroscopy is a tool which allows us not only to study concentrations of
solutions and possible compounds in the structure but also to study the change of fluorescence properties of fluorescent probes in various environments. In our study we focus on 3-aminobenzanthrone
(ABa) which is a aromatic compound used to prepare dyes for probing properties of different biological
structures. We concentrated on ABa dissolved in four different solutions (dibuthylether, acetonitrile,
ethylacetate and methanol) to describe the change in fluorescent spectra depending on the polarity of
the solution. Results are carried out in form of graphs to compare the progress of change of steady state
fluorescence emission and excitation spectra in wavelength with change of polarity of the solvent.

Introduction
Aminobenzanthrone (ABa) is a useful tool in many aspects. ABa is an aromatic molecule which contains an electron-donating amino group and an electron-accepting carbonyl group [1]. It is a basic fluorescent compound which can be modified for example by adding additional chains to it and then used
for different applications like a fluorescent probe. Jan Sýkora et.al. [2], for example, studied the use of
N-palmitoyil-3-aminobenzanthrone (ABa-C15) as a dye for probing solvent relaxation in phospholipid
bilayers. Another experiment performed was the one of Desislava Staneva and Rossitza Betcheva [3].
They synthesized and characterized water-soluble 1-[(7-oxo-7H-benzo[de]anthracen-3-ylcarbamoyl)methyl] pyridinium chloride to detect pH changes.

Figure 1. Structure of ABa-C15 [2]

Figure 2. The structure of 1-[(7-oxo7H-benzo[de]anthracen-3ylcarbamoyl)-methyl] pyridinium
chloride [3]

Figure 3. Structure of Aminobenzathrone [1]
In this paper we present the results of measurements of steady-state fluorescence emission and excitation spectra of 3-aminobenzathrone (ABa) in solvents of different polarity. Using fluorescence spectroscopy we observed how change of polarity of the solvent affects steady state emission and excitation
fluorescent spectra of ABa. 3-aminobenzanthrone was also studied by M.Nepraš et.al [1]. Steady state
absorption and fluorescence emission spectra of ABa dissolved in dibuthylether (DBE) and in acetonitrile (ACN) were measured. As a result the shift in absorption maximum was 910 cm-1 to the red with
increasing solvent polarity. Emission maximum shifted 1574 cm-1 under the same change of polarity of
the solvent. [1]
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Change of Polarity of the Solvent
The environment a molecule is found can have great effect on its fluorescence spectra. In solutions due
to molecular interaction we observe the process of solvation of fluorescent molecules. In general molecules have different dipole moment and polarization in ground state and excited state. Emission is realized from the state which has already achieved equilibrium configuration. Because part of the absorbed
energy is consumed for molecule relaxation of the solvent around the molecule of fluorophore in excited
and ground stat, the energy of emitted fluorescence radiation observed is lower compared to the relaxation from excited to the ground state itself. Our aim is to observe the change in the spectra of observed
fluorophore in dependence on the solvent.

Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC)
In our experiment we use TCSPC to obtain the fluorescence lifetime measurements of studied solvents. This method allows us to measure faster de-excitation times. When using TCSPC method we
aim to get as short excitation pulse as possible. Our goal is to count photons with 100x lower frequency
than the excitation frequency. Frequency of detection must not be over 2% of excitation frequency. With
excitation frequency of 1 MHz we may detect up to 20 000 single photons in a second. We measure
the time interval between the excitation and detection by the detector. Results obtained by this method
are histograms of photons detected in different de-excitation times. The curve then shows us the kinetics of a fluorescent compound in a solution. Excitation and emission wavelengths in our experiment
were set based on the experience with measurements of ABa of Miroslav Dvořák. The intensity ratios
were set so that TSCPC worked well. Steady state spectra were measured using simple photon counting.

Materials and Devices
Spectrofluorimeter
Measurements were carried out with modular spectrofluorimeter of the brand Horiba Jobin Yvon
based on the model FluoroLog3. The source of excitation light is 450 W xenon CW lamp which emits
radiation from 200 to 2500 nm. Emission monochromator is of iHR 320 type. For detection of fluorescence PMT detector type TBX-05 was used. Figure 4 represents the general scheme of the possible
modules available for spectrofluorimeter FluoroLog3 offered by the company.

Figure 4. General scheme of FluoroLog3
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Chemicals
We studied the steady-state excitation and emission spectra of 3-aminobenzanthrone. Our ABa was
pre-prepared. Concentrations of ABa in solutions were 10-4 mol/l in each. Solutions were chosen based
on their polarity with the first one having polarity the lowest and last the highest. First solution used
was dibutylether (DBE), second was ethylacetate (EtA), third acetonitril (ACN) and the last one was
methanol (MetOH).

Experiment
First we prepared the solutions. All of the solutions were of concentration 10-4 mol/l. First solution was ABa in dibutylether, second ABa in ethylacetate, third ABa in acetonitril and fourth ABa in
methanol. Solutions were poured into a 1 cm cuvette and inserted into spectrofluorimeter. We measured
steady-state emission and excitation spectra using single photon counting. All the intensities maxima
are normalized to the value 1. The red curves in spectra stand for the excitation spectra of given solution
and blue for emission spectra of the solutions.
ABa in Dibutylether
Dibutylether is the least polar of all the solvents used. The excitation wavelength of the spectrofluorimeter was set to 570 nm with slit 3nm. The emission wavelength was then set to 450 nm with slit 3nm
again. The excitation and emission spectra are showed in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Excitation and Emission Spectra of ABa in Dibutylether
Maximum of the excitation spectra lays at the wavelength of 475 nm. Maximum of the emission
spectra lays at the wavelength of 569 nm.
ABa in Ethylacetate
The polarity of ethylacetate is higher than of dibuthylether. The excitation wavelength was set to
590 nm and emission wavelength to 470 nm. Slit in both cases was the same as in measurements of ABa
in dibuthylether that is 3 nm. The excitation and emission spectra are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Emission and Excitation Spectra of ABa in Ethylacetate
The maximum of the excitation spectra is at the wavelength of 479 nm. The maximum of the emission spectra is at the wavelength of 591 nm.
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ABa in Acetonitrile
Acetonitrile is again of higher polarity than previously used solvent that is ethylacetate. The excitation wavelength was set to 590 nm and emission wavelength to 470 nm. Slit in both cases was the same
as in measurements of ABa in ethylacetate and dibutylether that is 3 nm. The excitation and emission
spectra are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Emission and Excitation Spectra of ABa in Acetonitrile
The maximum of the excitation spectra is at the wavelength of 489 nm. The maximum of the emission spectra is at the wavelength of 620 nm.
ABa in Methanol
Methanol is the most polar solvent of all used. The excitation wavelength was set to 650 nm and emission wavelength to 520 nm. Slit in both cases was the same as in measurements of ABa in ethylacetate,
dibutylether and acetonitrile that is 3 nm. The excitation and emission spectra are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Emission and Excitation Specra of ABa in Methanol
The maximum of the excitation spectra is at the wavelength of 522 nm. The maximum of the emission spectra is at the wavelength of 664 nm.

Emission and Excitation Spectra
Comparison of all the emission spectra (Figure 10) and excitation spectra (Figure 9) measured show
the shift in wavelength among ABa dissolved in solvents of different polarity.

Conclusion
In our experiment we measured the emission and excitation fluorescent spectra of ABa dissolved in
solutions of different polarity. Figure 10 shows all the emission spectra of ABa in four different solutions. From this chart we can see the shift in the fluorescence emission spectra. The more polar solvent
is the longer the wavelength of the emission spectra. This indicates the connection between solvation of
the molecules of the solvent. The more polar the solvent is the longer the wavelength of the fluorescence
emission. According to our observation the more polar the solvent is the more energy is necessary for
gaining the equilibrium state of the fluorophore and the solvent. Changes in wavelength occur. Our next
study will be focused on gaining and analyzing the lifetimes of given solutions.
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Figure 9. Excitation Spectra of ABa in Different
Solvents. Black curve stands for ABa dissolved
in DBE, red in EtAc, blue in ACN and green in
MetOH.
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Using NMR spectroscopy for improvement of cisplatin-based drugs
Eliška Šmiřáková (Department of Condensed Matter Physics, Faculty of Science, Masaryk University, Brno,
Czech Republic)
Abstract. One of the aims of the present research is the development of new anticancer drugs by
modifying the already known ones to increase their cytostatic activity while lowering the side-effects.
The major goal of this project is to investigate the sequence selectivity of cisplatin-DNA interaction in
order to understand the biochemical mechanism of cisplatin effect and consider the way to reduce its
toxicity.
To achieve this goal, we employed modern NMR methods, taking so the advantage of the fact that it
is possible to study the biological compounds of interest in solution under nearly physiological conditions.
In my contribution, I will show the structural properties of DNA 22-mer containing T4-loop crosslinked with cisplatin derivative RR-DACH. NMR data acquisition and processing as well as the determination of the structural models using molecular dynamics simulations will be presented.

Introduction
The cytostatic effect of cisplatin was discovered by Barnett Rosenberg already in late 1960s. Thanks
to the efficiency of cisplatin in the treatment of testicular cancer (about 95% of diagnosed cases (Kartalou and Essigmann, 2001)) this cytostatic agent is still one of the most widely used anticancer drugs
in a recent therapy.
It has been already established that cisplatin can interact with DNA to form different products; however, the most likely form is the intrastrand with two adjacent guanines (Fichtinger-Schepman et al.,
1985; Jamieson and Lippard, 1999). The main goal of this project is to better understand the sequence
selectivity of the interaction of DNA and the RR-DACH. For this purpose, proton NMR experiment of
DNA-hairpin crosslinked with RR-DACH was performed. Then, NMRPipe software for the processing
along with NMRViewJ (Delaglio et al, 1995; Johnson and Blevins 1994) for post-processing and analysis
of the obtained data was employed.
The determination of the structural model of cisplatinated DNA is carried out using the full relaxation matrix approach.

Cisplatin
Cisplatin or cis-diamminedichloroplatinum(II) is an inorganic compound that consists of the central platinum atom attached to two ammonia molecules and two chlorine atoms (Fig. 1A), whereas
the chlorine ligands could be replaced by nucleophiles.
Cisplatin-DNA interaction
When cisplatin binds to DNA, the first and then the second labile chlorine atoms are exchanged with
hydroxyl ions forming the so-called monoadduct and diadduct (crosslink), respectively. Such crosslink
formation leads to unwinding and bending of the DNA affecting so replication and transcription, as well
as the cell cycle progress resulting in apoptosis of the cancer cell.
Cisplatin can interact with DNA in different ways, comprising formation of the intrastrand adduct
involving two adjacent guanines (about 65%), adjacent guanine and adenine (about 25%) and other
types of intrastrand and interstrand, as well as intermolecular crosslinks.
Cisplatin derivatives
The study of cisplatin led to discoveries of various cisplatin modifications with therapeutic effect.
Two examples are carboplatin and oxaliplatin (Fig. 1B), so-called second generation derivatives, which
are known for their lower toxicity as compared to cisplatin.
Dichloro-1,2-diaminocyclohexaneplatinum(II) (DACH) is another representative of the cisplatin
derivatives (Fig. 1C). The object of our study is the DNA 22-mer containing T4-loop crosslinked with
RR isomeric form of DACH.
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Figure 1. Schematic formula of A. cisplatin, B. oxaliplatin and carboplatin (second generation cisplatin
derivatives), C. DACH.

NMR spectroscopy
Nowadays, X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy and to certain extent also cryo-electron microscopy are the most used methods for the three-dimensional macromolecular structure determination.
Contrary to X-ray crystallographic measurements where we have to crystallise the sample, NMR spectroscopy profits from the fact that it is possible to study the macromolecular system in solution under
nearly physiological conditions.
Basic principles
The general principle of nuclear magnetic resonance relies on the fact that the compound of our
interest consists of atoms with non-zero nuclear spin I. Thus, if such sample is placed into the static
magnetic field of the strength B, the nuclear spin states have energies given by
E=

h
.o = c.E
2r

(1)

in which γ is the magnetogyric ratio, which is characteristic constant for a given nucleus. For nuclear
spin I, there are 2I + 1 possible states of nucleus in an external magnetic field. The energy necessary for
the state transition is given by
E = DE = E2 - E1

(2)

in which ΔE is the energy difference between two energy levels E2 and E1.
The simple NMR experiment is divided into several components: preparation period, application of
radio-frequency pulse and acquisition period (Wüthrich, 1986).
Assignment
Once we measured and processed the raw NMR data, we have to associate each resonance in spectra
with certain nucleus. In our project, we choose the assignment without isotopic labeling using the combination of through-bond and through-space interaction.
2D NMR experiments
In a 2D NMR spectroscopy, two additional components, known as evolution and mixing period,
are introduced compared to one-dimensional experiment. In the Fig. 2, the typical scheme of 2D NMR
experiment is shown. In order to obtain spectra with two independent frequency dimensions, the double Fourier transform has to be applied during the processing.

Figure 2. Basic scheme of 2D NMR experiment (Cavanagh et al., 2007).
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Many 2D NMR experiments have been introduced (Berger and Braun, 2004); however, 3 of them are
crucial for the assignment and structure determination of DNA. The principle of the first two, COSY
(COrrelation SpectroscopY) and TOCSY (TOtal Correlation SpectroscopY), is through-bond coherence transfer. Using COSY, we can detect the coupled pairs of protons separated by two or three bonds,
while TOCSY allows us to correlate all protons of molecular chain with each other. NOESY (Nuclear
Overhauser Effect SpectroscopY) is based on through-space coherence transfer and provides us rather
straightforward way to the internuclear distance of two interacting protons separated by less than 6 Å.
During the acquisition and analysis of a NOESY spectrum, two experimental artifacts should be
taken into account. The first one is zero-quantum artifact, which occurs in experiments with shorter
mixing time, while the second one, known as spin diffusion, occurs when longer mixing time is used.
In order to avoid misleading data interpretation caused by spin diffusion artifact, the method called
relaxation matrix approach can be applied.

Methods and Conclusions
Five NOESY spectra (for mixing time of 50–200 ms) were measured on a 900 MHz Bruker spectrometer equipped with cryoprobe. For assignment, following 2D NMR experiments were performed:
NOESY for identification of exchangeable protons and connectivities to non-exchangeable ones; COSY/
TOCSY for identifying the aromatic and sugar proton spin systems, and NOESY again for the sequential
assignment. The data processing (TopSpin and NMRPipe programs (Bruker BioSpin GmbH, 2007; Delaglio et al., 1995)) and the analysis, comprising peaks picking and assigning as well as getting the intensities of peaks (NMRViewJ and Sparky (Johnson and Blevins, 1994; Goddard and Kneller, 2006)) were
done. The structure calculations (XPLOR-NIH version 2.27 (Brünger, 1992)) are performed in a way
of back-calculating the experimental NMR data employing the full relaxation matrix approach. The
final structural model will be then the subject of molecular dynamics simulations in order to monitor
the dynamics stability of the hairpin and identify factors affecting the interaction of cisplatin with DNA.
The eventual outcome is to understand the mechanism of action of cisplatin-based drugs and consider
the way to reduce their toxicity.
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Characterization of optical fibers for fiber lasers
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Abstract. The objective of this article is characterization of rare earth elements doped fibers for fiber
lasers suitable for medical application. The characterization is realized via multiple methods, which
provide the information about quality of the fiber, based on the quantum yield in particular. For this
purpose it is necessary to measure the refractive index profile as well as the absorption and emission
spectra. As a result, the complex method characterizing the quality of laser fiber would be obtained. This
article refers to the spectral attenuation and fluorescence on 1550 nm measured on studied samples.
Obtained results are presented and also compared for different technology of sample preparation.

Introduction
This article deals with characterization of optical laser fibers, especially doped with rare earth elements. These laser fibers have a large possibility of application in laser medicine due to generation of
light in infrared spectral region and also thanks to their technical parameters like high beam quality,
compactness etc. (Mendez A. 2007; Alvarez-Chavez J. A. 2006)
For each application of optical fibers it is necessary to characterize the fiber for many reasons. One of
the reasons is the quantitative evaluation of fiber parameters to classify it. Another reason is the optimisation and the reproducibility of the parameters of the fiber.
The basic problem is to determine the elementary parameters, as the refractive index profile (RIP),
geometry, spectral attenuation, concentration of active ions etc. The optical quality is really important,
because it directly influences the basic spectral attenuation of given fiber. In laser terminology that
means the spectral attenuation of the only host material. The spectral attenuation is measured using
the method of two lengths, excitation is provided via halogen lamp. (Marcuse D. 1980 ) The dependence of attenuation on excitation wavelength in a desired spectral range is obtained. Another measured parameter is the concentration of active ions, for this purpose ions of rare earth elements, within
the fiber core. Right using the concentration and the spectral attenuation, other parameter characterising the fiber laser gain media – absorption cross-section – can be obtained. (Schneiderová M. 1993)
Spectral attenuation actually gives the absorption spectrum of active media. According to the absorption spectrum the excitation wavelength (monochromatic laser source) is chosen within peak of absorption and the fluorescence is expected at the peak with longer wavelength. This change in wavelength
caused by energy losses is called the Stokes shift. (Lakowicz J. R. 2006) Energy losses are usually caused
by the energy transfer into the vibrational energy of matrice. The fluorescence spectrum can denote
the preference and probability of electron transitions inside the electron cloud of the active ion.

Experiments
For the purpose of the measurements, two samples of erbium ions (Er3+) doped fibers – S1 and S2 –
were used. The basic parameters are shown in Table 1. The column “Geometry” gives the information
about core diameter (subscripted with c) and fiber diameter (subscripted with cl). For used wavelengths
these fibers are multi-mode.
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Fiber
sample

Geometry Φc /Φcl
[μm]

RIP/max

Concentration Er3+
[cm-3]

Base attenuation (min)
[dB/ cm]

S1A

11.5/125.9

1.474

2.52·1019

0.027

S1B

12,5/128

1.471

-

0.026

S2A

12.6/122.1

1.4709

1.78·1019

0.003

S2B

11.4/124.5

1.4679

1.45·1019

0.01

Table 1. Basic parameters of fiber samples under testing.

Furthermore the properties of fibers made by two different techniques of fiber preparation were
examined. The first technique (signed B) prepares fiber using standard method of preparation, the second (signed A) makes use of aluminium nanoparticles, which influence the homogeneity of distribution
of active ions within the fiber core. These fibers are primarily designed for the generation wavelength of
1550 nm. (Podrazky O. et al. 2009) In the Fig. 1 the fluorescence cross section of fiber samples S1 and
S2 are shown using the confocal microscope ZEISS DUO2. All the sample fibers were made and measured at Institute of Photonics and Electronics, Department of Optical Fibers Technology, Academy of
Sciences of the Czech Republic.

Figure 1. Photography of fluorescence cross section of fiber sample S2 prepared by standard and nano
technology respectively from the left, using confocal microscope.
From Figure 1 it can be seen that the utilisation of aluminium nanoparticles leads to more homogeneous distribution of Er3+ within the fiber core than the standard method of preparation. This is important for efficient optical excitation of active ions.

Figure 2. The spectral attenuation of fiber sample S2A for the longer (black curve) and the shorter
(red curve) fiber.
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The measurement of spectral attenuation was provided using the method of two lengths. The spectrum retrieved from the measurement of longer fiber, with length ll, sets the information about the attenuation of the host material, so called the matrice.
This is important for evaluation of optical quality of given fiber. The information obtained by the measurement of the shorter sample, with length ls, provides the curve of dependence of spectral attenuation
given by the active ions. In the Fig. 2 the spectral attenuation of fiber sample S2A is shown for the long
and short fiber. So this curve can be transformed to the absorption spectrum of the Er3+ in this case. The
absorption spectrum is one of basic characterisations of element and is specific for each element regarding the distribution of atomic electronic transitions given by the quantum theory, rather Srödinger
equation. (Vrbová M. et al. 1994)
The absorption peaks occurring in the Fig. 2 on the curve of shorter fiber (red curve) at wavelengths,
where the longer fiber does not have any absorption, are caused by different electromagnetic field of
expanding modes. This difference is influenced by the quality of fiber weld and also by the different core
diameter of excitation and measured fiber.

Figure 3. Comparison of spectral attenuation of fiber samples S2A and S2B for similar lengths of samples.
The difference between the preparation by standard technology and by using nanoparticles is not only
in the homogeneity of distribution of active ions. The method of preparation also influences the basic
matrice attenuation, as seen from Fig. 3. It is obvious that the sample S2B has higher basic attenuation
than the sample S2A. It means that usage of nanoparticles for fiber preparation decreases the basic
attenuation and helps to homogeneity of distribution of active ions within the fiber core.
Knowing the dependence of spectral attenuation of Er3+, it is possible to use the following equation
which join together other characteristic parameters of fiber
a z,Er ^ mh = N $ v^ mh $ C^ mh

(1)

where αz,Er(λ) is the basic attenuation of Er3+ (spectral absorption), N is the concentration of Er3+, σ(λ)
is the absorption cross-section of Er3+ and Γ(λ) is the overlap integral of the distributed transversal
electromagnetic mode and the active fiber core (Schneiderová M. 1993). The overlap integral is given as
C^ mh = exp `

w0 j2
b

where w0 is the diameter of distributing Gaussian transversal mode and b is the diameter of doped fiber
core. This equation is only approximation for the Gaussian mode. In this case it is valid because the excitation halogen lamp light is delivered via single mode fiber with diameter w0 = 6 μm, that means this one
mode is Gaussian. The excitation fiber was welded together with the excited erbium doped fiber with
diameter b, see parameters in Table 1.
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Following method helps to determine the basic attenuation of Er3+ αz,Er(λ), rather the dependence of
Er3+ absorption spectrum. The curve of absorption spectrum is analyzed by using the program GASPED
for spectra decomposition. (Pospisilova M. et al. 2008) This program determines the basic spectrum
lines which participate on the shape of absorption spectrum. This is the way to determine the peaks
belonging to erbium ions and to choose the preferred electronic transition with given wavelength.
The example can be seen in Fig. 4. The measured absorption spectrum of Er3+ was decomposed using
GASPED and the multiple peak is chosen for illustration. The decomposed peaks and the GASPED fitting curve are compared with the measured data.
The concentration values of Er3+ were determined using electronic probe. So now if the equation (1)
is used, from the knowledge of other parameters one can determine the value of the absorption crosssection of erbium ions σ(λ), which refers to the probability of absorption of photon. The absorption
cross-section is determined as
v^ mh =

a z,Er ^ mh
N $ C^ mh

(2)

Fluorescence measurement
The measurement of fluorescence spectrum was also realized. For this measurement the laser diode
generating light at 980 nm with embedded Bragg grating was used. The excitation common single-mode
fiber (SMF 28) with diameter w0 = 6 µm was welded together with the Er3+ doped fiber. Due to the Stoke
shift, the fluorescence wavelength is greater than the excitation. So for the excitation at 980 nm, the fluorescence at 1550 nm occurs for the fiber sample S1A. It is expected that the absorption and emission
spectra will be symmetrical and that is demonstrated in the Fig. 5. We can see that the absorption and
the fluorescence spectra at 1550 nm are similar.
This experiment verified that the laser light generation at 1550 nm would be possible using this Er3+
doped fiber.

Conclusions
The measurements of basic attenuation of four sample were made same as the dependence of absorption spectra. In addition the comparison of two methods of preparation was realized comparing the basic
matrice attenuation. It was found that the method using nanoparticles has lower basic attenuation. At
least fibes made by this method have greater homogeneity of distribution of active ions within the fiber
core.

Figure 4. The example of spectra decomposition
using GASPED program

Figure 5. Comparison of absorption and
fluorescence peak of fiber sample S1A.

Further the fluorescence experiment was made and the absorption and fluorescence spectra were
compared.
Theese results will be further used for the classification of Er3+ doped fibers as the laser gain media.
The actual results classify the optical properties but for the classification of laser fiber other parameters
are essential, especially quantum yield.
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Fabrication of Diamond Nanowires for Applications in
Biomedical Technology
Miloš Stefanović and Miloš Nesládek
Due to the many unique properties of diamond, the use of diamond nano-wires in biosensors attracts
increasing attention. Vertically aligned diamond nanowires with controlled geometrical properties like
length and distance between wires were fabricated by use of Ni and Al nanoparticles as etching mask
and by use of reactive ion etching. The Ni and Al nano-particles are formed by thermal annealing at
700 °C for 5 min of a thin (20 nm) Ni/Al film that is deposited onto the diamond surface and by e-beam
lithography. The surface structure of diamond nanowires were characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). AFM and SEM experiments show that diamond
nanowire have 60–100 nm in length. Tip-modified diamond nanowires are promising with respect to
biosensor applications where controlled biomolecule bonding is required to improve chemical stability
and sensing significantly.

Changes in Permeability of Phospholipid Bilayers Induced by
Halictines Peptides Studied by Fluorescence Leakage Assays
Tomáš Steinberger and Martin Hof
When actual antibiotics become less efficient, there is some promise that some antibiotics can be
replaced by other nature’s substances, e.g. peptides. Halictines are novel antimicrobial peptides isolated
from the venom of the eusocial bee Halictus sexcinctus. We obtained four analogues of the native peptide HAL-1 from IOCB AV CR. They already characterized structural properties of the peptides and
their antimicrobial activity against selected bacteria. Our aim was characterized pore forming activity
through the use of a basic model of biological cells – large unilamellar phospholipid vesicle LUV. We
prepared two basic type of leakage assay based on LUVs with free dyes catched inside. We used classical
Steady State Fluorescence Spectroscopy and advanced fluorescence methods for study of dyes escape
from LUVs. By this way we received complementary information and we can conclude, that peptide
with properties such as native HAL 1 (which induced the highest leakage) is analogue with marking
HAL 1/6
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3 Dimension Biomass Detection 70/25 System
Ján Hýbl, Patrik Kutílek (Faculty of Biomedical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague)
Abstract. The paper describes a new 3 DBD 70/25 System, designed for installation on prosthetic
replacement of upper limb. Artificial limb with this system is semiautomatic robot, which don’t need
direct control by patient. The robot use sequences programmed by service, patient or robot and the patient only chose how sequence the robot makes. Input signals out of sensor system are processed into
maps of objects, movements and environment. Maps are used for rapid object or environment identification and application of expected movements. The sensor system can differentiate between objects and
the human body and chooses the adequate reaction. The system is designed as an assistive technology
for disabled. The system is implemented on robotic arm which is controlled by EMG, EEG, EOG signals.

Introduction
Common sensor systems designed for industrial manipulators uses CCTV or set of sensors which is
composed only from necessary stop point sensors and navigation beacons. Advanced systems for prosthetic applications are usually receiving information from distance measuring sensors, scanning fields
of capacitance sensors, IR gates or laser beam systems. Regardless of the sensor system configuration
prosthetic replacement products are fully dependent on direct control.
Our solution of sensor system is intelligent system named 3 Dimension Biomass Detection 70/25
(3DBD 70/25), which combines primarily information from Pyro-electric sensors for measuring temperature and ultrasonic sensors for distance measurement. All input signals are processed into maps of
objects, movements and environment. These maps are used for object identification and automatic reaction. The result of this system is semi direct controlled prosthesis or robotic manipulator. This solution
provides a much easier control and higher user comfort.

Sensor system 3DBD 70/25
The intelligent sensor system is combining information about temperature and distance of the objects
and creates spatial and infrared map of the environment. System is composed of nine Ultra Sonic Range
(USR) and nine Thermo Phile Array (TPA) sensors. Hand with fingers is substituted by the clamp
with integrated sensor Force Sensor (FS1). Figure 1. and Figure 2. shows the position of the sensors on
the robotic arm. Sensors are divided into three blocks:
• Manus (hand) block: contains USR1 and TPA1 sensor, scanning the frontal space of the hand
(distal map).
• Antebrachium (forearm) block: positioned in 70 % length (distal direction), sensors
USR2 - USR5 and TPA2 - TPA5.
• Brachium (arm) block: positioned in 70 % length (distal direction), sensors USR6–USR9 and
TPA6 - TPA9.
• In Antebrachium and Brachium block is each pair of sensors situated in the 25% perimeter length
of the forearm (arm). Scanned planes of Antebrachium and Brachium are perpendicular i.e. all
directions (superior-inferior and anterior-posterior) are scanned.
This sensor configuration, called 70/25 creates two Cartesian coordinate systems with beginning in
the arm and forearm. The result of signal processing from individual sensors is position of the most
dynamic parts of the robotic mechanism (arm, forearm, hand). Summation of the signals from all three
blocks (combining all six maps in one) with beginning in upper limb girdle (cingulum membri superior,
CMS) determines position and movement of the robot arm in static or dynamic environment to a real
or virtual reference point.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of sensor layout in segments
of robotic arm. S1 manus, S2 antebrachium,
S3 brachium, S4 CMS, S5 soma.
Processing the signals from the sensors is
shown in Figure 3. Signal data from the microprocessor MCU-USR and MCU-TPA must be
due to the nonlinearity of the sensors corrected
with a calibration curve. Calibration can be done
manually or automatically. Next is signal value
test to identify possible error conditions, such as
sensor failures.
Corrected data are sent to block B1 (operating at a low logical level) and four blocks B2-B5
(computationally intensive signal processing).
After that data are sent to block of primary move
control function B1 (avoidance collisions and
movements that could damage the arm), object
detection block B2 (unit for detecting objects
around a robot), measure thermal block B3 (measurement of IR radiation of the environment).
Next is block of 3D maps B4. The last block is B5
(rapid positioning, recording of motions and creating library of movements and objects for future
use).
Robot movement function controls communication between the MCU and MOV (direct control of power segments of the arm). This function
is necessary because it provides status information to the other blocks.
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Figure 2. Mechatronic model of robot created in
Matlab SimMechanic.

Figure 3. Diagram of the 3DBD 70/25 implemented on a powerful computer in software Matlab.
The proposed sensor system is installed and tested on mechatronic robotic arm Robot-LAB-ARM
Soft1 of Progredior Kybernétés that allows simulating human arm movement and also forward and
inverse dynamics, in Figure 4.
The proposed system consists mainly of four types of sensors:
• USR (Ultra sonic range) sensor
• TPA (Thermophile array) sensor
• FS (Force sensor)
• 6-DOF accelerometer.
USR sensor is a device with an ultrasonic directional antennae. Sensor controller sends pulse to an
ultrasonic pulse transmitter. Signal hits an obstacle and reflection. Time between sending and receiving
echo determine the distance to an object. LAB-ARM-Soft1 uses sensors SRF05. All 9 SRF05 sensors are
connected to microprocessor MCU-USR.
TPA is the pyroelectric bolometer, which measures total radiation power through infrared radiation.
Bolometers are made of materials with high temperature coefficient and a small time constant. Therefore they are suitable for fast measurement of close body temperatures. LAB-ARM-Soft1 uses sensor
TPA81. All 9 TPA81 sensors are connected to microprocessor MCU-TPA.
FS is the resistive tensometric sensor. It measures the effects of deformation in the perpendicular
direction. LAB-ARM-Soft1 uses sensor FSR-01.
Complementary sensor is 6-DOF accelerometer for detection of the position of the arm endpoint.
The 6-DOF accelerometer is widely used in robotics systems.
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Figure 4. Detail of robotic arm LAB-ARM-Soft1.

Results
The robotic arm with our sensor system is able to obtain data on temperature and distance of surrounding objects. This information is processed in Matlab according to the diagram of Figure 3. The
signals are processed by the first 4 signal blocks (B1-B4). The program creates a feedback on the moving robot based on the evaluation of the signals. The program models the motion of the robot in a virtual computer interface using mechatronic model. The robot arm can recognize the human body from
the surrounding environment and respond appropriately to assist. The new system is suitable as an
advanced system for myoelectric prosthesis of upper arm.

Discussion
Described in detail above 3DBD 70/25 system is an original contribution to the investigation and
detection of biological objects moving in three-dimensional space around the robot. The system is
able to recognize objects (according to the shape and temperature) from the surrounding area through
close cooperation movements and bolometer with distance counters. In next step the systems creates
models of these objects and compares it with the type models, to shorten the time needed to identify
the object. The sensor system creates a kinetic model of arm, kinetic model of environment and object
models, which in turn is used to quickly identify objects and movement sequences. In the learning
mode the robot is able to the correct information stored to libraries as the type models. As an example
may be when the robot task to grab a cup of hot liquid:
a) the arm detected presence of a new object in the CMS space,
b) the robot automatically generated a combined (infrared and space) model of the object, so as to
minimize the movement of the robotic arm so
c) as the robot compared continuous measurements with the type models (in the current creation
model) and when is the new model same as the type model (with user-defined probability),
driver terminated the scanning process.
d) The object was identified and the robot chose one of the movement model algorithms stored in
the library of the type object,
e) the robot performed a selected motion, which has chosen to be either itself based on the prediction or based on external control.
f) In the case of an external process control, the robot saved move (trajectory and speed) to
the library of the type object.
This example showed the wide range of further application of our proposed system in intelligent myoelectric prosthetics although was the system primarily used in education at FBME CTU.
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Design of robotic human arm-like manipulator
Jan Froněk (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)
Abstract. The article is focused on design of structural schema of robotic manipulator respecting appearance, range and characters of motions of a human arm. Further there are discussed the kinematic
and dynamic analysis of the designed open chain. Complete kinematic and dynamic models are discussed too. Selection of constructive materials and intelligent drives for later technical realization is also
gone through. Selection of the materials and drives has to be able to support sufficient rate of motion.

Introduction
Skeleton of human arm consists of three joints (shoulder, elbow and wrist) and two constructional
constants (upper arm and forearm). According to the analysis of motion the character of all motions
is rotational: in axes x, y, z in shoulder; elbow joint contains rotations in x and y axes. Wrist allows two
types of rotation: in axes x and z. There are seven rotational degrees of freedom (DOF) in total, but for
reaching any point in space only 5 DOFs are sufficient. This means that two DOFs are redundant. From
the point of view of use in daily life we made decision to eliminate all rotations around z-axis, it means
in shoulder and wrist. This motion is called ulnar duction. Rotation around z-axis in shoulder is omitted
because subject can turn the body. Design of construction of this simplified structure has been made in
SolidWorks.
We must take into account the highest possible static moment of a force which must be overcome
when selecting drives. The extreme is while stretching arms forward. The highest moment of a force is
logically in shoulder because there is the longest moment arm that is affected by the highest force—the
gravitational force of the whole weight of the manipulator. The gear-box can only be hypoid Gleason’s
in shoulder as it only can carry the weight of the manipulator and because all gearing and drives have
to be self-locking. Unfortunatelly the hypoid Gleason’s gearing is in mass production only in Japanese
company Subaru for rally cars in the form of self-locking differential and only other option is a joborder manufacture in Nuremberg in Germany as there is the nearest 5-axes CNC machine qualified to
manufacture the hypoid Gleason’s gear-box. From this reason we had to give up the ambitious project
of complete “prosthesis” after exarticulation in shoulder and we are forced to limit and modify our aim
only for the amputation in the area of humerus.

Kinematic analysis
The kinematic analysis of the designed robotic structure has been solved using Denavit-Hartenberg’s
matrix written form. The matrices are (1) and (2): [2]
Rotation around x-axis
xn 
0
0
1
0 cos ϕ − sin ϕ
y n 
n
n
(1)

T X (ϕ n ) =
0 sin ϕ n cos ϕ n z n 


0
0
1
0
Rotation around y-axis

 cos ϕ n
 0
TY (ϕ n ) = 
− sin ϕ n

 0

0 sin ϕ n
1
0
0 cos ϕ n
0
0

xn 
y n 
zn 

1

(2)

where T is transformation matrix of motion around the axis; { n is angle of rotation; xn , yn and zn are
shifts of kinematic pair with respect to previous kinematic pair. Number 1 in the right lower edge of
matrix represents scale in which the chain is solved. This means that in this case we solve the kinematic
analysis in 1:1 scale.
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We calculate complete transformation matrix of the system by subsequently multiplication of transformation matrices. We multiply T4 by vector 60 0 0 1 @T and we get the position of end-point with
respect to the frame.
(3)

T41 = T21 $ T32 $ T43

We must set up the differential operators to compute velocity of the end-point. All differential operators we used are listed in Table 1 [2].
Type of motion

Differential operator
of motion

Rotation around x-axis

R
S0
S0
Dx = S
S0
S0
T

0
0
1
0

0
-1
0
0

V
0W
0W
W
0W
0W
X

Rotation around y-axis

R
S0
S0
Dy = S
S- 1
S0
T

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

V
0W
0W
W
0W
0W
X

Table 1. Used differential operators of motion.

We get velocities of selected point in space in general coordinates of the same selected body by multiplication of relevant differential operator of motion.
V21^2h = ~21 $ DX

(4)

where ~21 is rotational motion in 1st kinematic pair.
To operate all velocities we have to calculate each velocity to the space of 4th body by
V21^4h = T43-1 $ T32-1 $ V21^2h $ T32 $ T43

(5)

other matrices of velocities are calculated analogically.
Complete velocity in the space of 4th body is calculated as a sum of subvelocities.
V41^4h = V21^4h + V32^4h + V43^4h

(6)

If we want to operate all velocities we have to transform them to the same general coordinate system. We
calculate all velocities with respect to the frame for this reason by formula (7): [2]
V41^1 h = T21-1 $ T32-1 $ T43-1 $ V41^4h $ T43 $ T32 $ T21

(7)

where Vn(1) is velocity of n-th motion with respect to frame; Tn are transformational matrices and Vn^nh is
transformation matrix of n-th motion in general coordinates of n-th body.
We read particular components of angular velocities in the complete transformation matrix in
the following position data. [2]
R
V
S 0 0 ~y 0 W
S~ z 0 0 0 W
(8)
W
S
0
~
0
0
x
W
S
S 0 0 0 0W
T
X
It is just sufficient to multiply the matrix of velocities from the left side by transformation matrix
and multiply by radius vector of the last element from the right side. Product is matrix of translational
velocities.
v14h = T41 $ V41^4h $ r4M
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(9)

where r4M = 60 y4M 0 1 @T and y4M is constructional constant between last kinematic pair and
the end point of grip.
Final matrix consists of particular translational velocities of grip with respect to frame and all velocities are placed in position data 6 vx vy vz 0 @T . Now we are able to compute the most important part of
kinematic analysis – Jacobi matrix.
Jacobi matrix transforms velocities in general coordinates into the velocities in Cartesian coordinate
system as we can see in the formula (10):
T
V41(1) = 8v 411 x v 411 y v 411 z X 411 x X 411 y X 411 z B = 6 J @ $ 6~21 ~32 ~43 @
T

(10)

where V41(1) is final matrix of velocities in Cartesian coordinate system (velocities are translational v411 n
and rotational X411 n ); J is Jacobi matrix and ~ n are rotational velocities in general coordinates.

Dynamic analysis
It is necessary to know structural decomposition of mass for computing of dynamic model. For this
purpose the following schema is very important. [4]

Figure 1. Structural decomposition of the designed robotic structure
where |I II| = length of forearm		 |I Tz|= length of grip
		 I = elbow		
II = wrist
		TPH = centre of mass of elbow drives TH = centre of mass of forearm
		TPG = centre of mass of wrist drives
TG = centre of mass of grip
		TZ = centre of mass of load
Tensor of inertia has to be known for computation of dynamic analysis. It is set (11): [3]
Ix - Dxy - Dxz
In = >- Dxy Iy - Dyz H
- Dxz - Dyz Iz

(11)

where In is complete moment of inertia of n-th segment; Ix, Iy, Iz are principle moments of inertia of
the segment around the axis and Dxy, Dxz and Dyz are products of inertia. Particular moments were calculated following Parallel axis theorem
(12)

I = I0 + I '

where I0 is the moment of inertia of the object about an axis passing through its centre of mass, where
I0 = 1 12 ml2 is for a bar rotating around center of mass, I0 = 1 2 mr2 is for solid cylinder, I0 = 1 2 $ m $ ^r12 - r22h
is for hollow cylinder, where r1 is outer radius and r2 is inner radius; and I ' = mr2 where r is radius of
rotational axis from the centre of mass.
Products of inertia have been calculated by (13): [5]
Dxy =

# xydm, D
m

xz

=

# xzdm, D
m

yz

=

# yzdm

(13)

m
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We are able to solve energy (kinetic and potential) of the system using the matrices. Potential energy
is given by formula (14): [3]
3

3

3

i=1

i=1

i=1

WP = / mi $ (G T $ t1iT ) = / mi $ (G T $ S $ r1iT ) = (G T $ / mi $ S $ r1iT )

(14)

where GT is gravity vector (0, 0, g) T ; S is transformation matrix of coordinates of frame with respect to
coordinate system of the Earth and r1iT is radius vector of center of mass the segment in coordinates of
robotic structure.
Kinetic energy consists of two components: translational and rotational. Translational kinetic energy
is solved is formula (15): [3]
1
WKT = $ qo T $ ;/ mi $ JiTT (q) $ JiT (q) E $ qo
2
i=1
3

(15)

where qo is the vector of angular velocities; mi is mass of the i-th element and JiT is translational part of
Jacobi matrix of i-th element.
Rotational component of kinetic energy is given by formula (16): [3]
1 o T /6 T
$q $
JiR (q) $ S0i $ Ii $ S0iT $ JiRT (q) @ $ qo
2
i=1
3

WKR =

(16)

where JiR is rotational part of Jacobi matrix of i-th element; S0i is transformation matrix of i-th element
with respect to frame and Ii is matrix of moment of inertia of i-th element.
Complete energy is given by sum of all components. If we consider a system with no energy of
torques the sum will be constant (17): [4]
WC = WK + WP = WKT + WKR + WP = const

(17)

Equations of motion
Basic form of equation of dynamics of any robotic structure is given by (18): [3]
x = D (q) $ qp + C (q . qo ) $ qo + G (q)

(18)

where x is vector of moments; D is matrix of dynamics; qp is vector of acceleration; C is matrix of binding
forces; qo is vector of velocities and G is matrix of gravity force.
Now we must use second order Lagrange equations. Based on this equation (19): [3]
x=

2
2
2
d ; 2
d 2
$
L (q, qo ) E L (q, qo ) =
$
W W +
W
2q
dt 2qo
dt 2q K 2q K 2q P

(19)

where L (q, qo ) = WK - WP is called Lagrange’s function and it is the energetic potential of the system. [5]
Matrix C can be only solved by using Christoffel’s symbols that are derived from matrix of dynamics
as (20): [3]
cijk =

1 c 2d jk + 2dki - 2dij m
$
2 2qi
2q j
2qk

(20)

where dijk are the components of matrix of dynamics and i, j, k = (1,3).
Matrix C can be compiled as (21): [3]
3

ckj = / cijk (q) qo i
i=1
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(21)

We can verify the correctness of computation by force control or by count of energy. If we don’t provide any torque as it seen in Figure 2, the sum of energy should be constant.

Figure 2. Progress in time of energies. Blue line represents WK, red line is WC and green line is WP

Future activities
We have to consider to set out priorities before the selection of particular drives will be made first.
Construction of the drive and the rate of moment/weight has to be set and subsequently, its dimensions,
power supply, operation mode... We have made decision to use intelligent drives Maxon from the reason above that send information about its actual position, velocity and moment via bus CAN. The
selection of drives has to be carried out during computation of complete dynamic analysis. Moment of
inertia depends on the weight of drives and segments and its spacing as could be seen from the previous
formulas (11) and (13). As explain in previous article we have to select the drives from wrist to elbow
for the moments of drives can be sufficient to carry the mass. Everything has to be verified in dynamic
analysis after first proposal of drives of course and possible insufficiency has to be eliminated by other
relevant selection of drives.
All selected drives are programmable. For next semester we plan to move forward with programming the drives and providing relevant communication for all drives.

Conclusion
The aim of the project is to design and construct the prototype of active prosthesis of upper limb
after amputation in humerus. Following this technical solution another technical solution of currently
functional prosthesis might be optimized and subsequently implemented to mass production as lowcost manipulator. More users might obtain comfortable and affordable prosthesis after arm amputation.
Further more those people might be easier to integrate into the society.
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Creation and implementation of control algorithm to platform for
control of manipulator
Daniela Müllerová (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)
Abstract. This article deals with control of robotic manipulator. Software based on control algorithm
must be created adequately to requirements of drives. It has to be simply implemented for chosen hardware and it has to enable functionality by specified data bus. Data bus has to be adequate to demands of
manipulator. All specifications have to respect limitation of construction.

Introduction
Aims of the work are implementation of software for selected hardware and realization of communication between hardware and drives. Software will be created on base of control algorithm.
Control algorithm is described in the first part of article. The greatest advantage of selected control
algorithm is linearization of the system. Selection of control algorithm has been realized in bachelors
work. The most acceptable scheme of control had been selected in terms of the behaviour, accuracy and
stability of the regulation process and its duration [1].
In the second part there are considered limitation on selection of control hardware and choice of
suitable language for implementation of control algorithm to the hardware.
The third part deals with communication between control hardware and drives. Selection of bus and
its sent messages are also discussed in this part. Requirements are set up and advantages or disadvantages are considered too. All sent data shouldn’t overload the data frame of the selected bus.

Control algorithm
Inverse dynamic control in joint space will be used as control algorithm. This control is based on
tracking a joint space trajectory. Robot manipulator is dynamic nonlinear multivariable system. The
dynamic model of n-joint manipulator is expressed by
B^qh qp + C^q, qo h qo + F^qo h + g^qh = u

(1)

where B^qh is matrix of inertia; C^q, qo h is matrix of binding forces and eccentric forces; F^qo h is matrix
of damping; g^qh is vector of gravity; u is vector of torque; q is position vector; qo is vector of velocity;
qp is vector of acceleration [2].
We can rewrite equation (1) to form
B^qh qp + n^q, qo h = u

(2)

n^q, qo h = C^q, qo h qo + F^qo h + g^qh

(3)

where

Following approach is based on the idea to find a control vector u as a function of the system state that
is able to realize a linear input/output relationship. Necessity of global linearization of system dynamic
is obtained by nonlinear state feedback. Finding such a linearizing controller is guaranteed by the specific form of system dynamics. We can consider equation (2) as linear in the control u since a full-rank
matrix B^qh can be inverted for any manipulator configuration [2].
Taking the control u as a function of the manipulator state in the form
u = B^qh y + n^q, qo h

(4)
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leads to the system described by
qp = y

(5)

where y represents a new input vector. The resulting block scheme is shown in Figure 1. Nonlinear control in equation (4) is called inverse dynamic control because it is based on the computation of inverse
dynamics of manipulator. The controlled system by equation (4) is linear and decoupled with respect to
new input y. It means the component influences only the joint variable independently to the other joint
[2].

Figure 1. Global linearization performed by inverse dynamics control [2]
If we consider equation (4), the manipulator control problem is reduced to find a stabilizing control
y. It can be expressed by homogeneous second-order differential equation
y = qup + KD quo + KP qu

(6)

where KP represents proportional compartment of controller, KD derivate compartment of controller, quo
error between desired and actual velocity, qup error between desired and actual acceleration and qu error
between desired and actual position. It is asymptotically stable on the assumption of positive definite
matrices KP , KD . KP and KD are diagonal matrices [2].
We can get the expression for the dynamics of position error from equation (6)
qu = qd - q

(7)

where qu represents the error between desired qd and actual position. Dynamics of position error is
tracking the given trajectory. Such error occurs only if the difference from zero qu and/or quo at time 0 and
converges to zero with speed depending on the chosen matrices KP and KD [2].

Figure 2. Block scheme of inverse dynamics control in joint space [2]
The resulting block scheme is shown in Figure 2. There are represented two feedback loops. Inner
loop presents the manipulator dynamic model and outer loop tracks the error. Inner loop provides a linear and decoupled input/output relationship. Outer loop is for stabilization of the whole system. The
controller design of outer loop is simplified since it operates on linear and time-invariant system [2].
PD (proportional–derivative) controller’s scheme is described in the Figure 2. For better regulation effect the PID (proportional–integral–derivative) controller will be used in the control algorithm
instead of PD. Block scheme of control using PID controller is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Block scheme of inverse dynamic control in joint space with PID control

Control
Control algorithm will be implemented to the control hardware. It will be created in object-oriented
programming language. Languages from C family are the most acceptable due to their extensive compatibility.
Embedded motherboard could be used as suitable control hardware for the limitations resulting from
construction of manipulator. Motherboard has to be placed directly to the construction of manipulator.
Motherboard should be battery charged to provide independence of manipulator. Another advantage
of the chosen motherboard should be its directly built CAN-bus. It eliminates the necessity of using
another binding interface between the motherboard and the bus.

Communication between drives and control hardware
CAN-bus (Controller Area Network) will be used for communication between drives and control
hardware. It is commonly used in industrial applications as serial data bus. Network protocol detects
and repairs transfer errors generated by neighbouring electromagnetic fields. It allows simple settings
of system and central diagnostics. Sent data is not addressed. Sent message contains identificator (ID),
which is unique in the whole network. Identificator defines content of message and determines the priority in bus input. Priority is higher (that means earlier transmitted) if the numerical value of identificator is smaller. Message can be received by one or more devices. Other advantages of CAN are relatively
high bit rate that can be 1 Mbit/s for lengths shorter than 40 m, high reliability and low price [3].
Every drive used in construction of manipulator will be intelligent. It means that every drive sends
information about actual position and velocity by bus. Control hardware sends information about actual
torque to each drive. Information about acceleration could be sent by bus. Nevertheless it can lead to
the overloading of bus. Information about acceleration is not used in control schema.
Control should be realized sufficiently quickly to be considered as continual in time. It should be
real-time control in ideal case.

Conclusion
Inverse dynamic control will be used for control of the manipulator. The control was well described
in the chapter Control algorithm. Control was selected due to linearization of system. Language from
C family will be used to implementation of the algorithm on the basis of this control for its wide compatibility. Embedded motherboard will be used as control hardware with respect to constructional limitations. Communication between drives and hardware will be proceed by CAN-bus in the case of high
resistance to interference, direct compatibility with drives and its wide usage in industrial applications.
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Design of a track for measurement by comparison
Ivona Hošková (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering,)
Abstract. The aim of this project is to provide insight into the problems of formation of atherosclerotic plates in the bifurcation of carotid and diagnosis of these plates. Atherosclerotic plates cause stenosis of carotid artery. This results in problems with oxygenation of brain. Another task is to design and
construct an artificial track with different size of stenosis and to compare accuracy of sonography and
PIV on this track and then impact of size stenosis on flow of blood will be measured.

Introduction
Atherosclerosis arises from storage of fatty substances in the arterial wall, causing narrowing of this
artery wall, reduction of elasticity and can restrict blood flow. Organs are not supplied with enough oxygen and are damaged. Atherosclerosis is examined by ultrasonography. Based on our research, we will
design a basic arrangement of the track to compare the accuracy of ultrasonography with PIV.

Ultrasonography
Ultrasonic diagnostic methods began to develop in the early 50’s of the 20th century. [2] Ultrasound is a mechanical vibration at a frequency higher than the upper frequency limit of audibility of
the human ear, i.e. higher than 20 kHz. For diagnostic purposes is used the frequency of several MHz.
The ultrasonic vibrations are spread by wave motion. The piezoelectric transducers are sources of ultrasonic vibrations for diagnostic purposes. [2]
Mechanical wave are resulting from acting of electric field on the crystal. The principle of piezoelectric effect was discovered by the brothers Pierre and Jacques Curie in 1880. The piezoelectric effect is
mechanical stress (pressure, tension, bending, twisting) crystal, which causes the crystal surfaces electric charge. [3]
Piezoelectric transducer is in each ultrasound probe. It’s a plate of quartz, which has electrodes on
both ends, which is supplied to high AC voltage. The plate is mechanically vibrating at a frequency
dependent on the frequency of AC voltage. Therefore it’s converter of electrical energy into mechanical. Piezoelectric transducer in probe work not only as a transmitter of mechanical waves, but also as
a receiver of reflected waves. [4]
In every interaction a part of the signal is absorbed by tissue, part is fragmented, and part is reflected.
Diagnostic information is obtained by capturing, processing and displaying ultrasonic signals reflected
from tissue interfaces. Propagation speed of ultrasonic wave front depends on the properties of the investigated medium. Ultrasonic wave propagates the slowest speed in liquids and biological tissues and
the fastest in solid materials, such as in bone.
Propagation velocity of longitudinal ultrasonic waves c in a homogeneous medium is dependent on
elasticity of medium and its density ρ:
c=

E
t

(1)

where E is Young’s modulus.

Doppler effect
Using the Dopplereffect to measure velocity or flow of blood in blood vessels is possible due to
the existence of the reflectors in the flowing medium. In blood flow, these reflectors are red blood cells.
The principle is shown in figure 1.
The angle α is the angle between the axis of blood vessel and ultrasound transmitting transducer and
β is angle of reflected waves, which then reaches the receiving transducer.
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Figure 1. Principle of Doppler effect
The frequency of the received signal differs from the frequency of the transmitted signal due to Doppler stroke, which is given by the speed of flowing blood, the average velocity of ultrasonic waves in
tissue and the angles α and β. [1] Doppler stroke has the form:
fd = 2fv

v
cos a
c

(2)

where fv is the frequency transmitted ultrasonic waves, the v is velocity of blood flow and c is the average
velocity of ultrasonic waves in tissue.
From formula 2 it is apparent that the magnitude of Doppler stroke is directly dependent not only on
the speed of v but also on the angle α. The optimum transmitting angle of 55 degrees, at which optimum
size of signal is received, has been obtained by statistical measurement. [1]

PIV method
This method was introduced to the market in 80’s. PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) is an optical
measuring method for measuring the velocity of the flow of liquids and gases. The flow of particles,
that are drifted by liquid or gas, is photographed with a digital camera in two immediately consecutive
moments. By measuring the time interval between frames and the distance these particles move, we can
calculate the velocity of the particles. [5]

Figure 2. PIV measurement system [6]
By using optics with cylindrical lens an illuminated plane is created from laser beam, the so-called
laser knife. Perpendicular to the plane of the laser knife is placed video camera which in two consecutive
times t1 and t2 lighted and records the position of particles. The complete system is shown in figure 3.
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From the distance s, which a particle travels between two moments in time t1 and t2, the rate calculated
from: [6]
v=

s
t2 t1

(3)

The method of PIV can provide immediate image velocity field (2 velocity components) in a plane of
the laser knife. Stereoscopic PIV configuration allows a determination of the third velocity component
perpendicular to the plane of measurement in plane. Frequency of measurements of individual fields is
limited by frame rate of video camera and laser. [6]
Evaluation of images from the camera is done by FlowManager. FlowManager usescorrelation to
calculate the relative velocity vector map. From the data obtained by PIV method the instantaneous
velocity field and the statistical parameters of the flow could be obtained. If flow is non-stationary or
turbulent, the mean velocity vector and other statistical parameters of the flow can be determined. However, map of vectors may contain a large amount of erroneous data. If we want to get a credible picture of
flow, we have to identify erroneous vectors and subsequently to remove by filtration. After the removal
of noise and error vectors it is necessary to recalculate the entire flow field. In areas where vectors were
removed, it is necessary to compensate this and calculate the most likely value of the velocity vector. So
we get filtered map of vectors that can be submitted for further analysis.

Conclusion
In this project a basic arrangement scheme of track was designed (figure 3) and by using Matlab
the flow parameters depending on the Reynolds number were calculated. Furthermore, the geometry of
axially symmetric models of stenosis was determined at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Czech
Technical University in Prague. A research of PIV and ultrasonographic methods was done. Works on
the construction of the track will follow.

Figure 3. Scheme of the track (A-container to maintain the level of water, B-container with model of
stenosis for PIV and ultrasound measurement, C-terminal container to maintain the level of water,
D-rotameter (flow measurement), E-reservoir)
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Design and development of the HW ECG simulator with possibility
to simulate selected interference
Jan Ondřík (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)
Abstract. The ECG simulators are medical devices, which provide signals morphologically very close
to heart electrical activity. Microcontroller units (MCU) are mostly used for the realization. They control
the process of signal creation. One of the parts of MCU is a memory used for storing of pre-prepared
signals. These stored signals can carry “clear” ECG signals, signals with signs of known pathologies or
they can have testing character. Most of ECG simulators provide just pre-prepared signals, however
some of them can mix the main signal with a pre-defined one, which simulates some artifacts (myopotentials, moving artifacts, the changes of zero line, frequency noise).
The ECG simulator providing the “clear” ECG signal with possibility of superposing parameterized
artifact signal is the main goal of this master‘s thesis, because there is no such in a world medical market.

Creating of ECG signal
The electrocardiogram (ECG) is an effect of operating human heart. ECG is sensed on a 9 conventional surface places of human body (3 at limbs and 6 on a chest). At these leads can be measured very
weak electrical signals (in order of mV) and the potential difference between two electrodes makes one
channel of sensed ECG signal.
The ECG is a time varying signal which shows the voltage between 2 electrodes. Rise of ECG is caused
by ionic current flow which makes cardiac fibers to contract or let them relax. This is a quasiperiodical
process, so the ECG signal is quasiperiodical too. The ECG (morphological view) contains significant
peaks or waves called P, Q, R, S, T. The execution speed of heart is shown in ECG as a change of hearth
rate (HR), this change can make significant peaks length to be longer or shorter and change the time
difference between these peaks.

Methodology of simulating ECG signal
There are two main principles to create ECG signal:
Estimation of ECG signals
Realistic ECG signal is a signal made of tens of measured ECG signals by their estimation. The partial
ECG signals can carry some little noises, but by estimation they became insignificant. The final signal
can be called “clear” ECG signal. Its character is periodical (with the same period length as the length
of partial signals).
Every partial signal is measured at specific conditions. Firstly, they must have the same length (in
seconds), secondly they must be shifted to start in the same phase and finally measured in the same
HR. The partial signals can be recorded from one or more patients with healthy heart, or patients with
the same heart defect.
ECG simulators which use the principle of generating ECG curve are called realistic ECG simulators.
Synthetic ECG
The second principle how to get ECG signal is to divide one period of the signal to a morphologically significant pieces and describe them mathematically (e.g. the QRS complex will be composed from
lines, P wave will be a positive part of sinus function, etc.). Describing functions can be parameterized
and their default values are set to values which correspond to “clear” ECG signal.
The division of ECG signals into intervals is done according to different HR that is why functions
describing morphologically divided intervals can be found in dependence to HR (borders from 0 beats
per minute (bpm) to 180 bpm). Some of these functions are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. The dependence of morphologically divided intervals on HR. [1, p. 23]
Using differential equations
The last principle to get ECG signal is to describe one period of ECG signal by differential equations. These equations make provision for heart rate (which could be changed by diameter of the base
of the cycle, see Fig. 2). Every processing second of ECG signal is counted from these equations [2].
However, this model is not applicable to microcontrollers, because of its high computing complexity.
This principle is mostly used for educational computer software that provides ECG signals on the screen
of computer.

Signal artifacts
The ECG signal is really sensitive to rustle, which can be caused by followings:
Physiological processes of patient body-changes of zero line
In ECG we can see the exposure of breathing by slowly sinusoidal waves. They correspond with
the breathing frequency (BF = 0.2 Hz = 12 bpm) which is much lower than the frequency of heart
(HF = 1 Hz = 60 bpm). Exposure of breathing is one of the exposures that cause the artifact in ECG
called the changes of zero line (Fig. 3).

Figure 2. Differential equations, basic principle.
Figure 3. The changes of zero line artifact.
[2, p. 290]
The changes of zero line can be also caused by muscle movements. Every muscle works on electricity
principle. The order of muscle voltage is the same as heart muscle voltage [mV]. Patient muscle movement during the measuring of ECG will cause the distortion of ECG record.
Electrical components of ECG
All electrocardiographs are made of electrical components. Some of them are very sensitive to rustle.
That is why the developers should use quality low noise components, which are electrically shielded.
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Using low noise electrical components eliminates a lot of electrical rustles and we get clearer useful
signal.
Frequency noise
The Czech power plants produce electricity of frequency 50 Hz according to Czech national norm
(ČSN 33 0128:1984). When the electrocardiograph is plugged in, the influence of 50 Hz frequency
is transmitted to record of this appliance. This artifact is called frequency noise (Fig. 4) and can be
removed by proper frequency filter.

Figure 4. Influence of frequency noise artifact.

Development
Hardware
The Olimex development board (Fig. 6 at Appendix I) with 32b microcontroller LPC 2148 from
Philips (ARM7TDMI-S family) is used for the development of ECG simulator. This microcontroller
contains one channel D/A converter (10bit resolution). Its output wires can be connected to ECG. Main
programming of microcontroller is via RS-232. A keyboard and a display are used for controlling of
a user friendly menu. The menu is used for choosing of appropriate signal, which will be replayed
periodically (the length of period is in order of minutes). The artifact choosing and setting its optional
parameters are the most important items of the menu. The artifact signal is superposed to ECG signal
as soon as the parameters are set.
There is a need to connect a memory card reader (SD card) to MCU for data storage (databank of
ECG signals). The microcontroller and its peripherals are displayed at Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Schematics, MCU and its peripherals, developing PC and output.
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Software environment
For software development was mostly used GPL (General Public License) software, where GPL is
a license which provides free software with its source codes.
Our project is created mostly with GPL software. For compiling and building our project was used
YAGARTO tools and Yagarto GNU arm toolchain (libraries, compiler and debugger for ARM microcontrollers). Developing environment is Eclipse Galileo (IDE = integrated development environment)
which is sufficient for developing in language C (with appropriate plugins).
Main goal of our software strategy is to create a simple project, which provides connection of all
hardware peripherals with MCU and a user friendly menu.

Figure 6. The Olimex LPC-P2148 development board [3]

Simulator extension
One channel ECG simulator provides one channel ECG signal in two leads. The possible extension is
to add peripheral multichannel D/A converter to microcontroller and process data with more channels.
The optimal is from 3 up to 12 channels. The result of this thesis is to make from 1 to 3 channel ECG
simulator. The rustles (artifacts signals) will be the same for all channels.

Conclusion
This ECG simulator will be unique at medical market as it will provide terrain ECG signals with
optional rustle parameters. This simulator is being developed mainly for laboratory uses, for testing
ECGs as well as for educational purposes.
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Software for a head position determination using a system of
accelerometers and cameras
Jan Hejda, Patrik Kutílek (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)
The goal of this project is a simplification and a complete optimalization of a technical equipment
used for a vestibular apparatus examination in otoneurology. More concretely it is a device for headshoulders pose measurement. Because of the insufficient current equipment’s mobility, the new hardware and software is developed. The proposed technology uses a combination of two methods – a camera image recognition and accelerometers’ raw data analysis. Regarding the fact, the every method
proposes a different accuracy depending on chosen angle’s axis, the algorithm for output data’s calculation is designed to select the most fitting method for each angle.

Standardized measuring track for determining fluidics resistance
in respiratory care
Roman Matějka, Karel Roubík (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)
Fluidics resistance has great importance in description of mechanical parameters of the respiratory
system during artificial lung ventilation. However correct determination of fluidics resistance is problem, because of its dependency on selected ventilatory mode, tubing, filters and other equipment. This
study deals with design of standardized track, which will be able to measure fluidics resistance of clinically used equipment and parts and set conditions like in clinical trial (i.e. specified gas, temperature,
relative humidity etc.). Measured results are next used for optimization of semi-closed breathing circuit
with HeliOx and mathematical models for determining mechanics of the respiratory system during
mechanical controlled ventilation.
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Planar Spiral Applicator for Local Thermotherapy
Jaroslav Kosík1, Jaroslav Vorlíček2
1
Faculty of Biomedical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague
2
Dept. of Radioelectronics, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Czech Technical University
Abstract. This article deals with the design and testing of planar microwave two wire Archimedean
spiral applicator. Applicator is designed to work on the frequency f = 434MHz, aperture has a size of
45mm x 45mm. Design simulation and the simulations of Specific Absorption Rate distribution are created in program CST MICROWAVE STUDIO 2010. Final evaluation of construction solution is established on SIXPORT for S11 coefficient and evaluation of Specific Absorbtion Rate (SAR) distribution is
evaluated by infrared camera FLIR P25.

Introduction
Thermotherapy is one of the classic [6] treatment methods. The first attempts of treating patients by
warming come from ancient times. Patients were treated with passive warming at the spa or by attaching the hot sand and stones. These procedures were recommended by ancient physicians on the basis
of empirical observation, that warmed the tissue is relatively better healed, relaxes tense muscles and
reduces the swelling of the extremities. The development of other branches of medicine, however, meant
that thermotherapy remained at the periphery, because it was very difficult to scientifically prove its
benefits. This has changed with the Galileo’s invention—the thermometer.
Increased temperature, measured objectively now become the subject of interest to many scientists
and doctors, whether regarded as a benefit or danger. The idea that fever is a negative and dangerous
phenomenon for the patient gradually prevailed and 19 century is characterized by artificial cooling of
the patient and the first clinical tests of antipyretics. With the development of knowledge in particular
fields of bacteriology and physiology revealed the relationship between infectious agents and fever as
a defense mechanism of the body.
It was the first step toward real treat hyperthermia, when the fever did not restrict, but the body was
encouraged to prevent itself against infections. At the end of the 19th century, several physicians independently observed the fact that temperatures have positive effects on the disease, which in themselves
do not cause fever. In 1886 the German surgeon Wilhelm Bush published an article on the effect of
streptococcal infection to malignant neoplasm and attempted to treat them by inducing a fever. Such
a method of therapy called active hyperthermia.
These methods in oncology in the early 20th century are gradually pushed away by radiotherapy,
which compared to thermotherapy has significantly better outcomes.
Radiotherapy, however, showed a significant destructive effects on healthy tissue, and researchers
therefore examined further the effects of very short wavelengths, which could replace the ionizing radiation. Originally, however, elevated temperatures did not pay attention, and only later became apparent
link between increased temperatures and microwaves to its effect on tumors. Thermotherapy has now
become a major supporting treatment for chemotherapy and radiotherapy, thanks to the long research
in this field.

Thermal Effects on Tissue
Hyperthermic effects on living organism are not that simple matter [1] as it can be seen but here
comes a variety of factors to deal with. We can divide them into two major groups; effects caused by
blood flow in the tissue and effects of the heat shock proteins (HSP). On cellular level we can describe
the heat shock proteins as agents which are protecting the cells and the whole organism from lethal
hyperthermia expositions.
In mammals the effects of higher temperatures (up to 43°C) cause cellular damage caused by a denaturation of proteins. When this happens the cell protheosynthesis is terminated and apoptosis is induced.
Physiologically the thermal exposition in mammals happens together with fever when heat shock
proteins come to action, this supports the hypothesis that the heat shock proteins are protecting the cells
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against high temperatures. In fact we still know very little about heat shock proteins as the fever sicknesses are as old as the humankind.
Other very important physiological parameter influencing tissue response to heat is the blood flow.
At higher temperatures blood perfusion increases in many tumors and this effect is dependent on heating time, temperature and also tumor structure. Blood flow increases to improve tumor oxygenation,
but in most cases it is not sufficient because the increased consumption of oxygen in heated tissue.
When heating is terminated, blood perfusion and oxygenation slowly recover and how quickly this
occurs appears to be tumor-specific. Similar physiological effects occur in normal tissues, but normal
tissue has more sophisticated vascular structures to help the tissue deal with the higher temperatures.
Heating tumors to higher temperatures typically causes a increase in perfusion during heating which is
followed by vascular collapse and if sufficient, this will lead the tumor to necrosis. The speed and degree
of vascular collapse depends on heating time, temperature and, of course, on the tumor.
The tumor vascular supply can also be exploited to improve the response to heat. Decreasing blood
flow, using physiological modifiers or longer acting vascular disrupting agents prior to the initiation of
heating can both increase the accumulation of physical heat in the tumor, as well as increase the heat
sensitivity of the tumor.

Hyperthermia Oncology
Hyperthermia, also called thermotherapy, is a type of cancer treatment [2] in which body tissue is
exposed to high temperatures (up to 43°C). It has been shown that high temperatures can damage and
kill cancer cells, usually with lower injury to normal tissues. Damaging proteins and structures within
cells is causing death of cancer cells by damaging proteins and their inner structures.
Hyperthermia is often used with other forms of cancer therapy, such as chemotherapy and radiation
therapy. Hyperthermia may make some cancer cells more sensitive to radiation or harm other cancer
cells that radiation cannot damage and it can also enhance the effects of certain cytostatics.
There are two main streams in hyperthermia thermotherapy depending on the area of the human
body where the heat was applied. Thus, we have a local hyperthermia application and a whole body
application.
In local hyperthermia, heat is applied to a small area, such as a tumor, using techniques that deliver
energy to heat the tumor. Different types of energy may be used in this case including radiofrequency,
microwave, or ultrasound.
Depending on the tumor location, there are several approaches to local hyperthermia: External
approaches are used to treat tumors in superficial area, which means that the tumors are not more than
30mm below the skin. External applicators are often positioned around or near the appropriate region,
and energy is focused on the tumor.
The internal method may be used to treat tumors close or near body cavities, such as the esophagus
or rectum. Intracavitary applicators are placed inside the cavity and inserted into the tumor to deliver
energy which dissipates into heat in the desired area.
Interstitial techniques are used to treat tumors deep within the body, such as brain tumors. This technique allows the tumor to be heated to higher temperatures than external techniques. Under anesthesia,
intracavitary applicators are inserted into the tumor. Imaging techniques, such as ultrasound, may be
used to make sure the probe is properly positioned within the tumor.
To ensure that the desired temperature is reached, but not exceeded, the temperature of the tumor
and surrounding tissue is monitored throughout hyperthermia treatment.

Planar Applicator
Two-wire Archimedean spiral applicator configurations shown in Figure 1, when properly excited,
have been shown to be circularly polarized radiators with wide broadband characteristic with respect
not only to input impedance but also to radiation pattern. In practice, the configuration is excited from
a transmission line connected to the center terminals of the configuration.
Such energized two-wire Archimedean spiral radiates a broad circularly polarized beam to each side
of the spiral. Each radiated beam is normal to the plane of the spiral. Accordingly, the radiated beams
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are identical except that the rotational sense of polarization of the radiated field on one side is the opposite of that on the other [3].
In most applications it is desirable that the spiral radiate to one side, this is accomplished by appropriately backing the spiral on one side by a ground plane [4].

Width 2.88

45

Figure 1. The scheme of the two-wire Archimedean spiral applicator.

Simulations
There has not been any rigorous theory to explain the spiral applicator. However, the following explanation of the radiating mechanism of the two-wire Archimedean spiral is offered through the experimental observations. The point of view taken is that the two-wire spiral applicator behaves as though it
were a two-wire transmission line which gradually, by virtue of its spiral geometry, transforms itself into
a radiating structure or antenna.
It is well known that a two-wire transmission line, of narrow spacing relative to wavelength of any
length, yields a negligible amount of radiation when excited at its terminals. This is due to the fact that
the currents in the two wires of the line at normal cross section are always 180° out-of-phase so that
radiation from one line is effectively canceled by the radiation from the other.
Simulations for this applicator have been done in the simulator of electromagnetic field CST MICROWAVE STUDIO 2010. This simulator uses a FDTD method to solve problems related to the electromagnetic field [5].
The one of the main objectives of the simulations was to find an impedance matching the thermo
therapeutic applicator to the biological tissue with the required parameter S11 < -10dB. As shows
the Figure 2, the best impedance matching the applicator was found with the width of the applicators
arms 2.88mm. Impedance matching in this case was S11 = -30.54dB.
To sum up, after modeling the first shape of the applicator’s body and setting the parameters of transient analysis with the proper field monitors, the first results have been obtained. When setting the cells
mesh we have to be very careful and add sufficient discretization density of cells when it’s needed; otherwise the results will not be so good. As the lowest discretization with sufficient outcome we can assume
the density of 40 lines per wavelength.

Figure 2. Impedance matching of two-wire Archimedean spiral applicator in wide range of frequencies.
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Results
Our main aim was to discuss the matrix composition of the two-wire Archimedean spiral applicators. From the results based on the simulations in simulator of electromagnetic field CST MICROWAVE STUDIO 2010. We can assume that this setup is the most suitable applicator for the superficial
thermotherapy covering the largest area of tissue. Effective field size of the single applicator is 58%. The
measured impedance matching to the biological tissue is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Impedance matching of two-wire Archimedean spiral applicator determined by measurement on
SIXPORT.

Figure 4. The thermal image of the SAR
distribution in the agar phantom of the biological
tissue, determined using the thermo camera FLIR
P25, cut view.

Figure 5. The thermal image of the SAR
distribution in the agar phantom of the biological,
top view.

Conclusions

Applicator of Archimedean double helix has been designed, optimized and then successfully engineered. The difference between simulated and actual value of reflection coefficient S11 is very likely
caused by inaccurate printing a sample sheet from the design itself.
The simulations indicate that the applicator is destined for local thermotherapy applications on
the biological tissue. These assumptions subsequently confirmed by the final evaluation of thermal
decomposition, and if equipped with a water applicator bonus to eliminate hot spots, then nothing does
not options for its use in clinical practice.
As shown on previously presented results, the applicator is suitable for clinical practice where it can
be used as a part of local superficial hyperthermia treatment. For a brief revision, the basic parameters
of this applicator are: effective area of the aperture 58% and measured value of reflection coefficient
S11 = -22.12dB.
From the thermal image as shown on Figure 4 and 5 we can assume that the constructed applicator
is capable of heating superficially located tissues.
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Proposal of Biomedical Applications of Singlet Oxygen Generated
by Electric Discharge
Anna Vodičková1 , Josef Schmiedberger2
1
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Abstract. Singlet oxygen is the lowest electronically excited state of molecular oxygen. In practice it
is used in photodynamic therapy, where singlet oxygen is generated by using photosensitizers. The aim
of this work is to suggest biomedical applications of singlet oxygen generated by an electric discharge.

Introduction
Singlet Oxygen (SO) is the lowest electronically excited state of molecular oxygen. Nowadays it is generated by many ways: photosensibilization, chemical reaction, electric discharge, dissociation of hydrogen peroxide, thermal dissociation of photoperoxides and ozone photolysis. In our case singlet oxygen
will be generated by the Discharge Singlet Oxygen Generator (DSOG), which is located in the Institute
of Physics (Department of Radiation and Chemical Physics), Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic in Prague (AS CR).
In medicine singlet oxygen is used in photodynamic therapy (PDT) and in research singlet oxygen
is used in dermatology.
The aim of this work is to get familiarized with the Discharge Oxygen-Iodine Laser (DOIL), concretely with its main components—DAIG-2 (Discharge Atomic Iodine Generator) and DSOG-6, and to
propose biomedical applications of SO, which is generated by DSOG-6.

DOIL at the Institute of Physics, AS CR
First, who described the principle of energy transfer from the singlet oxygen to atomic iodine were
Derwent and Trush (Ionin et al. 2007). In that time they knew that singlet oxygen can be generated by
using a microwave discharge in oxygen or in a mixture of oxygen with rare gases.
The basic condition of population inversion is following:
[I*] 2 [I/2]

(1)

where [I*] is concentration of excited atomic iodine and [I/2] is the concentration of atomic iodine. The
generation of singlet oxygen is done in this way:
O 2 + e-

O 2 ^ a h + e-

(2)

where O2(a) is molecule of SO.
DOIL, which is located in the Institute of Physics, AS CR, consists of two main parts: Discharge Singlet Oxygen Generator (DSOG-6) and Discharge Atomic Iodine Generator (DAIG-2) (Schmiedberger
et al. 2010). In the following sections these parts will be more described.
DSOG-6
DSOG-6 combines a RF discharge with a DC arc. The advantage of DC arc is a higher density of
electrons than in a pure RF discharge – so it can work at higher pressures, which is important for biomedical applications (the atmospheric pressure would be ideal) and for using of supersonic cooling. The
usage of RF discharge ensures a thermodynamic nonequilibrium in plasma, which is preferable for SO
generation.
The schematic of DSOG-6 is in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic of DSOG-6. (Schmiedberger et al. 2010)
DAIG-2
DAIG-2 generates atomic iodine by cw/pulsed discharge dissociation of iodine donors and immediate injection of iodine into the supersonic flow of SO in DOIL. The schematic of DAIG-2 is in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematic of DAIG-2. (Schmiedberger et al. 2010)
Novel concept DOIL
Hybrid DSOG-6 generates SO by fast mixing Ar hybrid plasma jet of DC discharge and RF discharge
with a stream of neutral oxygen. Figure 3 shows the whole DOIL. But nowadays there are problems
with a very low output pressure (~1 Torr), which is not suitable for biomedical applications. The aim for
the future is to lift this pressure level up to the atmospheric pressure.

Figure 3. Schematic of the whole DOIL. (Schmiedberger et al. 2010)

Singlet oxygen
Singlet oxygen is typically used in PDT and than in blood sterilization. It is known that SO causes
apoptosis of cells, so it means that SO has usage mainly in oncology. There are also many others applications of SO, which are recently investigated.
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The most interesting is that carbon nanotubes can form a chemical bonds with SO (P. Giannozzi at
al. 2002). One day it could be used with nanorobots for treatment of tumors inside a human body. But
it is question of a far future. Fullerenes and their derivates are also investigated in connection with SO.
It was discovered that fullerenes absorb VIS and UV radiation – it is problem, because PDT is typically
used in IR.
The next application is Miniature Atmospheric Pressure Glow Discharge Torch (APGD-t) for local
biomedical applications (S. Coulombe et al. 2006). It was examined for cell detachment (necrosis and
apoptosis), sterilization, surface functionalization and patterning and film deposition. The advantage
of this device is operating outside a vacuum chamber. But disadvantage is that it cannot be applied on
sensitive materials (biomaterial and human tissues). Its construction is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Schematic APGD-t (S. Coulombe et al. 2006).

The possible biomedical applications of our research
Our group will probably cooperate with the 3rd Faculty of Medicine, Charles University in Prague.
The 3rd Faculty of Medicine will help us with the biological preparations and we will expose the samples
to SO generated by DSOG-6. There are three types of preparations.
The first one is tumorous cell´s line. This line will be exposed to SO and after that observed by
a microscope. The aim is observation of the apoptosis in dependence on amount of SO, on pressures and
the others parameters of SO and DSOG-6.
The second one is a fertilized egg. The methodology of observation will be the same as in case of
tumorous cells.
The third one is injured tissue. In the 3rd Faculty of Medicine, they have some preparation with certain chemicals, which cause speeding up of healing. We think that SO would more speed up this healing.

Conclusions
There are many things which can be observed. But we are facing a problem of suitable choice for
a low pressure SO application. We would suggest to investigate tumors cell´s line (we know that SO
caused detachment of cells, but we want to know concretely settings of our DSOG-6 for this application). And after that we would suggest the research of healing of injured tissue. The last possibility is
a sterilization of medical tools.
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Software application for image processing of biomedical data
Jakub Novák (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)
Abstract. In current medical treatment, there are many methods that needs biomedical image data
for diagnostics. For better understanding of the information that contains the image, it is often necessary to enhance the image some way. Image processing methods are used for the enhancement.
This article is about how to simplify the algorithms for image enhancement for anyone by creation
a software that will be simple and will have an intuitive graphical user interface. It shows a few examples
how to manipulate with created software to satisfy user’s needs.

Introduction
The goal of this article is to simplify the processing of biomedical image data with usage of simple
options. The best way how to manipulate with biomedical image data is to create a software application
for image processing. It is not necessary to create the whole software because it is already created by our
team (Novák 2010). The work has been focused on creating the module for image processing into our
software application.
In this article you find out the way how the biomedical images are and could be processed, what are
the options for better understanding of the image data and how it could help in future on some medical
workplaces.
Then the work is focused on created module. First thoughts and theories about the understanding of
image processing methods are described and the advantages of using the simple processing blocks are
explained.
For better understanding of the work some examples with currently created processing methods with
their possible future utilization are shown.

Image representation of biomedical data
Biomedical image data are currently one of the most important things in medical diagnostics. They
are used for diagnostic purposes using Computer Tomography (CT), X-ray imaging, PET or SPECT
imaging and Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Images gained from these methods serve as backgrounds for medical treatment. The only people
who understand these images are usually doctors but in some cases they also need some kind of image
enhancement. Therefore there is a field of science that invents new methods called image processing.
It is very useful because it helps doctors with diagnostics and in some cases it could completely replace
them.

Image processing using the Image processing module
The work with processing of biomedical image data begins with creating a module for our software
(Novák 2010) that can handle various of methods currently using for image enhancement on medical
workplaces.
First idea was to create simple methods that anyone can combine together into one functional algorithm that will handle his problem. It is very interesting because with using very simple and usually very
same processing methods you can get surprisingly good results in image enhancement.
There are many requirements for someone to be successful in creation of an algorithm. These requirements have to be evaded if I want anyone to be able to create his algorithm. The best way to do this is to
create a simple, intuitive graphical user interface. There is no need for anyone to understand the image
processing methods if he could just “put them together” and get the results.
Therefore the work has been focused on creating the simple methods using graphical blocks that
could anyone just “drag” and “bind together” with others. Then anyone can get the desired results with
simple changing the parameters of the blocks .
Currently there are created many blocks that handles basic image processing methods. For example
these are: Binary, Grayscale or RGB Enhancement, Contrast, Brightness and Gamma correction, Rota81

tion, Flipping and Cropping the image, Noise adding or filtering, Histogram manipulation, Filtering
the image using convolution or LUT filters and Morphology operations with images or Pseudocoloring.
All of these methods can be combined together to get better results for understanding the image. There
are examples shown in the paragraph below.

Examples of image processing methods
First example is typical for image enhancement using the equalization of its histogram. On Figure 1 there are blocks combined together to demonstrate this function. As you can see it is obviously
better for subjective description of the image content.

Figure 1. Image (Szabó 2011) enhancement using the equalization of its histogram
Perhaps using the gray scale is not enough for better understanding. For these cases it is very helpful
to use the pseudocoloring techniques. These techniques gives you the option to choose another color
scale that will replace the brightness values of the grayscale image.
Using the whole color spectrum for pseudocoloring technique is demonstrated on the example below
on Figure 2. There is also demonstrated usage of handy feature to give image a label of your choice. The
image is then saved as “CT_pseudocolors.png”.

Figure 2. Image (Szabó 2011) enhancement using the pseudocoloring
In previous paragraph there was mentioned that image processing could replace doctors. There is
a field in image processing called image segmentation. By using this technique you can extract some
information from the whole image.
On the next example on Figure 3 there is shown, how an algorithm could automatically recognise
what has been stuck in a patient’s throat. Although it is maybe obvious in this example, the segmen82

tation algorithms could serve for many other purposes. For example to count amount of blood cells
(Kimbahune 2011).

Figure 3. Image (Europics 2009) segmentation using crop and binary threshold

Future usage of the software
Because only blocks from one field of image processing with simple methods have been completed
and implemented, there is always an option to continue the work in other fields of image processing and
on different processing methods.
The work will continue on creating methods for another kinds of segmentation and for automatic
recognition of some information from image. It will focus on desires of current needs of medical workplaces and other institutions.

Conclusions
The final goal of this article was to show and describe how the biomedical image data could be
manipulated with using of image processing methods that could be simply created by anyone. Anyone
could simply personally create the algorithm and application with intuitive and simple graphical user
interface that will perfectly fit on his desired procedure and satisfy all of his needs.
The advantages of using the graphical blocks were described and also there were shown examples
how to manipulate with them.
Future work on this software will depend on current needs of medical workplaces or other institutions.
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Data processing application
Jiří Hanousek (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)
Abstract. Our simplistic project combines the ease of graphical interface and block-structured programming into fast-result data processing and presentation tool. Each block provides both the functional and the graphical interface. The graphical outputs are immediately displayed and the whole work
will be possible to deploy as a standalone (web) application. The hidden strength of this project lies in
the extensions, which are easy to create. There are several extending packages in the development, such
as image processing, statistics, pharmacokinetics and artificial intelligence tools.

Introduction
Biomedical engineering generates huge amounts of data. Interesting information often hides in
the data and can be revealed using sophisticated algorithms and analysis. In our project we are working
on a software environment, where applying the complicated computing methods would be easier and
clear. The environment aims to be mostly graphically oriented but is supported with a console to provide
more flexibility.
The environment is a composite of graphical tool and modules. The basic element is called block
which represents a few types of entities. These blocks can be connected together into chains, which can
solve a given task. On the beginning normally stands a block for data retrieval. The data can be stored in
several types of repositories e.g. hard drive, database, web and stream. After the data retrieval naturally
follow the blocks for data analysis and transformation. Onto the end are placed output blocks, which
write results to available repositories or simply display them.
The project is currently run in a team of nine people with a hierarchical structure of responsibility.
On the second level the team divides into two groups. One part is engaged in the architecture of environment and graphical user interface. The other part is working mostly on blocks, which also form an
important part of the interface.
In its first phase the project is designed for students and in the future it is planned to be used commercially. This will be possible because of modular architecture of the environment.

Environment architecture
The application is written using Java 6 development kit and is pure Java solution. The graphical user
interface is built upon swing framework and is supported by Beanshell console. Beanshell was chosen
because of Java compatibility and to preserve the language pureness of the project. The basic element is
called block and the user interface is used to make operations with the blocks. The blocks are composed
into the modules which are oriented to maintain specific task types.
Block
The block is an elementary unit and represents an object that makes some operation with the data.
Every block has defined number of inputs and outputs. The blocks can be connected to form a chain
of operations. The complexity of operation implemented in a block is not limited, but the number of
the inputs and the outputs must be low in order to keep things simple.
Connection
Connecting an output of block with an input of other block a connection is created. The connection
provides a communication interface between two blocks. It is one-way channel, where the input block
(which output is on the beginning of connection) uses the connection to pass an event about its state
changes. The output block (which input is on the end of connection) request data from the input when
needed. This allows both direct and indirect control of the block structure.
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Figure 1. Block structure diagram. The first block is typically designated to retrieve data from storage,
which are then accessed via connection by processing blocks. Products of processing are then displayed
directly by display blocks or stored.
Block control
Connected blocks define a programme. When such programme is needed to be run, there are several ways how to manage it. We have considered two of them as appropriate for our purpose. One way,
mentioned above as direct, is based on the user interaction. The user selects a block to be run and if it is
possible the block is activated and performs its action. A different way, mentioned as indirect, is to control whole programme programmatically. This is useful when controlling a large complex programme.
But there are several issues that have to be solved before automatic running.
Any feedback is allowed so user can create loops. Using feedback may lead into uncertain situations.
These situations need to be detected. To develop algorithms which would find uncertainties we are
modelling them using Petri Nets and other models.
User Interface
The application is developed as a spreadsheet tool which is used to compose blocks into small programmes. The blocks can be basically added, moved, removed, connected and disconnected. Another
part of the user interface is a graphical representation of blocks. Every block can define its own user
interface, which is supposed to be a simple tool for adjusting important parameters or showing results.
The main idea of our environment is to keep things as simple as possible. This is often challenging to
satisfy such a requirement.
Documentation
Our documentation is divided into several groups. Documentation of the environment, blocks, javadoc and team control documentation. The environment is documented graphically to describe features
in a way, which is closer to the usage. It allows easier development of new features and can be used to
introduce new user or developer to our project.
All source code is commented in usual way for Java using javadoc comments. Javadoc is then generated as web pages and is an incredible tool for faster development.
We understand the need of documentation of blocks and their features. To enable the user to really
use our environment we provide documentation directly in the main window of application.
Team control is supported by our web pages. We use it to share needed information for project development. We also provide learning materials, tutorials, books etc. to help the members with the beginnings and advancement in their programming skills. Bigger task are held visible on online canvas as
sticky notes. Project becomes more transparent as everybody knows what the others are working on.
Our web page has a rss feed so all changes and essential information immediately appears on the members‘s rss readers.
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Data Format
For data we have set some basic requirements. We needed it to be human readable and editable, easy
to extend and easy to parse. The XML format suits our needs and is well supported by programming
language.

Usage
Gui overview
The application is designed to be graphically oriented. The main window is divided into three functionally interesting parts.
In the centre of interface lies a canvas, which may appear in two variants. Clear canvas has white
background area and provides environment when complicated or huge amounts of data needs to be
processed. Present blocks can be graphically divided into groups with simple drawing tools. An another
possibility is grid canvas. The background is divided into a grid forming a table. Table cells can be
grouped and stand as input or output blocks. It is very simple to use and valuable when doing simple
tasks in shortest time possible.
On the sides there are floating panes, which overlay the canvas and can be hidden into sidebar. On
the left side there is a palette with available blocks divided into groups by task category. The right side
we decided to put a dynamic pane whose content changes. It is designated to contain useful information about selected block in the canvas or palette and provides its area to be filled by controls defined by
block for its property adjustment and setup.
Adding a block
In this step the user‘s attention is aimed at the palette in the left floating side panel. Using a mouse or
an another pointing device the user performs a drag from palette and drop into canvas area to create and
place a desired block. Graphical representation defined by the block then appears on the drop location.
The block can be freely moved in the canvas.
Connecting two blocks
A connection always begins at the output of a block and ends at the input of a block. Feedback is
allowed. When connected the block on the block at the beginning of the connections servers as input
source to the block at the end of the connection. The application logic works in this direction.
Typical usage example
Typically a usage of our application would consist of five basic steps.
Step A: Input data
The user prepares blocks which load data into application. These blocks access data on
the hard drive, database or other repository and prepare them for processing.
Step B: Workflow design
When inputs are prepared the blocks for desired transformation or analysis
are connected to their outputs by the user in this step.
Step C: Finish structure
The final output can be visualised or written to some repository. Blocks which provide data
visualisation and opposites to blocks in step A are added to finish whole block structure.
Step D: Run analysis
In this step the structure is run and tested. The user adjusts
block parameters to achieve desired output.
Step E: Report
The canvas supports adding graphical elements and text to enhance the graphical part so it can be
used as screenshot to presentation or the whole analysis can be distributed as an application.
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Simple MLP regression example
As an example we can show data from experiment described in my thesis (Hanousek 2010). This
experiment involved regression of three parameters of tested person measured during orthostatic test
using multilayer perceptron neural network (MLP). The parameters were heart rate, sympathicus and
parasympathicus activity and both were measured and mathematically modelled. The measured data
were used as inputs and the modelled data were used as the training outputs of the MLP.
Lets describe processing such data in our environment. The input data comes from a file on hard
drive. The file contains about five thousand lines, so we select black canvas. As the source we choose
a table block filled with the data loaded from the target file (table on the left of figure 2).
To create a perceptron network a MLP trainer is needed. The trainer shows an overview of the current network and needs data as its input, so the table block on the left side is connected into trainer block
which is on the left side of figure 2. Using menus in the side panel we can adjust the MLP parameters
(number of layers and perceptrons in them), which are automatically pre-set by the trainer.
To visualise and compare data we choose XY plot blocks. One we connect to the source table and set
to display modelled output values. The MLP trainer block has several outputs which can be displayed
in plot. For us the last output values and average square error history. Now we can compare the training outputs and the trained network outputs which are very similar and thus we can say the MLP was
trained successfully.

Figure 2. A simple screenshot example of regression using multilayer perceptron (final report).

Conclusion
In this article the very basic information about environment and its principles were presented. The
project is under active development, currently a team of 8 students is involved and will grow in order to
provide more processing algorithms and user friendly interface. The most recent version provides about
40 blocks including graphical data processing, plotting and regression. The project will grow and in
about two years it is supposed to be mature enough to be used to solve common tasks in bachelor thesis.
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Change in NADH fluorescence intensity as a marker for cell
viability
Šárka Maláková and Pavel Kučera (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)
NADH is present in every animal and human cell. This substance reacts on changes in environment
of the tissue. Changes in intensity of NADH fluorescence are connected with cell damage and death.
Spectra of healthy living porcine mucosa under physiological conditions and under induced damage
has been measured in vitro. UV light source for fluorescence induction has been used. Compound
spectra was recorded, analyzed and NADH component was identified. Time resolved spectra has been
measured during the experiment. We assume our measurement could be beneficial for quick nontoxic
cell viability evaluation.

Automation of biomedical spectroscopy and imaging methods
using Virtual Instrumentation
Roman Matějka (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering
Virtual instrumentation is more widely used in many departments of industry, research and development due to its modularity and compatibility. This study deals with using hybrid and virtual instrumentation for controlling and utilization of process of biological imaging and in vitro tissue viability
monitoring.
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Software for rehabilitation of patients with a brain injury
Jana Žďárská (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)
Abstract. Virtual reality system has a large potential as an additional exercise for people that suffer
from some brain injury. We develop a set of scenes with specific tasks in the virtual environment. The
scene of virtual environment is controlled by biofeedback. The exercising patients stay on a stabilometric board and hold an infrared pointer. The software could adjust the scene in front of the patient
according to the collected data from the board and pointer. One of two main purposes of this work is
to create a software library so that it will help with a future development of new biofeedback controlled
scenes. Besides, a working system for rehabilitation needs to be developed and used in practices.

Introduction
Main goal of this project is to develop new software for rehabilitation’s support. We deal with patients
after stroke or other brain injuries. These patients have movement, balance or stability problems caused
by disabled parts of their brain. For example, they often can’t move with their legs or hands. There is also
a high probability of fall because of their problems with stability.
Improvement of their condition strongly depends on rehabilitation process. For improving rehabilitation, many ways can be used. One of them involves a method called virtual reality. Procedure is taking
advantage of virtual environment where patients are placed to a virtual environment are motivated to
use their afflicted limbs in more possible ways and quantity then in real life which brings a lot of advantages in healing process. Various exercising methods that imitate real time environment and activities
as lifting or moving objects also could be developed. Some studies have shown that most of the patients
are highly motivated to do exercises using the virtual reality because it is more enjoyable (Sugarman and
Burstin 2009).
Some vital signals like heart activity, breathing or muscle activity are also monitored during exercise
in virtual environment to make rehabilitation process more effective.

Use of virtual reality in medicine
Use of virtual reality has a potential as complements in the various therapies. The application of virtual reality has a lot of advantages. The training process is similar to real activities. The rehabilitation is
monitored and the patients are supervised by therapists so whole process is safe. They cannot fall as in
the reality when they have problems with balance. (Grau et el. 2010)
As an example, commercially used system using video-capture technology called IREX could be
mentioned. The IREX system was adapted to emphasize unilateral arm movement such that the hand
and forearm of a patient interact with the virtual environment (Figure 1). The patient sits on the chair
in front of the computer screen holding his arm few centimetres above the table and moving with it.
There is a camera above the screen. The camera mediates the communication between the patient and
the software application. (Guberek et al. 2008).

Figure 1. Image of a child playing soccer game with left hand (Guberek at al. 2008)
Another example is Wii system from Nintendo Company. The system could be controlled by many
different controllers. One of those is a simple but quite accurate force platform that calculates centre of
pressure (COP) of the patient. As the patients move with their COP the scene is adjusted according to
collected data from the platform (Sugarman and Burstin 2009).
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Figure 2. Patient staying on force platform and using Wii system from Nintendo
(http://blog.cleveland.com/lifestyles/2008/06/wii_fit_nintendo_game_makes_ph.html).

Our use of virtual reality
We dispose of Laboratory of application for virtual reality in rehabilitation which is part of Joint
Department of Biomedical Engineering at CTU and Charles University in Prague. In this laboratory we
use a system based on Nintendo Wii force platform. The standard Nintendo Wii system works only with
2D projection. Our idea is to innovate this system by using 3D stereoscopic projection.
Principle of the stereoscopic projection is quite simple. Human brain perceives surrounding world in
three dimensions – high, width and depth. We can perceive depth because our brain obtains information about space around us from two eyes that are away from each other.
Stereoscopic projection uses the same principle as the human brain. Two pictures are created - one
for the left eye and one for the right eye. Then the pictures are projected alternately with frequency of at
least 120 Hz. The patients use special glasses that alternately filter off every second picture of the projection for each eye with the same frequency so the patients could see the scene in 3D. The special active
glasses need to be synchronized with the signal from computer. This method is called 3D stereoscopic
projection.
Two of our interactive scenes are used for patient rehabilitation. The first is called a subjective vertical. This scene include a projection of vertical barrel which is turned from its vertical position by a small
angle and the patient standing on a force platform moves with his COP and he tries to straighten the
barrel. When the patient thinks that the barrel is standing straight he pushes a special button.
The second application is a scene where a patient moves with a ball by moving with his COP. The
patient is trying to displace the ball to certain position where the bigger coloured ball is located. The
scene is shown in the figure 3.

Figure 3. Application using 3D stereoscopic projection. This view is seen without special glasses. Smaller
ball represent COP and coloured ball represent position where the patient tries to displace its COP.

New software development
We develop new software for patients with vestibular system problems and patients affected by cerebral palsy or stroke. This new interactive scene will be controlled by the data obtained several controller
(stabilometric board, infrared pointer and accelerometers). There is one tensiometer in each corner
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of the stabilometric board, which help us to determine the location of the COP. For monitoring hand
movements we use the accelerometers and an infrared pointer.
One of the main purposes of my work is to create a software library so that it will help us with a future
development of new biofeedback controlled applications. Our software library is an important aid for
displaying virtual objects by OpenGL library.
An object made by Blender 3D graphic software is created at the beginning. The object is saved into
two files. First with “.obj” extension which is a simple text file with all the necessary data. It contains
information about vertexes, edges, areas or normal lines and relations between them in the file. The
second file with “.mtl” extension contains saved information about textures of the object.
We have the 3D object saved into two text files. We use C# programming language and additional
OpenGL library and display it stereo.
The developed scene would be more comprehensive than the simple scene on the figure 3. This scene
is controlled by COP. The smaller ball represents COP and the coloured ball represents position where
the patient tries to displace its COP. New software uses the hands because a lot of people after strokes
could not use their hand in a right way. Patients will hold an accelerometer controller and when they do
a specific movement with their hand the scene will change. The difficulty level could be adapted to the
patient’s movement capacity. The doctor must specify the task for the patients. Each patient needs his
own specific rehabilitation process.
One of the scenes might look as following. The patient stays on a stabilometric board and holds
the accelerometer controller in the afflicted hand. The board and the controller communicate with a
computer. The computer software analyse the data and according to that the scene will be changed. In
the scene the COP looks like a person or an alien. As the patient moves with its COP the virtual person starts to move through a virtual world. Various obstacles are placed in the scene (e.g. stones). The
patient should try to not to hit the obstacles but overcome them. Other objects (e.g. flying balloons)
should be collected by moving with the hand controller. All the rehabilitation data are recorded during the training. After the training finishes the software analyses those data. It is possible to compute
a velocity or frequency of the movement or area the COP circumscribe. We elicit the maximum and
minimum amplitude of movement in AP (anterior-posterior) and ML (medial-lateral) direction from
the area. Most important part of the evaluation is spectral analysis. Data of the patient from two different dates will be compared in order to see the improvement or the impairment.

Conclusions
The virtual environment can be an usefull tool for rehabilitation of patients with a brain injury. There
are new possibilities with stereoscopic projection. The virtual environment has a lot of advantages. It is
perfectly safe because all the activities are controlled.
We develop new software for the people with the brain injury which would help them with their bad
balance ability or impaired mobility of the hands. New treatment is based on the stereoscopic projection. The patient sees the scene in 3D. The hardware we use is balance board from Nintendo and infrared pointer with accelerometers.
The main part of the software is functional library that help us with conversion data saved in a text
file to display an object with OpenGL software library. The project is programmed in C# language.
In the future we could record and analyse more information about patients during the training. We
could measure heart rate or brain activity and analyse the data. I hope that our new 3D scene will help
people with simple daily activities.
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Possibilities of Heliox Administration in Respiratory Care
Barbora Němcová1, Karel Roubík1, Roman Zazula2, Antonín Spálený2, Martin Müller2
1
Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering
2
Thomayer University Hospital with Polyclinic, Prague, Czech Republic
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a serious lung disease, ranked by WHO as the
fourth leading cause of death worldwide. This life threatening disease causes limitations in lung airflow
due to narrowed airways. This is manifested by increased airway resistance and thus increased work of
breathing in patients with COPD. COPD exacerbation is a frequent reason for hospital admission. The
treatment includes invasive and non-invasive methods. To avoid invasive ventilation, heliox appears to
be beneficial. Heliox reduces the flow resistance of the respiratory system and the work of breathing.
Heliox increases the probability to successfully overcome the period of COPD exacerbation, leading to
postponed intubation. Clinical extension of heliox administration is limited by its high price and consumption when given by a standard way using an open circuit. A new way of heliox administration has
been introduced by using a semi-closed circuit.

Introduction
The term heliox refers to a mixture of helium and oxygen, in which the original fraction of nitrogen
in the air is replaced with helium. The first use of helium in treatment of upper airway obstruction and
asthma exacerbation was described by Barach in 1934. Physical properties of helium are different from
those of nitrogen or air. The most significant property which makes heliox attractive for medical use
is its extremely low density compared to air. The density of helium is one seventh of that of air (Gupta,
2005). Lower density reduces turbulent flow in the airways. Therefore, heliox reduces airway resistance
and work of breathing in patients with airflow limitation. This airflow limitation due to the narrowed
airways occurs in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). COPD is a serious lung disease,
ranked as the fourth leading cause of death worldwide. World Health Organization predicts that COPD
will become the third leading cause of death by 2030. It is treatable lung disease which is preventable. Its
pulmonary component is characterized by bronchial limited airflow (bronchial obstruction), which is
not fully reversible. COPD often develops in long-term smokers.
Acute exacerbation of COPD is a frequent reason for hospital admission, e.g. to the intensive care
unit. The aim of a physician is to support respiration in order to prevent a failure of basic vital functions.
The treatment includes invasive and non-invasive methods. In severe exacerbations with respiratory
insufficiency the spontaneous ventilation often fails and mechanical ventilation should be initiated.
Heliox breathing in COPD patients significantly reduces the flow resistance in the airways. Heliox,
therefore, improves a patient’s comfort during exacerbation of COPD. This may help to postpone intubation and avoid invasive mechanical ventilation. Unfortunately, clinical usage of heliox is limited by
its high price and enormous consumption when administered by a standard way using an open circuit.
The newly developed solution of semi-closed circuit for heliox administration has been introduced.
This semi-closed circuit works as a rebreather. This reduces the consumption of helium and offers an
affordable way of relieving COPD symptoms and avoiding intubation or mechanical ventilation. On the
other hand, the semi-closed circuit consists of additional components that increase the flow resistance.
The aim is to optimize the already developed circuit in order to minimize the flow resistance to preserve the beneficial effect of heliox during treatment of COPD exacerbation.

Methods
Semi-closed circuit
The semi-closed circuit comprises inspiratory and expiratory limb. Fresh gas flow is moistened
with humidifier and enters the inspiratory limb through inspiratory one‑way valve. Patient breathes
through a facial mask that is attached to the corrugated tube connected to both inspiratory and expiratory bacterial filters. Bacterial filters are used to eliminate infection. Expired gas flows through a one97

way valve to the expiratory bag. An expiratory valve attached to the bag lets the gas out of circuit if
overpressure occurs. Gravitational one-way valves assure that the patient does not inhale the already
expired gas. CO2 in the expired gas is absorbed in a CO2 absorber. A water condenser is put close to the
expiratory valve to collect condensed water from the exhaled gas (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Semi-closed circuit for heliox administration (Strnadová A, 2009).
This semi-closed circuit works as a rebreather and helium consumption is lower compared to open
system. Unlike open system, added components of the semi-closed system increase airflow resistance
(Table 1), that requires increased work of breathing for patient. In order to maintain the positive effect
of helium at low consumption, the two novel systems of semi-closed circuit have been proposed.
Flow Resistance R (Pa·s/l)
Component

Air
(Pa·s/l)

Heliox
(Pa·s/l)

R difference
(%)

Tubing

41.87

11.66

72

Bacterial filter

118.19

93.28

21

Expiratory limb

One-way valve + water condenser
+ manometer

139.39

103.88

25

Inspiratory limb

CO2 absorber + one-way valve

224.5

139.39

38

Table 1. Flow resistance of semi-closed circuit (Strnadová A, 2009).

Results
Two bags system with two one-way valves
The first proposed system consists of two standard one-way valves and two breathing bags. In order
to refill the inspiratory bag, a membrane pump has been added into the circuit. The pump is activated
when the volume of gas in the inspiratory bag decreases. The schema of this system is presented in Figure 2.
Two bags system with electronically controlled valves
The scheme of the second proposed system is present in Figure 3. The circuit consists of two breathing bags and two electronically controlled valves. The system is equipped with a detector which is able to
detect inspiration and expiration of the patient. Signals from this detector control the valves so that the
inspiratory valve is open during inspiration and expiratory valve is open during expiration. This constellation assures a one-directional flow through the circuit. The system comprises two pumps. The first
pump is responsible for filling the inspiratory bag, the second one should release the excessive amount
of gas when the expiratory bag is full. Both the pumps are controlled by volume sensors situated into the
inspiratory and expiratory bags.
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Figure 2. Two bags system with two one-way valves.

Figure 3. Two bags system with electronically controlled valves.

Discussion
The advantage of the first proposed configuration is that the patient doesn’t need to overcome the
resistance of the CO2 absorber and adjacent parts of the circuit tubes, because the gas is forced to flow
through these components by a membrane pump. The main disadvantages of this solution are presence
of the one-way valves that have quite significant airflow resistance and the breathing bags are inconveniently placed in a vicinity of the patient.
The advantage of the second proposed solution is that the mechanical one-way valves are replaced
with electronically controlled valves. Due to their construction, these electronic valves should have
lower airway resistance than the original mechanical one-way valves. Disadvantage of this system is a
relative complexity of the system, when the special control circuits and appropriate sensors are needed.
In order to minimize the airflow resistance, the bags should be placed in a vicinity of the patent, which
may be inconvenient.
In order to evaluate and compare the proposed systems, it is necessary to construct them and measure their resistive parameters.
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Conclusions
A renewed interest in low density helium-oxygen mixture in respiratory care seems to be beneficial
for patients suffering from COPD exacerbation. A semi-closed circuit for heliox administration can
offer an affordable way of relieving COPD exacerbation. However, a semi-closed system bears additional work of breathing. Possibilities of cheaper and low resistance ways of heliox administration have
been analyzed. Two novel designs of heliox administration using a semi-closed circuit have been proposed. Testing of the designed circuit in the clinical setup is necessary for selecting the best solution for
treatment of patients with COPD exacerbation.
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Long term results of corrections of refractive defects by intraocular
ICL Visian lenses
Michaela Rybárová (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)
Abstract. Implantable contact lens ICL is permanently implanted behind eye’s iris with the aim to
correct refractive defect. ICL doesn’t require any special post-operative maintenance. It is suitable solution for higher dioptric defects like myopic or hypermetropic defects and it is also able to correct
astigmatism. ICL lens excels with great optical and tolerable futures. The advantage of ICL lens is that it
could be easily removed and changed in the case of defect progress or when tolerance problems occur.
The aim of this project is to assess long-term results of implantation on intraocular lenses ICL-Visian.
Supposed observation period in 100 – 150 patients is 5 years long after lens implantation. Furthermore
a proposal of observed parameters will be created on next medical control. Between these parameters
will include, for example age, sex, type of implanted ICL (myopic, myopic astigmatism, hypermetropic),
change in corneal endothelium, spherical equivalent, post-operative complications, etc.

Introduction
Almost infinite number of diopters from myopic, hypermetropic and astigmatism by using the artificial intraocular (so called phakic) lens can be removed. These lenses are very similar to classic soft
contact lenses and therefore they are sometimes called intraocular contact lenses. Phakic lens is a special artificial soft lens made from biocompatible material. One doesn´t need to make any extra modifications to the lens because it will be well accepted by organism. The implantation of intraocular lens is
performed in the operating room using local anesthesia without any need of hospitalization. The whole
procedure takes about 10 to 15 minutes and the microscopic supervision is used. Patients own eye lens
is kept during the process and used for the eye accommodation. There are two places where could be
the phakic lens implanted. These are the front chamber – between cornea and iris, and the rear chamber – between iris and his own lens. Unique feature of this intraocular contact lens is based on the fact
that the procedure is reversible. The lens could be removed if the eye doesn‘t accept it or if another eye
defect will be caused by the surgery. Implantable lenses are a surgical alternative to LASIK and, in some
cases, produce better vision than LASIK (Laser in situ keratomileusis). Therefore is this method suitable
for patients with high level of diopters and thin cornea. Laser surgery is not recommended for these
patients.
Quick recovery of quality vision without painful surgery, minimal side effects and causing no harm
to the central area of cornea are the advantages of intraocular contact lenses. The disadvantage of this
kind of surgery could be possibly bad eye tolerance to the lens. Increased physical activity is not recommended for month after the surgery. In a few cases of patients some after surgery complications could
appear such as endophthalmitis (acute inflammation of all intraocular structures and tissues) or the risk
of retinal detachment. You can prevent these complications by regular using of the eye drops containing
antibiotics with anti inflammation effect.
The indication for implantation of the intraocular lens is age between 18 and 60 years, dioptric defect
in the range of -3 to -23,5 or from +1 to +12 diopters containing or not containing cylindric defect in
the stable one year length. On the other side the intervention is not performed to pregnant or nursing
mothers, patients out of the given age or patients having the eye disease.
Visian ICL
Implantable contact lens (ICL) is a type of lens implanted per pupil. Eye surgeons use various types
of phakic intraocular lenses available—Visian ICL, Artisan, Artiflex or AcrySof Cachet. But this work
will only affect intraocular lenses Visian ICL.
There are many unique advantages of STAAR® Surgical Company´s Visian ICLTM. Many refractive
procedures (such as LASIK or corneal refractive surgery) offer the promise of improved visual acuity
but the quality of your vision may vary significantly. A technology called High Definition Visian provides vision correction that goes beyond LASIK (Laser in situ keratomileusis). It helps sharper, clearer,
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and more vivid vision, with greater depth and dimension. Comparison of quality of vision after laser
surgery LASIK and after intraocular lens implantation ICL Vision is in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Comparison of quality of vision after laser surgery LASIK and after intraocular lens
implantation ICL Vision [3]
Models that are used today are made from one piece of thin, highly flexible material (example of
IOL Visian ICL is shown in Figure 2). Unlike other phakic IOLs, the Visian ICL is made from Collamer.
This material is patented by STAAR® Surgical Company. Collamer is significant because of high water
content (allowing for flexibility), while also contains substances that have the ability to absorb UV-rays.
UV blocker prevents harmful UVA and UVB rays from entering the eyes and reduces the risk of eye
damage or eye disease (including the development of cataracts and retinal problems) during prolonged
exposure to UV radiation. Because of the collagen base in Collamer, it is biocompatible with the eye and
may provide superior optical performance.

Figure 2. Intraocular lens Visian ICL
Unlike other phakic IOLs the Visian ICL is implanted in the posterior chamber, behind the iris. This
means that the lens is invisible to both the patient and any observer. The positioning in the eye maintains
normal iris function, promotes stability, and may reduce potential complications, which may arise after
corneal refractive procedures, such as laser surgery LASIK or after PRK (photorefractive keratectomy).
The patients may be susceptible to side effect associated including dry eye and thinning of the cornea.
With using the laser surgery LASIK the postoperative complications could be worse than with using
intraocular lens implantation, because the tissue from cornea is removed.er than.
The recovery time after implantation of the Visian ICL is short (1 day), because the incision needed
to implant the lens is very small (about 3 mm) and occurs at the edge of the cornea (there is little chance
of hitting vision). The stitches are not necessary. This procedure is done outpatient and takes 10–15 minutes. Patients experience immediate improvement in quality of vision and are satisfied with the results.
Implantation of Visian ICL provides a wide range of refractive errors. Visian ICL full rights myopia
from -3 to -16 diopters and partially correct myopia from -16 to -20 diopters with or without astigmatism. “Clinical studies have shown that the Visian ICL is a breakthrough in the field of myopia in terms
of results and vision correction (since the surgery does not require any structural changes in eye surgery
results are predictable and stable). With this and with more than 15 years of research and development,
the Visian ICL has become a leader in phakic IOL technology.” [3]

The aim of the work
The aim of the work is to evaluation of long-term results of implantation of intraocular lenses Visian
ICL. We will find a file of fifty patients (minimum), to whom was Vision ICL implanted. The criterion for
a group of patients is the follow-up period—at least 5 years. There will also be proposed parameters in
this field to be monitored by specialists. These parameters are for example age, gender, type of implanted
ICL (myopic, myopic astigmatism, hypermetropic), UCDVA (Uncorrected Visual Acuity), BCVA (best
corrected visual acuity) preoperative and postoperative intervals, subjective refraction, sphere, cylinder,
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spherical equivalent, stability, change in corneal endothelium, postoperative complications (early and
late, especially cataracts). Patients will be invited to a final medical check at the Eye Clinic Lexum. All
the parameters listed above will be recorded during this examination. The data will then be evaluated.
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3D Indoor Localization and Tracking System for Fire-fighters
Dudák Jan, Brada Jiří (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)
Abstract. Fire-fighting is a dangerous profession. Safety of fire-fighters during rescue actions is
the very first concern. Although high developed technologies are available there is no system which
would be able to real-time track and locate firemen moving in indoor areas. Fire-fighters still use primitive techniques for orientation in unknown areas – for example being tied to long rope called lifeline,
or waypoints drawn by chalk. The aim of this study is to create a review of suitable technologies and
methods for indoor localization. A review of already realized attempts and projects in this field is also
presented in this paper. Conclusions of this review will be used for implementation module for localization and tracking as a part of complex support system for fire-fighters.

Introduction
Global Positioning System (GPS) is the best known and most spread system for locating and tracking
people or things on the surface of the Earth. Although sufficient accuracy and robustness there is one
significant disadvantage of GPS. It is not possible to use it for indoor localization because GPS signal
doesn‘t penetrate buildings. Global Positioning System has been already used for more than 35 years, but
indoor localization is still an unsolved question and is a current research topic (Fisher C. et. al. 2010).
Although we have high developed technologies, primitive method for navigation and localization
are still used during rescue actions. Examples are being tied to long rope called lifeline, drawing chalk
marks on walls, signal lights standing by exit ways, or hand-drawing plans of rescue environment. These
methods are simple and after training quite robust. But of course, they have many weaknesses and risk
of human error is allways there.
Indoor localization can be used for many various applications, not only for police or fire-fighting. It
would be possible to locate each inventoried piece of company property like PCs or important documents. It can be used for silent monitoring of small children at home or people with special needs like
patients in hospital (Pahlavan K. et. al. 2002).
Accurate localization in indoor inhomogeneous environments is very difficult task. Nowadays
researchers don‘t have any definitive solution. This paper presents suitable technologies, principles and
methods for 3D indoor localization and brings a review of already made projects and researches in this
field. Emphasis is on technologies and methods which looks applicable for fire-fighters purposes.

Fundamental Terms and Technology
Ideological and Technological Concept
For research and experiments are usually used wireless sensor networks (WSN). That means to use
a set of anchor nodes (AN). Usually are used at least of three ANs , which covers a detection zone. Second part of WSN are mobile nodes (MN). Mobile nodes move inside the detection zone and communicate to anchor nodes. Task is, to determine relative position of mobile nodes against the anchor nodes
(Klingbeil L. et. al. 2008).
Experiments using different physical principles were performed. Some successes were achieved with
using ultrasound or IR signal. The same shortcoming of mentioned signals is short range. Moreover IR
is very sensitive to loosing free line of sight (LOS) and performs poorly in sun light (Bahl P. et. al. 2000).
Like the best choice seems to be RF signal. RF has much longer range than ultrasound or IR, but in
complicated environments signal suffers from fading too. Multiple reflections of signal and multipath
spreading of signal are the second problem. Mentioned phenomena cause that to receiver comes many
signals with only one information in time delays. Mathematical modelling of signal spreading is very
complicated due these two problems.
Some systems can give information about actual position of MN only. These are called localization
systems. Against that, systems which provide information about actual position of MN together with
information of previous movement trajectory are called tracking systems (Bahl P. et. al. 2000).
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For various applications are needed various systems. They can be categorized according to granularity of location information in two classes: fine-grained and coarse-grained (Bahl P. et. al. 2000). Finegrained are more accurate but they are also more prone to errors. For fire-fighters purposes would be
sufficient a coarse-grained information, because room scale accuracy is acceptable (Fischer C. et. al.
2010).
Signal Parametres Carying Position Information
•

Received Signal Strenght (RSS): Measuring intensity of incoming signal. Position of mobile node
can be determined from signal attenuation (Klingbeil L. et. al. 2008).
• Time of Arrival (TOA): Measures time difference from signal transmitting to signal receiving as
the function of spatial distance. Very accurate time synchronization of system is necessary. In
case of Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) is measured signal time difference between different
receivers.
• Angle of Arrival (AOA): Receivers sense the direction of incomming signal. This is realized by
a rotating receiver (Klingbeil L. et. al. 2008). AOA is especially useful for 3D position determining.
• Phase of Arrival (POA): Receivers sense the phase of incoming signal. This method is applicable
if distance between transceiver and receiver is shorter than wave length of RF signal only (Klingbeil L. et. al. 2008).
Systems using RSS, TOA or POA are called range-based systems. Systems using AOA are called direction based systems (Huang W. et. al. 2009).

Methods for Determining Mobile Node Position
Nodes Proximity
Nodes proximity is very simple coarse-grain method. Density of anchor nodes is equall to position
information accuracy. Principle is, that system measures which AN is the closest to monitored MN. The
closest AN is referred as the position of MN (Fisher C. et. al. 2010).
Connectivity-based Measurement
Likewise nodes proximity needs this method large amount of ANs too. ANs are always transceivers
in this case. Each ANs tranceive characteristic signal. MN receives for defined time period, senses every
incoming signal and recognize to which ANs is connected. X, Y coordinates of MN are calculated as
average of X and Y coordinates of connected anchor nodes (Huang W. et. al. 2009).
Triangulation, Trilateration
Both methods come from trigonometry. Use of these methods seems to be very useful for firemen
needs. These computation methods need only minimum ANs – three or four (for triangulation or trilateration resp.) are enough for 3D position information.
Triangulation is a direction based method working with AOA. Position of MN in 2D is determined
from angles between MN and two ANs, which together make a triangle. One more AN is needed to
creating second triangle and determining MN position in 3D.
Trilateration is a range based method. It is commonly used for navigation and mapping. It is used by
GPS too. Distance between MN and an AN gives a set of possible positions of MN to the AN. This set
has shape of circle or sphere for 2D or 3D respectively. Trilateration is based on finding the intersection
of these circles or spheres each for one AN. For 3D information should be used four ANs, because in
case of three ANs there are two solutions for MN position (Huang W. et. al. 2009).
Dead Reckoning
Trajectory of tracked person is divided to small single moves, which are detected. It can be for example steps. Dead reckoning is usually performed using inertial sensors – accelerometers and gyroscopes.
These sensors are able to sense acceleration, from which the trajectory can be determined. But even
measurement from inertial sensors is not perfect. Every single movement brings a small error of mea106

surement. These small errors are cumulating with every new movement of MN. So in final the error
of determined position can be intolerable. Second weakness of inertial sensors is that they don‘t work
properly while crouching or crawling (Fischer C. et. al. 2010).

Projects and Applications
Few support, navigation or localization systems were found. Most of them is still under development
or under testing. Usually, researchers don‘t try to bring any absolutely new complex solution, but they
try to amplify effectiveness of techniques which are already in use.
LifeNet
LifeNet is an electronic system which should substitute classic lifeline. It is based on use of small
robust RF transceivers/receivers. Transceivers are automatically dropped at same distances from ejector carried in firemen equipment. Virtual rope connecting intervening fireman with way out is created. Each transceiver communicates to its neighbours and due to mesh communication information is
transferred to rescue commander. Transceivers sense environmental paremeters too.
Fire-fighter gets information via a microdisplay fixed in his breathing mask. LifeNet doesn‘t provide
information of absolute position to intervening fireman. System informs fireman about the direction
and distance to the nearest transceiver on the way out or can provide information about direction and
distance of all LifeNet parts in range (Klann M. 2009).
Relate Trails Project
This project is basically similar to LifeNet. It attempts to substitute classical lifeline. Difference is only
in used technology. Relate trails uses ultrasound beacons. Navigation support is provided by showing
direction on head-mounted display to help keep trace (Fischer C. et. al. 2010).
FIRE Project
FIRE stands for Fire Information and Rescue Equipment. Target areas for FIRE are large multilevel
buildings and building complexes. FIRE has two main parts – WSN called SmokeNet and head mounded
microdisplay called FireEye – which together create a system similar to LifeNet. Main difference is, that
FIRE needs pre-installed WSN. The WSN should be a part of preventive fire protection. Static WSN
consists of two types of anchor nodes – environmental sensors and signal lights. Both types of nodes
use mesh communication for transfer information to eICS (Electronic Incident Commander System).
Position of fireman is determined thanks to active RFID tag fixed to breathing system. Tags operate at
frequency of 2,4 GHz and have range of 30 m. Compared to LifeNet the SmokeEye shows actual position of fireman in the plan of building and can receive text messages from eICS (Snydal J. Et al. 2005).
PPL – Precision Personnel Locating Project
System uses UWB RF signal. Positions of fire-fighters are determined by multilateration from measured TDOA. Multilateration works on the principle of trilateration with multiple ANs. Mobile nodes
carried by firemen are signal transmitters. Receiving antennas are mounted on fire rescue vehicles.
Localization via multilateration of UWB signals is combined with pedestrian dead reckoning from inertial sensors. The aim of PPL developers is to achieve 3D positioning with error less than 30 cm (Cavanaugh A. 2010).
RetLoc
RetLoc is a project of Czech company Retia. Basic idea and technology is similar to PPL. Developers
try to locate users using UWB signal via TOA measurement. Communication between MNs and ANs
has to work on the principle of secondary surveillance radar.
HeadSLAM
Basic concept of this method (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) comes from robotics, where
is used for self-navigation of robots in unknown areas. Robot gets informations about environment
from laser sensors, which measures distance to walls and other obstacles. For firemen purposes there
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are laser sensors mounted at helmet. Measurements of laser sensors are collected and create a map of
environment. Together with PDR determines system position of fire-fighter on created virtual map.
Weakness of this method is, that one pass through the environment is not enough to create map with
sufficient accuracy (Cinaz B. et al. 2009).

Conclusions
Review shows, that some researches and project were performed in the field of personal localization
and navigation support. Various technologies were used. The most promising approaches seem to be
using UWB RF signal and WSN with three or four anchor nodes, which can be easily installed in every
environment. Mobile node position is determined using trilateration or triangulation. Unfortunately,
this way is probably the most difficult. Both projects RetLoc and PPL are not finished.
Future work will be drawing up parameters of own tracking and localization system for fire-fighters.
We will attempt to implement system with four anchor nodes, which will be strategically placed around
rescue area. We will use RF signal for communication between nodes. Position of mobile nodes will be
determined by trilateration from measured RSS or TDOA. In adition, we want to propose an algorhitm,
which would simulate signal spreading in a specific building. This should reduce the position estimation
error. The aim of future work is to implement localization system with room scale accuracy or better.
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Design and development of a system for monitoring condition of
intervening firemen
Tomáš Veselý (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)
Abstract. The goal of this project is to design and development of a system, which will monitor and
evaluate physical and psychical condition of intervening firemen. We will design system based on different bio-signals’ sensors (ECG, hart rate sensor, skin temperature sensor, etc.) and personal central unit.
Each sensor will communicate with personal central unit through the Wireless Body Area Network
(WBAN). Personal central unit will be collecting data, evaluate them and calculate actual fireman’s condition. Status of each single intervening fireman will be sent to the laptop located outside of the disaster
area by long-range wireless network. This will provide necessary information to prevent emergency
situation caused by exhausted firemen.

Introduction
Fireman work is very hard. Intervening firemen are exposed to physical and psychical stress. They are
exposed to non-standard or even dangerous and toxic environment. All of these factors as well as hard
physical activity cause exhaustion of human organism. As exhaustion grows, effectiveness of the work
and fireman’s concentration decreases rapidly.
Such an exhausted fireman with lowered concentration is predisposed to do more mistakes, underestimate dangerous situations and not to react properly and in time. All of these facts increase probability
of some injuries or undesirable event. This is the time, when unit leader should draw back this exhausted
member and replace him by rested one. But, unit leader has very limited possibilities, how to determine
single fireman status. Fireman himself is often also unable to realize that he should be drawn back; even
more report this fact to the unit leader.
This is exactly one of the places, where our system is supposed to help. Our system is supposed to collect different bio-signals and evaluate them. Unit leader will be able to monitor status of each fireman.
According to this status, unit leader will be able to decide, if this particular fireman can hold on, or have
to be draw back immediately. Design and development of such a system is main goal of this project.
Beside the general status of the fireman, unit leader will also have access to another information
gain by bio-signal’s sensors, which are important in term of safeness and healthiness of the fireman.
Spectrum of this information is depending on which sensors we will decide to use. Selection of human
parameters suitable for monitoring condition, healthiness and safeness as well as selection of appropriate sensor for scanning these parameters is also purpose of this work.

Older projects
During work on this project, I resulted from two older projects with similar content which were
solved by our team in the past. Knowledge realized from this two older projects should be used as
base of the new system. On these bases I should build a whole new system adjusted to new customer’s
requirements. I should also take advantage of new possibilities, which contemporary level of technology
offer.
First of this project is called “Advance PDA”. It is based on peripheral boxes, which monitor heart rate,
temperature, activity and orientation of body of each fireman. These peripheral boxes communicate
with adjusted PDA through the wireless network ZigBee1. Disadvantages of this system result from its
age. It was developed in 2006 and contemporary level of technology offer better possibilities in building
such a system. This system also wasn’t built only for firemen, but it was intended for wide spectrum of
users like army, police, special unit etc (Caithaml 2007).

1

ZigBee – Wireless communication technology build on IEEE 802.15.4 standard
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Figure 1. System Advance PDA – Possibility of display particular data of each fireman acquired by
peripheral sensors. (Caithaml 2007)
Second project I have mentioned and I can resulted from is called Soldier Inspect. It was developed
on bases of Advance PDA, but adjusted especially for military use (Caithaml 2009).

Figure 2. Soldier Inspect – Chest belt scanning ECG, temperature and activity. It’s connected with module
for data processing and wireless communication. (Caithaml 2009)

Research
Background research with attention to monitoring system of vital function and bio-signals for firemen has been done. As a result, a have find out, that there are many systems for monitoring condition,
but almost no one is especially made for use by firemen. If there are some, which are built to use by firemen, they are not sufficient, because they measure only few of bio-signals, which I would like to use to
determine fireman’s status.
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Current state of the project
Current state of the project is analysis which can be divided into three parts:
1. Where exactly can and should be new system helpful
2. Which bio-signals will be measured and which sensors will be used
3. What can I improve in comparison to older systems

Expected use of the new system and spectrum of sensors
During intervention, there are many dangers which can menace fireman. I have chosen some of them
as possible to be reduced by our system. Danger of physical exhaustion and danger of psychical exhaustion is probably the most important one. That’s actually primary goal of the new system. Unit leader just
need simple overview about his men. He needs to know, who has just worked hard and probably needs
to be replaced and who is still able to do some work. Heart rate measured by one-channel ECG and
movement activity measured by accelerometers can be used to calculate degree of exhaustion of human
(Bojový řád jednotek požární ochrany 2010, Caithaml 2009).
Another possible use of the new system is during training. This system will then work similar like
sporttester2. It can bring better results during training. But maybe more important, every member can
be tested during training to show his limits. These limits will be then set to software for calculation of
actual status. This is very important, because each single fireman has its own limits and psychical and
physical load has to be calculated individually (Caithaml 2009).
There are of course many other parameters that give us relevant information important for safeness
of the fireman. There are many dangers connect with heat and temperature. For this purpose, I plan to
use set of thermal sensors to monitor temperature of human body and temperature between skin and
suit. For temperature feel, relative humidity is also very important. So there is possible to use sensor of
relative humidity located between suit and skin (Bojový řád jednotek požární ochrany 2010, Caithaml
2009).
In my next research, I would like to continue finding out other methods and parametres, which can
bring us relevant information about fireman status and possible dangers.

System improvements
I will base this new system on two older, but with many improvements. Not all improvements are
analysed so far, but I will mention these, which certainly will be applicable to the new system. As is
described in previous section, the first improvement is connected with new sensors used in this system.
New level of technology allow us reduce size and weight of the particular modules. This is important,
because system cannot limit fireman during his job. He has to have freedom of movement and feel like
there are no sensors placed on him.
No limitation closely relate with other planned improvement. As you can see at the figure 2, old version has modules connected with cable. This is not possible in new version, because of larger number of
modules and sensors. They all cannot be connected together via wire. That’s reason, why Wireless Body
Area Network (WBAN) will be created for this purpose. Sensor will communicate each other through
this network, probably based on system BlueTooth3. Another wireless network, probably again based
on ZigBee, will ensure communication between each fireman and access point (special adjusted PDA
or Laptop).
System also has to be adjusted for using by firemen. It means especially increased heat protection and
mechanic endurance. Wireless network has to be tested in the surrounding of fire because of possible
interference.

2
Sporttester – Device composites generally from chest belt and special watch to monitor heart rate, commonly used to improve
training results
3
BlueTooth – Wireless communication technology build on IEEE 802.15.1 standard. It was supposed to be substitute for RS-232 serial interface.
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Conclusion
I do now all kinds of analysis to be ready start develop particular modules in next months. System
will have similar use as older described systems, but with many improvements and more user comfort.
Wider spectrum of acquired data and relevant information gains by larger number of modern sensors is
also important mark of the new system. System for monitoring physical and psychical status of fireman
is just a part of more complex system. It will include also localization in three-dimensional space, or
monitoring of environmental parameters. These parts are developed by other team’s members.
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Results and Advances in the Project “Design of Mobile Healthcare
System Module for Use in Mass Disaster Care”
Martin Vítězník (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)
Abstract. Rescue squads generally tend to optimize their work and try to look out for possible improvements of their current instrumentation.
The aim of this project is to cooperate with rescue squads (particularly the fire fighters), try to catch
and classify their needs and find out possible improvements for appliances used in mass disaster care.
Since main work in the project was planned to be carried out later, the contribution describes rather
the results of literal research in the topics of wireless sensor networks, wireless communication, localization and embedded physiological parameters sensor modules.

Introduction
Radio communication is essential in modern sensor systems. There are many wireless communication standards and matching modules, varying in operating frequency, data throughput, power, sensitivity, wireless network architecture, maximal range etc. The aim of one of the part of the project was to
explore radio communication modules available on the market and compare the key features.
Later, an overview of localization techniques follows, primarily focused on localization using beforementioned wireless communication modules.

Main features of RF communication modules
Each wireless communication standard, or technology, can be characterised by a set of features;
the crucial ones are presented in following text.

Operating frequency
Most of the wireless communication modules work in so-called ISM bands (industry, science, medicine). In Europe this means mostly 433MHz (70cm) band, 868MHz (30cm) band and 2.4GHz (12cm)
band. Exception from that are GSM/GPRS modules using frequencies 900 MHz and 1800 MHz. When
operating in ISM bands, the user must have own infrastucture (e.g. wireless sensor network), however,
if GSM network is used, the device only works as and end point of an extensive operator‘s communication network.
If we compare 433MHz and 2.4GHz bands, the latter one is more affected by free space path loss
because of its wavelength and also by the multipath loss because microwaves are more reflected form
various surfaces, than waves in UHF band (particularly 70cm waves). GSM based systems cannot be
easily compared with beforementioned bands, because of high complexity of the whole GSM network
(e.g. region-wide coverage, use of antennas with alterable radiation patterns at service cell side etc).
Detailed information on that topic could be find e.g. in Hidayab, 2009 or ARRL, 2007.
Power used and usable range
According to the regulations, ERP (effectively radiated power) must not exceed +10 dBm in the case
of 433MHz band and +20 dBm in the case of WiFi in 2.4GHz band. Although free-space path loss is
prone to be higher for increasing frequencies, the radiation effeciency of antennas may be better, if
the device is space-limited.
More information is found in Loy, 2005.
Data throughput
Data transfer rate is closely related to the bandwith of the radio channel. 433MHz band is assigned
very low bandwith compared to 2.4GHz (1.7 MHz and 83.5 MHz, respectivelly). According to architecture, data transfer rates in the order od tens megabits per second are not uncommon in the latter band.
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Cost
Clearly, price of the wireless communication module must be taken into account. Besides that, if we
consider using a network like GSM, additional costs (upon agreement with the telco operator) add into
final cost of communication.
Topology
Topology of the architecture used is also an important feature. Some devices are stricly point-topoint, other point-to-multipoint. Special case are so-called mesh networks, connecting together both
principles.

Overview of wireless communication modules and protocols
A brief overview of main features could be found in Table 1. A short descripton of each technology
follows.
ZigBee
ZigBee is an IEEE 802.15.4 specification for low power, low rate data communication. The first specification was published in year 2004. Main focus is placed on the balance of power consumption, range
and data throughput.
GPRS
GPRS is a data transfer technology based on GSM network service. The technology itself is primarily
focused on end-consumer internet access, being developed into faster alternative – GPRS/EDGE.
Bluetooth
Bluetooth is proprietary technology being first specified in 1994. Intended for rather low distance
communication, however, the range, data transfer rate and energy consumption are being remarkably
improved over in last few years, leading into new Bluetooth Low Energy standard.
WiFi
WiFi is an IEEE 802.11 specification for implementing wireless local area networks. Started in 1997 in
2.4GHz band, in last few years this technology works in 5GHz band as well.
433MHz/RFM12 module
This ISM-band module is a good representant of various communication modules working at such
frequency. No real communication standard exists in this band and thus such modules are very proprietary and specifications are highly manufacturer dependent. As an example, an RFM12 (Hope Electronic, Inc.) module was treated.
ZigBee
IEEE 802.15.4

GPRS

Bluetooth
(Class 1)

WiFi
IEEE 802.11

433MHz
proprietary solution example

Frequency band

2.4 Ghz
868 MHz

GSM 900 MHz
and 1800 MHz

2.4 GHz

2.4 GHz
5 GHz

433 MHz

Range
(approximately,
up to)

50 m, even more

kilometers
(cell-end
point)

100 m

100 m

10–50 m

Cost
(approximately,
main distributors)

30 €

40 €
+ GSM operator fees

20 €

25 €

7€

Data rate

250 kbps
20 kbps

100–200 kbps

2 Mbps

54 Mbps

250 kbps

Topology

Star, point-topoint, mesh

star

point-topoint,star

star

point-to-point

Table 1. Wireless communication modules overview. (source of data: manufacturers‘ specifications, author‘s own
experience)
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Conclusions
In author‘s opinion, IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee) modules seem to bemost reliable, preferably because
the possibility of using mesh style topology (meaning that if there are more sensors in the network, some
of them can act as end points, some of them as “routers” en route between e.g. two nodes, which are not
able to communicate directly). An advantage is also the possibility of two different operating frequencies. Major drawback is relatively high price for an easily-integrable module, although the chipset itself
is cheap. Low data rate in the lower band (868 MHz) is counterbalanced by low power consumption.
GPRS networks are very useful in places, where it is not reliable to have another kind of supporting
network (e.g. a few nodes in large area). This solution is rather expensive, however, nowadays there is
very good GSM signal coverage and (depending on the network operator) the user benefits from direct
TCP/IP access in the internet.
Bluetooth is well priced and benefits from relatively high data rate and range. The use of 2.4GHz band
on the other hand limits the range, if there are some obstacles in the signal path.
WiFi/WLAN has superb data throughput and range, but is also limited because of the use of microwave bands. Besides that, communication using such technology is quite power demanding, if we
assume battery operated nodes and compare it with the other technologies.
Various 433MHz-band based communication modules offer a good ratio between power consumption, range and data throughput. The main drawback is the fact, that every module uses a proprietary
communication protocol. Moreover, those modules usually do not employ e.g. frequency hoping alghoritms to avoid jamming in the band and thus link quality is always not so high.
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Monitoring of patient movement activity
Stanislav Moravec and Michal Jordán
Monitoring of patient movement ability is nowadays nosing by Norton tabular system (in Czech
hospitals), which is written by hands of nurse staff. It is and old system which has a weak point in nurse
staff individual valuation of a patient estate. Monitoring of movement ability is important, because of
a threat of pressure ulcer emergency. That’s why Linet company, as an European largest hospital bed
producer, started the developement of monitoring system, for their hospital bed. The system should
measure patient movement activity in ICU and inform the nurse staff about patient statement (classify
the threat of a pressure ulcer (decubitus) beginning). It is supposed to develop system, which classify the
beginning threat of decubitus, measure the total quantity, intensity and absence of patients moves. The
main target will be to evaluate the measured data in a most acceptable way for a nurse staff, as an easy
controlled and well informed system which contain all of necessary data and information, which gives
an alert to hospital personal.
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Measurement of 3D Distribution of Radiation Generated during
Hadron Therapy Using Water Phantom and Pixel Detector Timepix
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Abstract. The hadron therapy is a new and very promising radio-therapeutic method with many
advantages especially in cases when tumor is close to sensitive organs where standard treatment would
be dangerous. For reliable treatment planning it is necessary to have calculation tools for maximization
of dose delivered to targeted tissue and minimization of the dose outside of it. The physical processes in
material irradiated by hadron beam in ideal case are known. But in reality there are so many unknowns
and specifics for each particular patient that the analytical computation is impossible. Thus, the planning tools have to incorporate many simplifications. All these simplifications bring potential risks and
have to be verified experimentally.
The development of methods for measurement of radiation environment inside of biological material is the main aim of this work. For such measurement we use a pixel detector called Timepix. This
imaging device is able to record shapes of particle traces including their energies deposited in the detector. All these data recorded for each event allow to estimate the particle type, its energy and direction
of flight.
The objective of the experiment is detection of secondary radiation using pixel detector Timepix in
a water phantom. Measurements were performed in the Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center (HIT)
in Germany. Proton and carbon beams were used for the measurements.

Introduction
Hadron therapy (Heavy ion therapy) is a type of radiotherapy [1]. Unlike conventional radiotherapy
it uses irradiation by accelerated heavy particles (in the conventional radiotherapy light particles are
used—electrons, positrons, photons ...). Heavy particles are particles with a mass equal to or greater
than the mass of the proton (protons, ions or nuclei).
A main advantage of ions is that they deposit the most of energy at the end of their range according to
the Bragg curve (see Figure 1). A tissue in front of the tumor is irradiated minimally and tissue behind
the tumor practically not at all. Therefore it is possible to irradiate tumors in sensitive locations (spinal
cord tumors, brain tumors ...).

Figure 1. The graph of radiation dose at depth in tissue for X-rays (Conventional radiotherapy) and ion
beam (Hadron therapy).
The hybrid silicon pixel device Timepix [2] was developed by the Medipix collaboration [3] as a successor to the successful Medipix2 detector. The device consists of a semiconductor sensor chip (usually
300 μm thick silicon) bump-bonded to a readout chip (see Fig. 2). The detector chip is equipped with
a single common backside electrode and a front side matrix of electrodes (256 x 256 square pixels with
pitch of 55 μm). Each element of the matrix (pixel) is connected to its respective preamplifier, discriminator and digital counter integrated on the readout chip. Each pixel can work in one of three modes:
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Medipix mode (counter counts incoming particles), Timepix mode (counter works as a timer and measures the time when the particle is detected) and Time over threshold (TOT) mode (counter is used as
a Wilkinson type ADC allowing direct energy measurement in each pixel).

Figure 2. Pixel detector Timepix. Device consists of two chips connected by bomp-bonding technique.
The upper chip is pixelated semiconductor detector (usually Silicon). The bottom chip is ASIC read-out
containing matrix of 256 x 256 of preamplifiers comparators and counters.
We used the Timepix device in TOT mode and so called “tracking” regime in this work.. Then
the individual traces of ionizing particles are seen in captured image. The exposure time has to be
short enough to avoid overlaps of traces of two and more particles. Since the device is operated in TOT
mode it records the energy deposited by the particle in each pixel. If the pixel is not hit then it contains
zero (precisely without any noise). A continuous group of adjacent pixels with nonzero signal is called
cluster. In ideal case one cluster corresponds to one detected particle. Summation of all energies for all
pixels in the cluster gives the total energy deposited by particle in the sensor1. The shape of cluster is
often characteristic for particular type of radiation (ions, electrons, MIP particles …). Several examples
are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Characteristic track shapes recorded by the Timepix device in TOT mode for different particle
types: a) gamma rays (60 keV), b) electrons from a 90Sr source, c) 5.5 MeV alpha particles and d)
11 MeV protons entering the detector at angle 85 degrees.

Setup for measurements in water phantom
Measurements were performed at the Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center (HIT) in Germany [5]
with using medical carbon ion and proton beams. Narrow beams of size 3mm were directed onto a water
tank phantom of size 355 x 355 x 420 mm3. The pixel detector was immersed in water inside the phantom and its location was controlled by a remote positioning system allowing 3D scanning of radiation
field. Full scans were performed with two different beams: carbon 270 MeV/u and protons 143 MeV.
The radiation field was evaluated in 24 detector positions. We tested both detector plane orientations:
parallel and perpendicular with respect to the beam axis.
The detector was connected to the laptop PC using USB 2.0 interface FITPix [6]. The data acquisition
was controlled by software package Pixelman [7].
1
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Each pixel response has to be energy calibrated first [4].

Figure 4. Setup for measurements in water tank phantom (left). The Timepix device including USB
2.0 read-out system wrapped into waterproof rubber sleeve were mounted to 3D positioning system and
immersed into water (right). The beam line position is marked by red arrow.
We performed the first measurement for the carbon beam with energy of 270 MeV/u and a width
of 4.2 mm. Detector was placed in the measurement distance of 60 mm from the beam line. The detector orientation it was parallel with respect to the beam axis. The positioning system allowed to move
the detector along the beam at a constant distance. The measurement was performed for 8 positions
(marked as A-H). Their exact depths are listed in Table 1. Positions D, E and F correspond to location of
the Bragg peak. In each position we acquired at least 1000 frames with exposure time of 1 ms.
Position

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Depth in water (mm)

0.0

35.5

58.5

73.5

81.0

68.0

95.5

137.0

Table 1. Position detector in the water tank phantom (Distance from the beam is 60 mm)

Classification of cluster shapes
The example of frame acquired in water is shown in Figure 5. There are four types of typical tracks.
The primary criterion for the cluster sorting is their shape. For sorting of the clusters we use special
software tool “BS Pulse” [8] which is integrated as plugin module into “Pixelman” software.

Figure 5. The typical image captured in position D inside of water tank irradiated by Carbon beam with
energy of 270 MeV/u. The four typical cluster shapes are marked.
First, we filter out small clusters consisting of less than 8 pixels. These small clusters correspond to
low energy events such as slow electrons, X-rays and some gamma rays.
The second criterion is roundness. Cluster roundness is defined here as ratio between diameter of
circle with same area and distance of the two most distant pixels in the cluster (see Figure 6, left). Such
parameter ranges from 0 to 1. It is equal to 1 for ideal circle. Round clusters correspond mostly to traces
of ions entering the detector perpendicularly.
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Figure 6. Basic morphological parameters used for cluster sorting. The small red cross marks the position
of center of gravity (the energy measured by pixel is used as its mass). The first parameter is roundness
(left) and second is linearity (right). The linearity can be described as the standard deviation of pixels
from “Axis” divided by standard deviation of pixels from line “Compl”. The subtraction of this ratio from
1 is just to map values of linearity into interval 0–1.
The third criterion is linearity. To define linearity we have to determine first the axis of the cluster.
The axis goes through centre of gravity of the cluster and the sum of squared distances of all cluster
pixels from the axis is minimal. We define the linearity as ratio between sum of squared distances of
all pixels from the cluster axis and the same sum computed for line perpendicular to axis crossing it
in centre of gravity (see Figure 6, right). The linearity is shifted (subtracting it from 1) to map it into
same interval 0–1. When linearity is 0 then cluster is not linear (it is probably round), when it is equal
to 1 the cluster is perfectly linear. We select clusters which satisfy the condition of linearity and which
are also sufficiently wide. Such traces correspond to ions entering the detector at general angle. Clusters
that satisfied the condition of linearity can be divided to several groups according to their impact angle.

Results
In each detector position (Table 1) we evaluated the number of clusters for each of the three basic categories: small, round and linear. Small are all clusters having less than 8 pixels, round are clusters (larger
than small) with roundness larger than 0.8 and linear are clusters (larger than small) with linearity larger
than 0.8 and width larger than 2.
We analyzed all events sorting them according to specified criteria. More than 10 millions of events
were processed. As the beam intensity was not constant in each detector position we didn’t normalize the numbers of events in each category by number of primary ions but by number of all events
detected in each particular position. This means that we evaluated the changes in relative composition
of the radiation field inside of the water in dependence on depth. Resulting dependencies are shown in
Figure 7.

Conclusions
From the results it is obvious that different components of the radiation field in the phantom are seen
as different categories of cluster shapes. It was also demonstrated that the relative amount of particles
in each category depends on the depth differently for example: The number of small clusters decreases
with depth, while number of linear clusters increases.
It was also shown that there were plenty of events measured behind of the Bragg peak. These events
correspond to fragments generated earlier with longer range (such as protons, neutrons and gamma
rays).
In the future we will focus to better definition of cluster sorting criteria to be able to perform interpretation of measured data in terms of composition of the radiation field in the phantom (or tissue).
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Figure 7. The charts of relative content of certain cluster shapes among all events in dependence on depth
in water. A–Small cluster, B–Round cluster, C–Linear cluster.
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Optimalization of laser plasma in a gas target as a source of XUV
radiation for applications in biomedcine
Šárka Vondrová and Miroslava Vrbová
We have high repetition, table-top soft-X-ray sources, based on a gas puff target, for imaging biological samples. This is possible throught emitting in the “water window” spectral range at m = 2.88 nm
from a nitrogen gas target or in 2–4 nm range of wavelengths from an argon gas target. For the highest gain from the incurred plasma we tried to optimalize the LLG source. We based an experiment on
the argon gas target. We changed parametrs like Nd:YAG laser voltage, trigger delay between excitation
laser and gas nozzle, and focusing of entrance lens. The results of this experiment are the best settings
of our LLG system.

Imaging in XUV spectral region
Peter Pršanec and Miroslava Vrbová
The contribution is dealing with XUV radiation, XUV sources, CCD detectors, XUV optics and
luminescence imaging excited by XUV radiation. The aim is to design, build and test projection imaging systems for spectral region of water window radiation (2,28 – 4,36 nm) capable of observing small
biological objects

Phase Contrast X-Ray Based Imaging
Milan Tatíček and Vlastimil Fidler
We present a new method of hepatocellular tumor detection using computer vision based algorithms.
The key feature we track is microvessel density as cancer cells demand more blood supply. A detection
framework is designed to track vessels based on their shape, thickness etc. Vessels are then recognized
as tree and their density is calculated.

Gold Nanoparticle-Enhanced X-ray Imaging of Hepatocellular
Carcinoma
Danielle Rand and Christoph Rose-Petruck (Brown University, Providence, USA)
This paper presents the development of a new imaging technique for the early diagnosis of cancers
such as hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) that utilizes surface-modified gold nanoparticles. Biological
tissues labeled with these electron-dense particles show enhanced x-ray scattering over normal tissues,
making cells containing gold nanoparticles distinguishable from cells without gold in x-ray scatter
images. Our results suggest that this novel approach could enable the in vivo detection of tumors as
small as a few millimeters in size.

Ongoing development of FBME Compact Soft X-ray Microscope
Petr Brůža and Miroslava Vrbová
The use of Soft X-Ray radiation brings new opportunities to biomedical imaging, both because of
the potential to form high-resolution images and the possibility to create a map of biogenous atomic elements. The so-called “water window” (280 – 530 eV) Soft X-ray microscopy enables to form images of
relatively thick biological samples in a near-native environment. In this contribution we present the current state of the Compact Soft X-Ray Microscope developed in the XUV laboratory at FBME CTU, as
well as future plans and concepts of its applications.
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Eukaryots in human digestive tract
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Abstract. The aim of work was detection of micro-eukaryota in faecal samples from healthy people
and people suffering from celiac disease and comparison of the results. DNA was isolated from faecal samples of 20 people. It was analyzed using the PCR-DGGE method focused on 18S rRNA genes
and PCR focused on fungal ITS regions, both followed by sequencing, and it was tested for presence
of 4 bacterial genera (Aspergillus, Candida, Saccharomyces and Penicillium) using real-time PCR. Sequences were compared with database of nucleotide sequences for generic designation. DGGE profiles
showed high diversity and low inter‑individual similarity of the intestinal micro-eukaryota. The sequence analysis revealed presence of Blastocystis sp., Candida albicans and Malassezia restricta, each in
one subject. Most of the sequences were similar to different nonspecified sequences from human gut
metagenome DNA. Real‑time PCR detected Saccharomyces cerevisiae in five subjects. No significant
differences were found between microflora of healthy and celiac people.

Introduction
Gastrointestinal tract of humans contains a complex ecosystem of microorganisms from all three life
domains: Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya. These microbes play an important role in processes relating to
human homeostasis and health as well as pathogenic conditions. Significant progress in study of intestinal microflora has been achieved with the development of molecular-genetic methods which enabled
study of non-cultivable species. While bacterial settlement of human healthy digestive tract is already
quite well examined, archaeal and eukaryal population is practically unknown.

Materials and Methods
Sample collection
Genomic DNA was isolated from faecal samples of 20 subjects. Ten of the experimental samples
were obtained from healthy people, nine subjects were suffering from celiac disease and one subject was
shortly after undergoing antibiotic therapy.
PCR analysis of 18S rRNA genes
The DNA was amplified using the PCR with primers Euk1A and Euk 516r targeting the 18S rRNA
genes (Scanlan and Marchesi, 2008). Four PCR programs were tested to optimize the detection of microeukaryotic DNA. The programs varied mainly in the annealing temperature (Ta), which was 42 °C,
52 °C, 55 °C and 61 °C. Each PCR program consisted of an initial denaturation at 94–95 °C for 4–5 min,
35–40 cycles including denaturation at 94–95 °C, annealing at chosen Ta and extension at 72 °C (each
step for 20–60 s) and a final extension at 72 °C for 4–5 min. PCR products obtained by PCR program
with Ta = 42 °C and 52 °C were visualized by horizontal 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis. Subsequently
only positive samples were subjected to another PCR amplification (using one of the programs mentioned above) followed by denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE).
The gel for DGGE consisted of 8% polyacrylamide (37.5:1 acrylamide/bisacrylamide) and 1x TAE
buffer with denaturing gradient 5–35 % (Scanlan and Marchesi, 2008). The PCR was performed with
the same primer pair only with additional GC-clamp (Euk1A and Euk 516r-GC).
A total of 22 bands were excised from DGGE gels and subjected to sequencing. The sequences were
than compared with public database of nucleotide sequences using the BLASTn algorithm for final
generic designation.
Fungal internal transcribed spacer (ITS) analysis
The isolated DNA was subjected to PCR amplification with primers ITS1F and ITS4R targeting
the fungal ITS regions (Scanlan and Marchesi, 2008). The program consisted of initial denaturation
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at 95 °C for 5 min, 35 cycles including denaturation at 94 °C for 30 s, annealing at 50 °C for 30 s and
extension at 72 °C for 60 s and final extension at 72 °C for 5 min. PCR products were separated using
0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis. 10 bands were excised and subjected to sequencing with consequential
comparison with GenBank database.
Detection of four fungal genera
The DNA was tested for presence of four fungal genera including Aspergillus, Candida, Saccharomyces and Penicillium using PCR with genus-specific primers followed by 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis.
All 20 samples were also analyzed by quantitative real-time PCR with the same primer pairs (Asp-F +
ITS-R for Aspergillus, Cand-F + ITS-R for Candida, SI4F + SI7R for Saccharomyces, ITS 212d + ITS 549r
for Penicillium). The PCR programs were set in accordance with appropriate literature (Chang et al.,
2007; Pedersen et al., 1997; Schabereiter-Gurtner et al., 2007).
Verification of specificity of Saccharomyces primers
The specificity of primers SI4F and SI7R for Saccharomyces was tested by construction of a cloning
library and consequential sequence analysis.

Result and discussion
PCR analysis of 18S rRNA genes
The PCR-DGGE analysis showed high diversity and low inter-individual similarity of DGGE profiles
(Figure 1). Analysis of excised bands revealed that most eukaryotic sequences either did not match any
known data from GenBank database or they were similar to different non-specified sequences named
human gut metagenome DNA Blastocystis sp. was detected in one celiac subject (band 22 on Fig. 1) and
Candida albicans was found in one healthy subject (band 15 on Fig. 1). These micro-eukaryota have
been previously described as common intestinal residents (Nam et al., 2008; Scanlan and Marchesi,
2008).

Figure 1. DGGE profiles of PCR products amplified with Ta = 42 °C (left picture) and 52 °C (right
picture). Excised band are highlighted with arrows.
Fungal internal transcribed spacer analysis
Only 2 sequences were identified, while most of the sequences were not clear enough to be compared. One of them confirmed the presence of Candida albicans in one healthy subject labeled Z10
(band 5 on Fig. 2) and the other one (band 2 on Fig. 2) matched with DNA of Malassezia restricta, yeast
usually found on skin. This second microorganism has never been detected in human gut microflora
before.
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Figure 2. Agarose electrophoresis profiles of PCR products amplified with primers ITS1F and ITS4R.
Excised band are highlighted with arrows.
Detection of four fungal genera
The PCR with genus‑specific primers showed presence of yeasts Candida and Saccharomyces in most
of the samples unlike Aspergillus and Penicillium. These results are in conformity with previous studies
(Nam et al., 2008; Scanlan and Marchesi, 2008).
On the other hand, real-time PCR method did not confirm the presence of Candida albicans, which
is in contradiction with previous results. Aspergillus niger and Penicillium sp. were not found in any
sample. The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae was present in up to 15 samples without connection to celiac
disease. Number of cells ranged from hundreds up to 17 000 cells per gram of fecal samples, however
big differences were obtained using two different qPCR polymeration mixes (FastStart Universal SYBR
Green Master (Rox) and qPCR 2x SYBR Master Mix). Only four subjects (2 healthy and 2 celiac) were
convincingly positive for S. cerevisiae with both mixes. Therefore the specificity of Saccharomyces primers was tested by construction of a cloning library. Sufficient specificity was not proved but the method
showed presence of S. cerevisiae in another healthy subject.

Conclusions
Gut micro-eukaryota of 20 people were analysed using 3 different molecular-genetic methods: PCRDGGE targeting 18S rRNA genes, PCR targeting ITS regions and PCR and quantitative real-time PCR
focused on 4 fungal genera. This analysis did not reveal any significant differences between eukaryotic
microflora of healthy and celiac people. Detected eukaryotic microorganisms were: Candida albicans in
one healthy subject, Blastocystis sp. in one subject with celiac disease, Malassezia restricta in one healthy
subject and Saccharomyces cerevisiae in three healthy and two celiac subjects.
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The effect of chitosan and chitooligosaccharides on the fecal
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Abstract. Chitosan (CS) is a functional linear polysaccharide, which is prepared by partial N-deacetylation of chitin. Chitooligosaccharides (COS) can be produced by hydrolysis of CS. They exhibit various types of the potent biological activities useful for medical applications and health care. The changes
in the bacterial population, followed by the shifts in the produced bacterial metabolites can significantly
alter condition in gastrointestinal tract. In this in vivo study we modulated the changes of fecal bacteria
population in healthy rats (groups: control, CS and COS) during administration of CS/COS. PCR-DGGE analysis was used to detect possible changes in bacterial population. The phylogenetic tree was also
constructed. For the quantification of total and selected bacterial DNA was used real-time PCR analysis.
CS/COS changed the composition of microbial ecosystem of gastrointestinal tract of healthy rats.

Introduction
The gut microbiota is a complex community of microorganisms, which play an important role in
human and animal health or disease. The highest concentration of bacteria is present in the human
colon. The human microbiota is very important and it has influence on the physiology and pathology of
the host. Intestinal microflora performs important metabolic, nutritional and protective functions: fermentation of non-digestible dietary residues and endogenous mucus, salvage of energy as short-chain
fatty acids, production of vitamin K, development and homeostasis of the immune system, and protection against pathogens (Guarner and Malagelada 2003). On the other hand, bacteria of the colon is often
regarded as potentially harmful, because they can stimulate pathological disorders, such as intestinal
obstruction, inflammatory bowel disease, Crohn’s disease or even colon cancer. Food is an important
factor that affects the intestinal balance. This fact encourages the development of various dietary supplements such as probiotics and prebiotics. Recently, chitosan (CS) and chitooligosaccharides (COS) have
attracted much interest as dietary adjuvants.
Chitosan is a functional and linear polysaccharide, which is prepared by partial N-deacetylation
of chitin, the principal component of crustacean shells (Tharanathan and Kittur 2003). It is the most
abundant natural polysaccharide on the earth after cellulose. Chitosan (and chitin) is known for its
antibacterial and antifungal activity, immunomodulatory effects, or antitumor activity (Gerasimenko et
al. 2004). The question of their possible use in biomedical applications, such as pharmaceutical fields has
been appeared. Molecular weight affects the antimicrobial activity of chitosan and its derivatives (No et
al. 2002), which is considered the most important characteristic (Jeon et al. 2000). When split to shorter
chains, the fragmented chitosan products named chitosan oligosaccharides (COS) are readily soluble
in water (Jeon et al. 2000). COS are known, that stimulate growth of some beneficial bacteria such as
Lactobacillus (Lee et al. 2002) and Bifidobacterium (Šimůnek et al. 2010), therefore can be considered
as a potential prebiotics. However, only little information is available about the effect of CS or COS on
bacterial population of gastrointestinal tract.
The aim of the study is a modulation of intestinal bacterial community in healthy rats by commercial
diet with addition of chitooligosaccharides or chitosan.

Material and methods
Modifications of the bacterial composition of fecal samples were monitored by phylogenetic relations
between bacterial profiles using PCR-DGGE (denaturating gradient gel electrophoresis) analysis and
quantitative PCR method.
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Subjects and COS/CS treatment
A total of six healthy rats were divided to three groups in this 3-weeks experiment. The first – control
group (C) was fed without supplements. Rats in the other groups (CS and COS) were both fed diet with
addition CS or COS respectively. CS was obtained from Medicol (Czech Rep.) and prepared as 2% solution in 1% acetic acid. COS were prepared by enzymatic hydrolysis of 2% CS (cellulase from Aspergillus niger 4 g.l-1) and by consequent ultrafiltration PES membrane Milipore Cut-off 3 kDa. The diet was
prepared by mixing commercial diet ST-1 and COS/CS (0.25 % in a diet).
Sample collection and processing
Fecal samples were collected every day for the whole run time of experiments and store at -20 ºC.
Total bacterial DNA was extracted using ZR Fecal DNA Kit (Zymo Research Corp., USA). Bacterial
communities were determined using PCR-DGGE and real-time PCR.
PCR-DGGE analysis
Amplification of total bacterial community DNA was carried out by targeting 16S rRNA gene
sequences with universal bacterial primers 338GC (GC clamp) and RP534 (Muyzer et al. 1993) and
PCR program applied according to the Muyzer et al. The presence of PCR product was checked by
DGGE analysis in a 9% agarose gel with 35 – 60% gradient of 7.0M urea and 40% formamide (v/v). The
electrophoresis was carried out in 1x TAE (40 mM Tris, 20 mM acetic acid, 1 mM EDTA) buffer for
18 hours at 55 V and 60 ºC (Fischer and Lerman 1983) stained with ethidium bromide and viewed by
UV transiluminator. The phylogenetic tree was constructed from the data obtained from DGGE analysis by UPGMA-Jaccard methods in FreeTree software (Hampl et al. 2001).
Real-time PCR analysis
The changes in amount of total and selected bacteria were detected by Mx3005P quantitative PCR
System (Stratagene, USA) using specific primers showed in Table 1. The temperature programs for
quantification were applied according to the authors in the same table.
Target organism

Primer set

References

All eubacteria

Uni331F, Uni797R

Bartosch et al. 2004

Bacteroides/Prevotella group

Bac303F, Bac708R

Bartosch et al. 2004

Bifidobacterium sp.

Lm26F, Lm3R

Kaufmann et al. 1997

Lactobacillus sp.

LabF362, LabR677

Rinttilä et al. 2004

Table 1. Specific primers for real-time PCR analyses

Results and discussion
The phylogenetic tree was constructed from the matrix representing DGGE gel in Figure 1 left. There
was applied fecal samples collected after the first week of the experiment. The dendrogram (Figure 1 on
the right side) shows the distribution of all test subjects into three groups according to phylogenetic
relations.
CS and COS change the composition of fecal microbiota of healthy rats. According to the distribution of individual branches may well conclude that the bacterial composition of the control group and
COS group are together in closer relationship, than the rats with the CS diet. No et al. (2002) describe
the molecular weight influences the antimicrobial activity of chitosan and its derivatives. These findings
suggest a relatively minor effect of COS on the composition of fecal microflora than CS, the inhibitory
effect is more pronounced.
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Figure 1. Template DGGE for construction matrix (left) and results – the phylogenetic tree (right).
[DGGE analysis of bacterial populations of healthy rats (R1 to R6) after the first week of diet. Numbers
indicate days of sampling. The phylogenetic tree: control group (R1, R2) – K, CS (R3, R4), COS (R5, R6).]
The real-time PCR was used for quantification on total Eubacteria, Bacteroides population and beneficial bacterial strains Bifidobacterium and Lactobacillus (Table 2). The obtained results are evident, however, statistically insignificant changes were observed in the composition of the microbial population of
healthy rats.
Group

Eubacteria

Bacteroides

Bifidobacterium

Lactobacillus

B-T

T

B-T

T

B-T

T

B-T

T

Control

8.75

8.96

8.80

8.30

5.81

5.73

8.36

8.30

CS

9.00

9.73

8.01

8.78

5.88

5.78

8.26

7.73

COS

9.72

9.60

7.97

8.77

5.84

5.87

7.95

8.07

Table 2. Counts of selected fecal bacteria quantified real-time PCR (Counts of bacteria in three experimental groups
(Control, CS, COS). B-T – the first day (before CS/COS supplementation), T – CS/COS treatment. Results are
expressed as log of numbers of bacterial cells per gram of wet mass. Changes of counts are not significant (P < 0.05).
Standard deviations are not shown.)

CS rapidly increased the number of total bacteria almost 5.5times to the control group. Some authors
have reported that chitosan had a growth of most bacteria rather inhibit (Rhoades and Roller 2000).
Great changes were observed in the number of bacteria Bacteroides, which comprises about one-quarter
of the total gut bacteria (Hattori and Taylor 2009). While they are responsible for most of polysaccharide
fermentation processes taking place in the large intestine (Hopkins and Macfarlane 2002), however, contain many different pathogens. From this perspective, increased numbers of these bacteria can be detrimental to health, because both CS and COS multiplied number of Bacteroides. COS slightly increased
numbers of bifidobacteria and lactobacilli, which are generally perceived as beneficial to health. The
obtained results are partly consistent with in vivo studies (Mrázek et al. 2010) which chitosan derivatives more not have any effect on bifidobacteria. Stimulation of the growth of beneficial bacterial genera
is shown in vitro studies (Lee et al. 2002, Šimůnek et al. 2010), where COS are even called as bifidogenic
factor as the most similar oligosaccharides.

Conclusions
Effect of chitooligosaccharides and chitosan in commercial diet on bacterial population showed high
complexity and individuality for each subject. The phylogenetic tree demonstrates relations between
groups, which are related. Total bacteria population was increased due to applications of chitosan and
their oligomers. COS showed beneficial effects mainly by stimulating the growth of bifidobacteria and
lactobacilli. However, a final determination of their positive effect, particularly in colorectal cancer prevention or treatment of Crohn’s disease, results in a long series of experiments including in particular
the methods of molecular genetics.
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Prebiotic potential of chitosan and chitooliosaccharides
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Abstract. Chitosan (CS) is a natural nontoxic biopolymer derived by deacetylation of chitin, a major
component of the shells of crustacea such as crab. Chitosan and chitosan oligomers (COS) have variously biological activities and one of commercial applications is in food complements. The most important function of chitosan is considered its antimicrobial activity. The aim of this study is to investigate in
vitro effect of different chitosan and its derivates on beneficial bacterial strains from human colon. The
crude fractions of COS/CS were prepared by enzymatic hydrolysis of chitosan. Grow rate of bacterial
strain was measured in the presence of 0.025; 0.05 and 0.5 % COS/CS in anaerobic medium M10 and
TPY medium. The effect of chitosan products was variable and dependent on concentration and molecular weight of COS/CS and also on bacterial species. COS did not show any inhibitory effect against
bifidobacterial strain. In some case was observed increased growth rate.

Introduction
Intestinal microflora influences digestive system and thus human health. The human large intestine
is an intensely colonised area (Rycroft et al. 2001). Microflora is formed by 1010–1012∙ml-1 microorganisms (Zbořil 2005). The most important are bifidobacteria, lactobacilli and butyrate producing bacteria,
such as clostridia, roseburia or bacteroides. Metabolic products of colonic bacterial fermentation have
beneficial effects, such as modulation of the immune system, inhibition of pathogenic bacteria (Gibson
and Rastall 2006), production of vitamins B a K, cholesterol reduction and prevention of diarrhea and
inflammation (Aureli et al. 2011). Major end-products are short-chain fatty acids (SCFA). Because of
these effects we want to affect the intestinal microflora. The most natural way is used dietary supplements, which are called prebiotics, probiotics and synbiotics. Prebiotics are non digestible food ingredient that beneficially affects the host by selectively stimulating the growth and/or activity of one or
a limited number of bacteria in the colon, and thus improves host health (Gibson and Roberfroid 1995).
Prebiotics are substrate for colonic bacteria. The principal substrates (prebiotic) for colonic bacterial
growth are dietary carbohydrates. A range of oligosaccharides have been assessed for their prebiotic
potential, e.g. fructooligosaccharides, inulin or galactosaccharides. These could include the currently
studied group of chitooligosaccharides (COS). COS and chitosan (CS) are derived by deacetylation of
chitin, a major component of the shells of crustacea such as crab, shrimp and crawfish (No et al. 2002).
COS and CS have attracted considerable interest due to their biological activities, that is antimicrobial
(Jeon and Kim 2000), antitumor and hypocholesterolemic functions (Suzuki et al. 1986). Chitosan has
a high molecular weight (> 60 kDa), high viscosity and it is not soluble at neutral pH, only in acidified water. COS and low molecular weight chitosan (LMWC) have low viscosity and are freely soluble
at neutral pH (Cabrera and Cutsem 2005), so it facilitated theirs use. Properties of chitosan derivates
depend on their molecular weight, concentration and degree of deacetylation.

Materials and methods
Materials
Chitosan (molecular weight 175,5 kDa, degree of deacetylation 83 %) was supplied by Medicol (CZ).
TPY medium was prepared according Rada and Petr (2000) and M10 medium according Caldwell
and Bryant (1966). Preparation of CS and hydrolysates: COS (< 2 kDa) were prepared by enzymatic
hydrolysis. Other products were prepared by chemical hydrolysis. Hydrolytic products were separate by
ultrafiltration on membranes with cut-off 3–10 kDa. The following fractions were characterized by TLC
and MALDI-TOF mass spectroscopy. It was obtained these products: COS 3–6 kDa, LMWC 8–16 kDa
and CS >60 kDa.
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Microorganisms
It was used bacteria from genus Bifidobacterium, species B. adolescens ACUC 18363, B. bifidum
EVAV2, B. breve ATCC 15700, B. catenulatum CCUC 18366, B. infantis F3, B. pullorum DSM 20433 and
other bacteria species: Clostridium paraputrificum J4, C. beijerinckii JM2, C. tertium CHK5, Roseburia
intestinalis L1-82, Faecalibacterium prausnitzii A2 165, Bacteroides vulgatus Bv 1447, B. thetoiotaomicron B5482, Blautia coccoides Bc 925.
Growth inhibition. Growth rates of bacterial strains were measured in the presence of 0.25 and 0.5%
COS, 0.025 and 0.05% LMWC, 0.025 and 0.1% CS in anaerobic TPY medium for bifidobacteria and
M10 medium for other colonic bacteria. It was incubated for 48 h at 39 °C. Bacterial growth was monitored by measuring the turbidity at 640 nm and specific growth rate was calculated by the formula,
where x(x0) is the turbidity (starting turbidity) and t(t0) time period (zero time).
Antimicrobial activity. The bacterial cultures (0.5 ml) were spread on TPY agar. Sterile solutions of
COS/LMWC/CS at concentration 0.1 % were added to the wells made in solidified agar by steel punch.
The agar plates were incubated for 3 d in an anaerobic jar at 39 °C. Antimicrobial activity was estimated
by measuring clear inhibition zones surrounding the well.
Statistical analysis. Results were compared by the least significance difference ANOVA test in GraphPad Prism v. 5.04 (GraphPad Software, USA).

Results and discussion
Growth rate in the presence of COS and LMWC (0.25 and 0.5%) was observed in bacteria of the genus
Bifidobacterium and other bacteria of the colon. Figure 1(A) shows the growth rate of Bifidobacterium.
In presence of COS the growth rate was for all tested bifidobacteria slightly higher, whereas in cultures
with added LMWC were already at a concentration of 0.25 % observed a significant slowdown, especially with B. adolescens. With increasing concentration of LMWC to 0.5 % growth rate was reduces
even more, so the growth of B. infantis and B. catenulatum completely stopped. The strongest increase
was observed in case of B. catenulatum. Growth has increased by 44 %. Growth other bifidobacteria was
increased by 20 %. The same results were reported by Lee et al. (2002). They reported that COS (2 kDa)
in concentration 0.2–0.4 % stimulated growth bifidobacteria by 25 %. In case of other bacterial species
(Figure 1(B)) was an inhibitory effect of COS already evident at 0.25 % but not statistically significant. This inhibitory effects on bacterial growth was more pronounced in cultures with the addition of
LMWC, which is dramatically and significantly (P < 0.5) reduced the growth rate of all tested bacteria,
compared with the control incubation with the addition of COS. The same inhibitory effect we observed
with added chitosan, but surprisingly there was an insignificant effect of chitosan against R. intestinalis,
which continued to grow in cultures in the presence of 0.1% chitosan. No et al. (2002) reported that
0.1% chitosan has bactericidal effect.

Differences between the control group (0%) and cultures with both LMWC concentrations (0.25% and 0.5%) and between cultures with COS and LMWC cultures
with concentrations in both were statistically significant (P < 0.05) for all the tested
bacteria.

Differences in values of specific growth rate between chitosan hydrolytic products labeled different letters were statistically significant at P < 0.05.

Figure 1. Specific growth rate of bifidobacteria (left) and other colonic bacteria (right) in the presence of COS
(2 kDa) and LMWC (16 kDa).
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COS (2 kDa) showed no antimicrobial activity on the tested bifidobacteria (Figure 2). In the presence
of LMWC was statistically significant (P < 0.05) inhibition of bifidobacteria. Effect of chitosan contributed to even greater antimicrobial activity, mostly in B. catenulatum, inhibition zone was 4,13 mm.

Figure 2. Antimicrobial activity COS/LMWC/CS on bifidobacteria (left) and other colonic bacteria
(right). Differences between the chitosan hydrolytic products were statistically significant at P < 0.05 for
all the tested bifidobacteria (left) and other colonic bacteria (right)
Chitosan derivates showed greater antimicrobial activity against colonic bacteria than against bifidobacteria. The sizes of inhibition zones were larger than in the case of bifidobacteria. For C. beijerinckii
and Bacteroides species were measurements of the zones of inhibition in the presence of COS (2 kDa).
With increasing molecular weight of 3 kDa was significant inhibition of bacteria, especially species of C.
paraputrificum. Antimicrobial activity increased with molecular size (kDa). These results, that chitosan
has higher antimicrobial activity than COS, also indicate No et al. (2002) and Lee et al. (2002). Different
results described Wang et al. (2007) who says COS has higher antimicrobial activity than chitosan. It
may be caused by the tested pathogenic bacteria.

Conclusions
Chitooligosaccharides did not show any inhibitory effect against bifidobacteria and did not influence
growth other colonic bacteria. With regard to the requirements of prebiotics can say that chitooligosaccharides can be used as prebiotics for human and animal health. Chitosan and low molecular chitosan
showed antimicrobial activity, so them prebiotic potential we must evaluate carefully. It would be better
to focus their research on the use of antimicrobial activity as natural antibiotics. The recommendations
of these products would require further and more detailed studies, such as in vivo.
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Antibacterial Properties of Thin Films
Marie Alferiová (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)
Abstract. Thin films are 2D objects, the third dimension is very small. Thin layers are used for coating of variety substrates to achieve the desired properties of objects. The applications of thin films in
biomedicine are for example coating of cutting tools which lowers their friction and increases temper
or coating of joint implants, catheters, heart valves, vascular stents, etc. using biocompatible materials.
Layers doped by certain elements (eg Ag, Ti, Au or Cu) show antibacterial effects. Layers exhibiting
antibacterial properties are necessary for prevention and degradation of bacterial film (biofilm) on implants or on other instruments, which are in contact with living tissue. This biofilm can cause infections
and serious complications after implantation. The aim of this work is to confirm an expected antibacterial properties of Ti6Al4V thin films. Antibacterial effects will be tested by using Escherichia coli and
Bacillus subtilis. The bacteria will be grown in liquid medium, in which an examined thin layer will be
added. The resulting suspension will be spotted on solid culture medium and then the number of grown
colonies will be evaluated to determine the antibacterial efficiency.

Introduction
Thin films have many uses in biomedical field. They can be deposited to cutting tools which increases
their rigidness and lowers their friction. Bone and joint implants, catheters, stents, heart valves and others can also be covered with thin films. Another example is covering metal implants in biocompatible
layers which then avoid contact of the tissue with the metal and so avoid the possible allergic reaction
of human body to the implant.
Major problem of implants of any material is bacterial film (biofilm). Biofilm creates on the surface
of the implants and can cause infections and post-surgery complications. Infection can occur during
surgery due to commensals on the skin of either patient of physician. Follow-up treatment in sense of
antibiotics isn’t preferable. Such treatment changes characteristics and behavior of bacteria attached to
the implant. After adhering of bacteria to the implant the bacterial genes are activated which induces
production of polysaccharides. Polysaccharides create mucilaginous mass. This mass then represents a
protective layer which prevents penetration of antibiotics to biofilm. Lack of antibiotic concentration
in biofilm causes the bacteria to become resistant. Rather than treating created biofilm with antibiotics,
it is preferable to prevent the creation of biofilm itself. Possible ways are impregnating the implant with
antibiotics before surgery. In this case the problem of bacterial resistance remains though. (Huiliang C.,
Xuanyong L. 2010)
Most preferable strategy is to cover implants with thin layers which exhibit antibacterial effects. This
can prevent bacterial adhesion to biomedical instruments in first place. The layers studied are mainly
those doped by ex. Copper, gold and mainly silver and titanium. Silver is suitable material not only for
its bactericidal effects but also for its low toxicity to living cells. Titan has antibacterial effects primarily
in the form of TiO2. Titanium dioxide is used as a semiconductor photo catalyst, which is activated by
light radiation (UV-A). TiO2 is bactericidal for both, Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria. The
main mechanisms of antibacterial action are the formation of ROS (reactive oxygen species), hydroxyl
free radicals and peroxides by oxidation and reduction processes. Another advantage of titanium is
great resistance to corrosion. (Krejci K. 2010)
This work focuses on studies of antibacterial effects of Ti6Al4V thin films. This material is the most
widely used titanium alloy applied in the field of biomaterials. Very common is the use of this material
for production of dental implants. Ti6Al4V has excellent mechanical, physical and chemical properties.
This material has high tensile strength, low modulus of flexibility and excellent corrosion resistance.
Antibacterial effects in this work are determined by E. coli and Bacillus subtilis. Bacteria Escherichia
coli are part of normal human colon micro flora. It is a gram-negative facultative aerobic rod. The bacteria are taxonomically classified in the family Enterobacteriaceae and the genus Escherichia. Presence of
these bacteria in water indicates fecal contamination. In some cases, the bacteria can be pathogenic for
humans. E. coli can cause extraintestinal disease (urinary tract infection, septic conditions, infections of
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wounds and purulent processes), as well as intestinal diseases that are accompanied by diarrhea. Bacillus subtilis is for human non-pathogenic soil bacteria. It is a Gram-positive aerobic spore-forming rods.
Taxonomically it is classified in the genus Bacillus. Industrially, the bacteria is using as a producer of
antibiotics. Bacillus subtilis forms endospores that are resistant to heat (120 °C for 30 min), disinfectant
agents and radiation. (Bednář M. et al. 1999)

Experiment
Cultivation of bacteria
This work deals with the study of antibacterial effect of Ti6Al4V thin films. Testing of antibacterial
efficiency will be carried out by using Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis. First will take place isolation
of pure bacterial culture by “dashing”, i.e. a gradual reduction of concentration by inoculums loop on
the agar plate. Agar plates cultivate overnight in incubator. Bacteria will be transferred and proliferated
in sterile liquid media MPA, modified MPA (Bacillus subtilis) and LB (E. coli). Liquid medium with the
bacterial culture in Erlenmeyer flasks cultivate overnight on a rotary shaker. Then a small amount of the
grown bacterial culture will be inoculated into sterile medium and it cultivate overnight again. Culture
reaches stationary phase containing 108–109 cells/ml during this time.

Figure: Microbiological laboratory, shaker, cultivation of bacteria in liquid culture medium
Composition of the MPA (MP1) media (meat-peptone agar)
Meat extract

10 g (producer Carl Roth)

Peptone

5 g (p. Carl Roth)

NaCl p.a.

5 g (p. Lachner)

Agar

20 g (p. Dental Hodonín s.r.o.) – only for solid medium

Distilled water

1l

Composition of the modified MPA (MP1) media
Yeast extract

10 g (p. Carl Roth)

Peptone

5 g (p. Carl Roth)

NaCl p.a.

5 g (p. Lachner)

Agar

20 g (p. Dental Hodonín s.r.o.) - only for solid medium

Distilled water

1l

Composition of the complete LB media – Lysogeny broth (p. Carl Roth)
Yeast extract

5g

Tryptone

10 g
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NaCl p.a.

10 g

Distilled water

ad. 1 l

pH – 7 ± 0,2

Testing of antibacterial efficiency
Prepared suspension with grown bacterial culture will be diluted with distilled water or saline solution. Thus the suspension will contain order 105 cells/ml. Tested Ti6Al4V thin films will be added to this
suspension. After overnight cultivation the solution will be diluted to final suspensions containing 10-5,
10-6 and 10-7 cells/ml. Little amount of these suspensions will be pipetted on solid culture medium and
smeared by bent glass rod (stick). It is isolation by the smearing which will determine the number of
surviving bacteria. Petri plates with solid soil and bacterial culture will cultivate overnight in incubator.
After that the number of grown colonies can be counted. The number of colonies grown in the control
sample (i.e. sample without adding tested Ti6Al4V layer) and of course in the tested sample will be calculated.

Results
Antibacterial efficiency is calculated using formula:
ABE^%h =

NREF - NEXP
$ 100
NREF

(1)

where ABE is the antibacterial efficiency, NREF is the number of cells in the reference group, NEXP is the
number of cells in the experimental group. (Jelínek M. et al. 2009)

Conclusions
The experiment will take place in the near future. The experiment will be performed repeatedly for
different structural ratios of compounds and different thicknesses of Ti6Al4V thin layers. Then the antibacterial efficiency of Ti6Al4V thin films will be determined.
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Technologies in molecular biology for pharmacogenomics and
personalised medicine
Shivairo S.K. Daniel (Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Biomedical Engineering)
Abstract. Molecular technologies are finding application in medicine, e.g. management of problematic drugs’ dosing that elicits variations in individual responses. The aim of this study is to establish how,
using warfarin as a reference point, coupling Therapeutic Drug Monitoring (TDM) to pharmacogenomics can improve management of problematic drugs’ therapy. This study employs three approaches:
(a) review of scholarly publications and clinical data to establish past and present trends and practices
(b) methods in clinical biochemical analysis that are the benchmark of TDM, (c) molecular analysis
using Polymerase Chain Reaction. –Literature shows that management of warfarin, an anticoagulant,
is difficult because of its narrow therapeutic index and the wide inter-individual variability it elicits.
The inter-individual variability is due to two single nucleotide polymorphisms in the cytochrome P450,
which metabolise warfarin. When the study is completed, combined results from literature review, molecular and biochemical analysis will provide medics with tools for proper management of dosing problematic medication.

Introduction
Molecular technologies are increasingly finding application in medicine; for instance, in the management of drugs whose dosing is problematic because they elicit variations in individual responses. A
good example of such drugs is warfarin. Warfarin is one of the most effective drugs used in primary or
secondary prevention of blood clotting. However, warfarin therapy is difficult to manage owing to its
narrow therapeutic index and wide inter-individual variability in response to warfarin therapy. The narrow therapeutic index implies that the border between efficacy and toxicity level is very thin. Dealing
with such problematic drugs requires very close monitoring.
Therapeutic drug monitoring is a recent development in dosing techniques based on measurement
of drug levels in the plasma. It facilitates more objective monitoring. A drug must meet certain criteria,
one of which is the possession of a narrow therapeutic index, to be considered under TDM. It has not
worked well with warfarin, and a number of other drugs. The main reason is wide inter-individual variability in response to their therapy. The inter-individual variability in response to warfarin therapy has
recently been traced to two SNPs in the cytochrome P450 associated with warfarin metabolism.
The implication is that perhaps genotyping patients requiring warfarin therapy may improve
the management of the therapy. The necessity for genotyping patients for purposes of drug administration has led to the emergence of pharmacogenetic testing. The theory is that using genetic information
on therapeutic reaction may allow for “made to order” decision-making. Consequently, everyone will
not be treated with the same drugs and dose regimens for a given condition. It is postulated that it will
aid accurate determination of drug induction and maintenance dosage, quick attainment of patients’
drug steady state level, (meaning that trial and error period reduced will be reduced), and lead to revision of existing dosage algorithms for the drug in question.
As yet, diagnostic tests (genotyping for most cytochrome P450 polymorphisms) to identify specific
genetic variations that may be linked to reduced/enhanced effect or severe side effects of drugs metabolized by the cytochrome P450 system (e.g. warfarin, tamoxifen, proton pump inhibitors, and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors) are considered experimental and investigational because the clinical value and cost-effectiveness of pre-prescription genotyping for cytochrome polymorphisms has not
been established. Even though the prospect of pharmacogenetic testing is fascinating for many clinical
applications, it is still uncertain which are most likely to offer clinical benefit in the near future.
The aim of this study, therefore, is to establish how, using warfarin as a reference point, coupling
Therapeutic Drug Monitoring (TDM) to pharmacogenomics can improve management of therapy
using drugs whose dosing is problematic.
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Methods
This study employs three approaches: (a) review of scholarly publications and clinical data to establish
past and present trends and practices (b) methods in clinical biochemical analysis that are the benchmark of TDM, (c) molecular analysis using Polymerase Chain Reaction.
Several techniques for TDM are available to choose from (Gas liquid chromatography, Ultraviolet spectrophotometry, Radio immunoassay, Enzyme Immunoassay Techniques, High pressure liquid
chromatography, Turbulent Flow chromatography, Fluorescent polarization immunoassay, Flame emission/absorption methods) the ultimate choice(s) is yet to be made.
Pharmacogenetic testing will seek to identify specific biological markers to predict drug response.
This might be the detection of polymorphism (genotyping) or the gene activity (gene expression). Genotyping is based on DNA isolation, amplification using polymerase chain reaction followed by analysis.
Samples will consist of one or several of the following depending on the technique eventually chosen:
whole blood, serum or plasma, saliva or urine.

Results
Literature shows that management of warfarin, an anticoagulant, (and a number of other drugs) is
difficult because of their narrow therapeutic index and the wide inter-individual variability they elicit.
The inter-individual variability is due to single nucleotide polymorphisms in the cytochrome P450,
which is responsible for the metabolism of over 25% of all prescription drugs including warfarin. As
the table below shows (Amstutz and Carleton, 2011), there is limited or absence of guidelines or recommendations for pharmacogenetic testing for a large number of problematic drugs.
Gene(s)

Drug(s)

Recommendations

CYP2D6, CYP2C9

Atomecetine, clomipramine, codeine, flecainide, haloperidol,
imipramine, metoprolol, nortriptyline, oxycodone, paroxetine,
propafenone, risperidone, tramadol, venlafaxine, zuclopenthixol,
phenytoin

Testing: No
Therapeutic: Yes

CYP2D6, CYP2C9, CYP2C19

Aripiprazole, clozapine, duloxetine, flupentixol, olanzapine,
tamoxifen, acenocoumarol, phenprocoumon, voriconazole

Testing: No
Therapeutic: No

CYP2D6, CYP2C19

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors

Testing: No
Therapeutic: No

CYP2D6, VKORC1

Warfarin

Testing: No
Therapeutic: No

HLA-B*5701

Abacavir

Testing: Yes
Therapeutic: Yes

TPMT

Azathioprine (dermatologic use)

Testing: Yes
Therapeutic: Yes

UGT1A1

Irinotecan

Testing: No
Therapeutic: No

Table 1. Existing clinical practice guidelines for pharmacogenetic biomarkers

The practical part of the study is expected to show variations in metabolism among individuals (poor
metabolizers, normal metabolizers, rapid metabolizers and ultra rapid metabolizers). These variations
should be matched by results from genotyping.

Discussion/conclusion
Evidently, testing patients for enzyme genotypes responsible for drug metabolism can provide physicians with primary knowledge about individual differences in their patients’ drug processing ability
and help them improve the efficacy and safety of the prescribed treatments. This information can also
be especially valuable when there is a big likelihood of drug-drug interactions. In this way, pharmacogenetic testing provides an alternative to “one size fits all” and “trial and error” prescribing. When
the study is completed, combined results from literature review, molecular and biochemical analysis will
provide medics with tools for proper management of dosing problematic medication. Even then it will
suffice to say that, the requirements for moving towards tailored medicine are enormous.
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Fish like source of ω-3 and ω-6 unsaturated fatty acid, comparison
of sea and fresh water fish available in Czech market and its
preparation
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2
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Abstract. Recently the studies of ω-3 and ω-6 polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) are becoming important and also popular. Nutrition studies proved positive influence of ω-3 and ω-6 PUFAs to human
organism. Metabolic syndrome is a combination of medical disorders that increase the risk of developing cardiovascular disease and diabetes. Central adiposity is a key feature of the syndrome. Regular supply by ω-3 and ω-6 PUFAs prevented occurrence of obesity and so metabolic syndrome. Main source of
ω-3 and ω-6 PUFAs are sea fish. Aim of this study is comparison of ω-3 and ω-6 PUFAs composition of
Czech fresh water fish and sea fish available in Czech market. Investigation of proper storage and cooking is also aimed.
High performance liquid chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry was used for determination of intact molecules contains ω-3 and ω-6 PUFAs. Quantity of these PUFAs will be obtained by gas
chromatography coupled with flame ionization detector.

Introduction
We can recognize two types of PUFAs: n-3 and n-6 (ω-3 or ω-6). These fatty acids called essential
because must be obtained from the diet because humans lack the Δ12- and Δ15-desaturases necessary to insert double bond at the n-3 or n-6 position of FA carbon chain. Two essential PUFAs differ
on the location of the first double bond of the molecule counting from the methyl end of FA. The first
double bond of the n-3 PUFA is between the third and fourth carbon atoms, while the first double
bond on the n-6 PUFA is between the sixth and seventh carbon atoms (Adkins and Kelley, 2010). The
n-3 PUFAs are the most studied class of PUFAs and have prevailing benefits to human health. The most
important long chain n-3 PUFAs are ecosapentaenoic acid (EPA) (20:5n-3) and docosahexaenoic acid
(DHA) (22:6n-3) (Lopes-Huertas, 2010; Pirestani et al., 2010). These PUFAs are for example essential
for normal brain development and function. The high levels of DHA are very important and its level
changes are positively associated with changes in cognitive and behavioral performance. Deficiency of
3-n PUFAs in diet alters neurogenesis, poorer development of visual activity and lower neural development, as well as with variety of central neuron disorder, including Alzheimer´s disease and psychiatric
illness, such as schizophrenia, depression and mood disorder (Suominen-Taipale et al., 2010; Zhu et
al., 2010). The biological effects of EPA and DHA are wide ranging, involving lipoproteins, blood pressure, cardiac function, endothelial function, vascular reactivity and cardiac electrophysiology, as well as
potent antiplatelet and anti-inflammatory effect (Lopes-Huertas, 2010).
In modern Western diets, the ratio of n-3/n-6 PUFAS increases to 1:15 to 1:25, which may have contributed to the prevalence of many chronic diseases. However, evidence from studies of evolutionary
aspects of diet, modern day hunter-gatherer and traditional diets indicates that human being evolved on
PUFAs-rich diet in which ration on n-3/n-6 PUFAs was about 1–2:1, and this n-3 PUFAs enriched diet
may promote human brain evolution (Zhu et al., 2010).
The other problem connected with proper diets is obesity, which is consequence of over nutrition.
In US cardiovascular diseases cause 36 % of all deaths and it is high possibility that cardiovascular diseases mortality rates could rise again due to the escalating aging population coupled with the increasing
incidence of obesity (Adkins and Kelley, 2010). Obesity leads to metabolic syndrome manifestation and
further could cause diabetes mellitus type 2 and cardiovascular disease. Primary problem is over nutrition than manipulation of dietary nutrient content is a logical means of alleviating this problem. Many
experiments demonstrate that incorporation of n-3 PUFAs to the adipose tissue have preventive and
cure effect on obesity (Puglisi et al., 2011).
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Primary source of n-3 PUFAs is marine algae rich in enzymes involve in n-3 PUFAs syntheses and
therefore are able to elongate fatty acids into EPA and DHA where are consumed by humans through
the marine fish food chain (Adkins and Kelley, 2010; Kim et al., 2010). Other studies covers to the valuable source of PUFAs also freshwater fish and products (Glayshev et al., 2007; Bhouri et al., 2010). In
our region is not very common consummation of raw fish meat. But long chain PUFAs, such as EPA and
DHA are considered to be especially susceptible to oxidation during heating and other culinary treatment. Therefore several studies were done focusing on effect of different cooking treatments on flesh
fatty acid composition of total lipids in various fish species originated from various world areas (Candela
et al., 1997, 1998; Garsia-Arias et al., 2003; Glayshev et al., 2007; Bhouri et al., 2010). It was found that
the EPA and DHA levels remain unchanged in some fish species in certain type of cooking. These studies indicate that the changes in EPA a DHA were related to the initial amount in raw fish and therefore in
species (Candela et al., 1998). The effects of storage time on the lipid quality of various fish species were
also examined. It was found that storage time (at –24 °C) had a significant impact on the storage stability
of fish. The study revealed that all fish species are susceptible to significant change during frozen storage, especially if the storage time is long. The decrease in PUFAs especially EPA a DHA, n-3/n-6 ratios,
showed that nutritional values of these species have decreased (Pirestani et al., 2010).
Fish species, from different ecosystems, are known to differ in their FA composition and also different PUFAs stability during cooking processes. Therefore studies of PUFA contents diverse fish from
various locations are of great importance for revealing their potential value as source of the essential
n-3 PUFAs for human nutrition.

Methods
Fish samples
Fish species were selected as the most purchased species in Czech Republic. Commercially available
fish were collected at a local wholesale market in Prague. Purchased fish were living (market aquariums)
or handle only in ice, in no case frozen, were processed within 24 hours. The freshwater species (pike
(Esox lucius), carp (Cyprinus carpio), zander (Sander lucioperca) were originated from Czech Republic
region and marine (herring (Clupea harengus), tuna (Thunnus thynnus), halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossus) and salmon (Salmo salar) from north Atlantic region. Fish samples, five for each species, were
dissected randomly from the fish body 5g minimums. Rest of fish was divided to four parts for storage
(-24 °C) and cooking (frying, grilling, oven cooking) experiments. Samples from the treated fish meat
were obtained the same way like the raw ones.
Heat-treatments
Common cooking treatments were using: frying in olive oil combine with butter for 5 min. and oven
cooking at 220 °C during 15–20 min. For grilling experiments was employed electric grill and the grilling time was fish species dependent.
Lipid analysis
Each sample was homogenized, dried, weighted and extracted according Folch et al., 1957. Sample
extracts contains total lipid content of sample covers polar, nonpolar lipids and free fatty acids. Solid
phase extraction (SPE) was performed to separate these main lipids groups. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) or ultra performance liquid chromatography (UPLC) coupled with LCQ
detector using linear ion trap technology was employed for intact phospholipides, diacylglyceroles, triacylglyceroles molecules investigation. MSn experiments are able to revealed particular lipid species and
its fatty acid composition. Due derivatisation (acid transesterification described by Stranský in 1996)
of samples will be aimed volatile methylesters of fatty acid. Further identification of particular fatty
acids will be obtained using gas chromatography (GC) technique with mass spectrometry (MS) and for
quantification flame ionization detector (FID). For trace analysis of fatty acid could be two-dimensional
GCxGC MS employed.
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Statistics analysis
Data obtained from LC MS or GC FID are very complex and only multivariate analysis is useful for
processing this type of dataset. Canoco for windows 4.5 is appropriate solution for our problem. This
device covers PCA (principle component analysis) also RDA (redundancy analysis) where provides fine
tool for data visualization and better interpretation. Particular data namely the values of EPA and DHA
can be further processed by ANOVA statistic.

Preliminary results
While this project barely started only some results connected with methodology can be presented.
The SPE (solid phase extraction) recipe was proposed and tested. This technique cover 3 steps in first
the nonpolar lipids like TG and DG are eluted, the recoveries reached approximately 95 % and in 2nd
step is for free fatty acid separation with very similar success like in 1st step. The polar lipids are present
in 3rd step, but the recoveries were very poor reaching 50 % in maximum. We proposed several variations of 3rd step where are detailed describes in table 1. The best method was determined the IX3H
variation with the highest recoveries and also very good repeatability. The recoveries reaching for PCs
90,6 % and for PEs 67,6 %.

Recovery [%]

Recoveries of 3rd step of SPE
100.0
90.0
80.0
70.0
60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

PE
PC

I3C

II2C

III2C IV3D V3E VI3E VII3F VIII3G IX3H

X3I

var iation

Graph 1.: presents recoveries of several variation
A–CHCl3+Isop

B–2% Acetic acid <Diethylether

C–MeOH

D–Acetonitrile

E–Acetonitrile+NH4

F–MeOH + NH4

G–MeOH 2% Acetic acid

H–MeOH + H2O 9:1

I–MeOH + H2O 20:1 (5ml H2O do 100ml MeOH) + NH4 (1ml do 100ml MeOH)
Table 1. Describes the organic solvents which were used for better recovery of polar lipids – phospholipids.

Discussion
During short period of this project we are able to reach fine methodology based on literature and
own experiences. We compare two extraction methods (Folch and MTBE). Then like is presented in
preliminary results we proposed and tested SPE methodology which requires a lot of time, but invent
SPE technique is now able to employed in various type of biological samples and is not restricted only
in fish matrices. The fish sampling is also very time consuming, because this biological problems with
living animal requested high number (in our case at least 9 for each species and each treatment) of
repetition for statistical processing. We are able nowadays presented raw data from HPLC MS which is
worthless without proper interpretation. The particular samples are very rich for analytes, one sample
contains more than 200 of particular lipids cover all glycerolipid types. Each analyte have to be recog153

nise and identify. These interpretation processes are very time consuming and in this state of study we
are able only to collect and treated mentioned samples. It should be told that this type of nutrition study
is unique in our county and the region connections are very important for such studies.

Summary
We’ve tested two different types of extraction, first one with using methyl-tert-butyl ether and second
one is Folch method. We decided to use Folch method, recoveries were almost same, but procedure of
Folch is more comfortable. Ultimately scientists label this method as a golden standard. We have tested
also SPE method in many different modifications and we chose the one with the highest recovery. Pilot
transesterification and GC study were done. Six species of fish measure by HPLC MS was done, their
interpretation and further statistic is in progress. We are going to accomplish measurement of seven fish
species and its cooking and storage treatment (raw, grilled, roasted, fried and frozen in many repetitions) twice in spring and autumn for possible seasonal changes by GC MS, GC FID and HPLC.
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Abstract. The whole-cell optical fiber sensor is proposed as a real in-situ detector for on-line monitoring of the environmental pollution in remote localities. This sensor needs an optimal design of an optical fiber element (OFE) for ensure effective coupling of low intense light produced by bioluminescent
bioreporters. In this work, theoretical calculations of coupling efficiency were compared with experiments for the tapered OFEs with immobilized bioluminescent bioreporters Pseudomonas fluorescens
HK44. The influences of physical properties and OFE geometry, cell immobilization into silica gel on
intensity of detected light were evaluated.

Introduction
During last ten years optical fiber biosensors as instruments for simple, rapid and continuous insitu monitoring techniques have been intensively investigated (Bosch et al. 2007). A biosensor associates a bioactive sensing layer with transducer providing us with an output signal bringing information
about changes in the layer caused by chemical or physical changes in its close surrounding. Bioactive
sensing layers can be realized by immobilizing cells, bioluminescent bioreporters, which produce bioluminescence (BL) i.e. light emitted in visible spectral range by biological systems arising from enzymecatalyzed chemical reactions (Roda et al. 2009).
Intensity of BL produced with bioluminescent bioreporters in contact with pollutants is low. This
limits biosensor sensitivity especially in case of tiny optical fiber sensors. Two major factors affect light
collected into optical fiber: 1) light transport from its source via optic fiber element to the detector
and 2) light coupling to the OFE, which depends on angular distribution of photons entering the fiber.
The second factor has been investigated by using Monte-Carlo – corrected diffusion method (Martan
et al. 2008). In that paper the authors studied how the coupling depends on optical properties in case
when scattered light was collected from soft tissue. They founded that the coupling efficiency was highly
dependent on the numerical aperture (NA) of the optical fiber.
In this study, BL coupling into PCS fiber and into four tapered OFEs with the various shapes was
compared. The coupling efficiency was calculated and demonstrated with the selective bioluminescent
bioreporter, Pseudomonas fluorescens HK44, which was immobilized as an active layer by entrapment
into silica gel.

Experimental
All chemicals were commercial grade supplied by Aldrich, Fluka, Aplichem and Oxoid. Polymer
cladded optical fibers (PCS), produced in Laboratory of Optical Fibers of the IPE ASCR, v.v.i., had
quartz core (Øcore = 600 μm, ncore = 1.457), and silicone polymer cladding (Øclad = 800 μm, nclad = 1.41).
The tapered OFEs (Fig. 1a) were rests of quartz preform from drawing of PCS fibers. The OFE ends for
the cell immobilization were polished by diamond grinding wheels (four different types of wheels were
used—from abrasive to the optical quality). The OFEs were characterized by diameters at both ends
(dmin, dmax) and their lenght (zmax) (Fig. 1b).
Cells
The organism chosen for the demonstration of the feasibility of the proposed OFEs was Pseudomonas
fluorescens HK44, which is capable of producing BL selectively in the presence of salicylic acid, naphthalene and some other contaminants (Trogel et al. 2005). This genetically engineered bacteria utilized
a genetic construct consisting of the lux gene cassette derived from the marine bacterium Vibrio fischeri.
Coupling the lux cassette to an inducible promoter gene generates a bioreporter capable of generating
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visible light (λmax = 500 nm) in a target specific manner. The bioreporter was kindly delivered from
the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, USA.
Pseudomonas fluorescens HK44 were cultivated in LB medium (tryptone (10 g/L), yeast extract (5 g/L),
NaCl (10 g/L)) with tetracycline (10 g/L). Cells were grown overnight in 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask with
LB medium (50 mL) with tetracycline (300 μL) at 28°C. Cell suspension (1 mL) was inoculated into
new LB medium (50 mL) with tetracycline and grow to late exponential growth-phase (OD600 = 0.8).
Then cells were centrifuged, resuspended in YEPS medium (2 mL) (yeast extract (0.2 g/L), ammonium
nitrate (0.2 g/L), sodium succinate (2.7 g/L), peptone (1 g/L)), centrifuged again and resuspended in LB
medium without antibiotic to reach cells concentration 108 cells/mL. The BL of P. fluorescens HK44 cells
was induced in YEPS medium with sodium salicylate (50 mg/L).

Figure 1. The tapered OFE with active layer: a) real picture; b) scheme.
Entrapment of cells into silica gel
Tetramethoxysilane (TMOS) (4.1 g) was stirred with distilled water (2 mL) and cooled 5 min at 4°C
and 0.1 M HCl (0.5 mL) was slowly added. After disappearance of two phases a clear solution was left to
pre-polymerize for 24 h at 4°C. Pre-polymerized TMOS (10 μL) was mixed with 0.05M NaOH (10 μL)
and cells suspension (10 μL). This mixture was applied on the end face of PCS fiber (Øcore = 600 μm). The
same procedure, but with TMOS (100 μL), NaOH (100 μL) and cells suspension (100 μL), was dripped
on the end face of the tapered OFE (see Fig. 1a).
BL measurement
PCS fibers and OFEs were connected by SMA optical fiber bare connector to a detector (photoncounter, Perkin–Elmer 3954-P-087). The BL intensity of the induced cells in the active layers was
recorded each 10 s. Measurements were carried out inside a dark box to suppress ambient light.

Results
The absolute value of detected light intensity is increased when the number of cells on the end face of
fiber is increased (Vrbová et al. 2009). This might be accomplished by increasing of an area of fiber core
with the sensitive layer. The maximum diameter of PCS fiber core, to save fiber flexibility, is 600 μm.
Using of tapered OFE (Fig. 1b) spliced with such optical fiber is the way, how to increase the area covered with cells.
The effectivity of tapered optical element Ptap for Lambertian source was analyzed and following
equation (1) was derived (Wang et al. 2005):
Ptap = c

dmin m2 2
sin a c
dmax

(1)

where αc refers to the effective aperture angle, dmin and dmax are diameters of the smaller end and the larger
end of OFE, respectively.
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Therefore relative change of intensity of coupled and transmitted light (ηrel) by using the tapered OFE
instead of PCS fibers is given by equation (2):
h rel = c

dmax m2 Ptap
$ PCS
dPCS
P

(2)

ηrel calculated for OFE 1–4 were in the interval from 0.7 to 4.9 (Table 1). It means that in comparison
to PCS fiber intensities detected by OFE 1, 3 and 4 should be increased, approximately four times, and
OFE 2 decreased.
parameters

calculated

measured

dmax
[mm]

dmin
[mm]

zmax
[mm]

Ttap ·10-3

ηrel

POVP ·10-15[W]

ηBL

OFE 1

6.29

0.83

320

10.5

4.3

1.25

3.0

OFE 2

5.97

0.32

63

1.75

0.7

0.36

0.9

OFE 3

5.06

0.89

190

18.70

4.9

2.39

5.7

OFE 4

9.66

0.78

170

3.93

3.8

1.42

3.4

Table 1. Geometry parameters of OFE, calculated and measured values of a quantity

Figure 2. Graph of dependence BL on time in hours for OFEs with different geometry. On the right picture
are shown four applied OFEs.

Discussion
Further increase was reached by enlargement of the area with active layer (OFE), as is shown on Fig.
8. Nevertheless OFE 2, which has reduction of diameter on the shortest length, transmitted less light
then PCS fiber.
The last two columns (Table 1) show comparison of theoretical and measured relative changes of BL
due to application of OFEs instead of PCS fiber. Relative changes both calculated and measured BL of
coupled and transmitted light (ηrel, ηBL) of OFE 1, 3 and 4 were increased. In case of OFE 2 ηrel were lower
regardless of enlargement of the end with the active layer. This result and also the higher ηBL then ηrel of
OFE 3 indicate that the shape of OFE importantly influenced light transmission.

Conclusions
The goal of this study was to prepare and characterized an optical fiber element (OFE) that enhance
coupled and guided light of the whole-cell optical fiber biosensor. The sixfold increase of the detected
bioluminescence by tapered OFE 3 with optimal shape was demonstrated in detection of the bioluminescence produced by Psuedomonas fluorescens HK44 in silica gel induced with salicylate. Tapered OFE
is advantageous in easiness of preparation and durability that is desirable for in-situ long term monitoring in remote localities.
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Abstract. Discharges in a water solution cause several processes. These processes include generation
of UV radiation, free radicals, and a shockwave, pulse electric field (PEF) takes place too. The pulsed
electric field (PEF) was studied separately to achieve better understanding of this complex process.
This work focuses on the effects of PEF in aqueous solutions only. PEF treatment is a chemical-free
process affecting microbes. Water solutions or liquid foods are treated by high voltage pulses in a flow
cell.
An experimental device for PEF treatment was constructed. It provides PEF pulses of quasi-rectangular shape up to 70 kV/cm 2µs FWHM in amplitude, and a pulse repetition rate of 50 Hz.
PEF treatment of a water solution containing a microbial culture was tested containing the bacteria
Bacillus subtilis CCM 4062.

Introduction
PEF treatment can be used to sterilize water solutions such as drinking water, fruit and vegetable
juices and milk. The advantage of PEF treatment is that it doesn’t use any chemicals to sterilize the solution. The PEF treatment can be designed to minimize thermal effects; that means the PEF treatment
shouldn’t cause thermal degradation of the solution treated. Non-thermal application of PEF treatment
is achieved by setting proper amplitude of high voltage, pulse shape and time duration and repetition
rate of pulses.
The pulse electric field acts on the cells of microorganisms. The main effect of PEF treatment is electroporation [3]. Electroporation causes significant increase in the permeability of the cell membrane
and finally affecting the viability of the cells. That means it causes irreversible disruption of the cell
membrane. The disruption of a cell is a threshold effect. The strength of the electric field must be higher
than a certain critical value to inflict microorganisms. The critical value of the field depends on the type
of microorganism (e.g. Gram-positive or Gram-negative bacteria) parameters of PEF pulses and outer
conditions. It is preferable to use the pulse of rectangular shape rather than of exponential decay or
sawtooth shape. In the case of exponential decay shape of pulse, only a narrow part of the pulse exceeds
the critical value (Ec) and residual tail of the pulse only causes heating of the solution (see Fig. 3).
The experimental equipment for PEF treatment should meet certain requirements. The intensity of
PEF should be high enough to exceed the critical value in the active region of the application chamber
and the electric field should be homogeneous. On the contrary, the intensity of PEF should not exceed
the breakdown limit of the whole device to prevent discharge ignition. The device must be adaptable to
a wide range of conductivity of treated solutions.

Device for application of PEF
Experiments were done in the laboratory of the Institute of Plasma Physics AS CR, v.v.i. where
the experimental device for PEF application was made. The experimental device had consisted of a high
voltage source and an application chamber, (see Fig. 1).
The high voltage source has been designed and constructed so it can provide a quasi-rectangular
shape of pulse up to 60 kV of amplitude, 2 µs FWHM and 50 Hz repetition rate. The pulse forming
network was used to achieve the quasi-rectangular shape of pulse. The pulse forming network was composed from capacitors and coils. The pulse transformer was used to achieve final value of amplitude of
pulse voltage. The high voltage source was designed to work to match a load of approximately 2 kΩ, (see
Fig. 2).
The application chamber (Fig. 5) consists of titanium electrodes and PTFE insulators. The design of
electrodes and insulators was supported by a calculation of electric field configuration using QuickField
(Tera Analysis) finite elements analysis system, (see Fig. 4). Through the application chamber flows
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the water solution containing the bacteria. The application chamber is designed to prevent discharges
and the formation of bubbles in active area. Homogeneous PEF is generated between electrodes, (see
Fig.5). The PEF intensity reached a value up to 70 kV/cm. Set of replaceable insulators was designed to
meet the value of the matched load using solutions of wide range of conductivity (250 µS/cm to 1 mS/
cm).

Figure 1. Concept of PEF technology

Figure 3. Comparison between the sawtooth
shape of the pulse and the rectangular shape of
the pulse

Figure 2. High voltage sources with a pulse forming network and
pulse transformer

Figure 4. Intensity of the electric field in the application
chamber
.

Figure 5. Design and realization of the application chamber.
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Experiment
For the experiment bacteria Bacillus subtilis from the Czech Collection of Microorganisms Masaryk
University in Brno has been used, marked CCM 4062, in the form of gelatin disks. For preparation of
the experiment one disk of bacteria B.subtilis which was dissolved in 300ml of growth medium and left
for 40 hours in temperature of 37°C with air access. After that the bacteria were in their stationary phase
of growth.
Default growth medium condactivity was approximately 12mS/cm. It was diluted by distilled water
to a conductivity of 550 µS/cm in temperature of 25°C. Final volume of the solution was 1,3l with 106 –
108 number of CFU (colony forming unit)/ml. This solution was cooled to 16°C and treated by PEF in
the application chamber.
Before applying of PEF the solution was sampled (5ml) to determinate the default number of CFU.
Then the solution was cycled through the application chamber where it was treated by PEF with a pulse
of 2µs FWHM, intensity of electric field E ≈ 60kV/cm and pulse repetition rate of 50 Hz. The temperature of the solution was kept on 16°C. The treatment by PEF was continuous for 15min. During this time
the solution was sampled in the 2nd, 5th, 8th, 11th and 15th minute. Each sample had a volume of 5ml.
Each sample was diluted by saline. 1ml of sample and 9ml of saline to achieve 10-1 concentration.
Similarly were prepared other higher dilutions of samples from 10-6 to 10-1. 1ml of these diluted samples
were inoculated on petri dishes with growth agar and left in an incubator for 24 hours in a temperature
of 37°C with air access. After this cultivation the numbers of survived bacteria was counted in each
dish. From the number of CFU in the samples a graphical expression by a curve of decrease of bacteria
B.subtili was constructed.

Results
Overall 5 experiments with the water solution of bacteria B.subtilis were done (conductivity of solution was 550 µS/cm at 25°C). For inactivation of bacteria, intensity of PEF 60 kV/cm was used. Default
number of CFU of B.subtilis in the treated solution was in the range of 10-5–10-7. After PEF treatment
the decrease of the number of CFU by four orders of magnitude was observed (see Fig. 6, 7).

Fig. 6, Dependence of CFU count of bacteria B. subtilis on the PEF treatment time, 60 kV/cm.
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Fig. 7,Petri dish with B.subtillis, before (left) and after (rihgt) PEF treatment.

Conclusion
The decrease of number of bacteria B.subtils by PEF was confirmed. In individual experiments a small
deviation of number of CFU in different time can be observed. It is caused by the bacteria being susceptible to the outer conditions, although the experiment followed the exact procedure. Further experiments can focus on the inactivation of spores of B.subtils because of its higher resistance to normal sterilization procedures. Furthermore experiments with water solution with a wider scale of conductivity
can be considered.
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Abstract. The aim of this work is to introduce the association between tobacco specific carcinogen
4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol (NNAL) and the risk of lung cancer development. The
report also describes formation and metabolism of NNAL and methods of its measuring.

Introduction
Despite all efforts of doctors more than one billion people smoke tobacco worldwide (Guindon and
Boisclair, 2003). Tobacco smoking (both active and passive) causes an enormous amount of diseases and
affects almost every organ in human body.
Among all these diseases especially lung cancer is dangerous. Lung cancer is the most lethal kind
of cancer and according to U.S. Centers of Disease Control and Prevention smokers are between 80%
and 90% of all lung cancer deaths. Despite these statistics only a fraction of lifelong smokers suffer lung
cancer over their lives. Between 10% and 16% of smokers die from lung cancer by 75 years of age (Peto
et al., 2000).
There are more than 60 known carcinogens in cigarette smoke. The knowledge in their uptake and
metabolism can help scientists to determine smoking-related lung cancer risk (Yuan et al., 2009).
Biomarkers are useful in assessing exposure to tobacco smoke for example in epidemiological studies, population observation of tobacco use and research on the health risks of smoking. Smoking exposure differs significantly from person to person due to differences in tobacco products, differences in
how, how often and how long cigarettes are smoked and many other factors (Goniewicz et al., 2011).
There are two known biomarkers specific to tobacco – cotinine and NNAL.

NNAL in urine as a marker for lung cancer risk
Formation of NNAL in human body and its characteristics
Among carcinogens in cigarette smoke there is 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK), one
of the most potent agent for the development of lung cancer in animals. A process of formation and metabolism
of NNK is showed in Fig. 1. NNK is in the human body metabolized to 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1butanol (NNAL), which is able to caused lung cancer in rats. NNAL is then glucoronidated to produce a mixture
of glucoronides (NNAL-Glucs).

Figure 1. Formation and metabolism of 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK)
(Jacob et al., 2008).
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Total NNAL (sum of NNAL and NNAL-Glucs) can be quantified in human urine, whole blood,
plasma and toenails. Most often the urine is used. The half-life of NNAL is long – about 10–16 days.
For that reason NNAL can be used for long-term, average measure of exposure (Goniewicz et al., 2011).
Determination of NNAL in urine
There are two main possibilities how to execute the measurement but they are similar and also have
comparable results. The difference is that in one method we measure NNAL and NNAL-Glucs separately. On the other hand in the second approach we convert NNAL-Glucs to NNAL first and measure
the sum of these metabolites. After separation of NNAL (and NNAL-Glucs) from interfering urinary
constituents by solid-phase or liquid-liquid extraction, we use gas or liquid chromatography and electrospray ionization mass spectrometry for detection and quantification of NNAL. The methods are
accurate and precise. The results are similar but the second method is faster and more sensitive than
the first one (Carmella et al., 2003).
From one cigarette a smoker inhales 50–220 ng of NNK. The urine concentration of total NNAL is
50–3000 pg/mL (about 400–600 pg/mL in habitual smokers). In nonsmokers the concentrations are
much lower – from undetectable to 100 pg/mL.
LC-MS/MS method has sufficient sensitivity to determine NNAL in urine. The detection limit is
3 pg/mL and the lower limit of quantification is 0.25 pg/mL (Jacob et al., 2008).
NNAL and lung cancer risk
A research study was done about the association between NNAL level in urine and lung cancer risk
(Yuan et al., 2009). The researchers studied NNAL and cotinine (another tobacco-specific carcinogen in
urine and possible biomarker of lung cancer risk) levels of two cohorts of cigarette smokers in Singapore
and Shanghai. Lung cancer patients were matched with control patients by age, gender, place of living
and date of urine collection. Patients were followed up to 20 years. Those cases of study, which had lung
cancer, had statistically significantly higher levels of total NNAL than control subjects (Table 1). The fact
that total NNAL levels in Singapore cohort are higher than in Shanghai cohort was probably caused by
lower concentrations of NNK in the brands of cigarettes available in Shanghai during the duration of
the study.
Cases:
(Number of cases: 155, 91)
NNAL (pmol/mg creatinine)

Controls:
(Number of controls: 152, 93)
NNAL (pmol/mg creatinine)

Shanghai cohort
median (range)

0.22 (0.02–4.55)

0.15 (0.01–2.23)

Singapore cohort
median (range)

0.89 (0.10–3.51)

0.59 (0.11–4.56)

Table 1. Total NNAL concentration in urine among participants of the study
(Yuan et al., 2009).

Researchers observed new occurence of lung cancer in patients and compared total NNAL levels.
Urinary total NNAL concentration significantly predicted risk of lung cancer in smokers (Table 2).
Subjects in the highest tertile of total NNAL had, in average, 3-fold (95% CI, 1.97–5.01) increased risk
of lung cancer than subjects in the lowest tertile.
This study showed that total NNAL in urine of smokers collected before cancer diagnosis is significantly associated with risk of developing lung cancer. A positive NNAL-lung cancer association of
comparable magnitude was observed in both Shanghai and Singapore subjects.
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Shanghai Cohort
Ca/Co

OR 1
(95% CI)

Singapore Cohort

OR 2
(95% CI)

Ca/Co

OR 1
(95% CI)

Both cohorts combined

OR 2
(95% CI)

Ca/Co

OR 1
(95% CI)

OR 2
(95% CI)

NNAL in tertile
First (low)

25/51

1.00

1.00

18/31

1.00

1.00

43/82

1.00

1.00

Second

46/51

1.85
(0.99–
3.45)

1.56
(0.79–
3.07)

26/31

1.47
(0.66–
3.25)

1.39
(0.61–
3.17)

72/82

1.68
(1.03–
2.74)

1.43
(0.86–
2.37)

Third
(high)

84/50

3.59
(1.96–
6.58)

2.04
(1.02–
4.05)

47/31

2.72
(1.27–
5.83)

2.64
(1.10–
6.34)

131/81

3.14
(1.97–
5.01)

2.11
(1.25–
3.54)

Table 2. Total NNAL level in relation to lung cancer risk among participants of the study (Yuan et al., 2009). [Ca/Co
– number of cases/number of controls, OR – odds ratio, CI – Confidence interval. OR 1 was adjusted for age, year of
interview, year of sample collection, gender and dialect group (for Singapore Cohort only), and study location (for both
cohorts combined only). OR 2 was further adjusted for number of cigarettes per day, number of years of smoking and for
urinary cotinine.]

Conclusions
Smoking harms our body and among others can cause lung cancer. There are still more and more
new lung cancer patients worldwide (222 thousands in 2010) and a huge amount of patients die every
year (157 thousands in 2010) (National Cancer Institute at the National Institutes of Health). The ability
to predict the development of lung cancer would be a real advantage for doctors and tobacco smokers.
In my opinion, higher risk of lung cancer could be another reason for people to quit smoking.
Nowadays, doctors are aware about smokers with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) or
cancer history but there is no method that can help them to determine high lung cancer risk. Biomarkers can be an answer to this problem.
NNAL is a metabolic product of NNK, known carcinogen, and it is tobacco-specific. There are two
similar methods for determination of NNAL in human urine, which both use chromatography and
mass spectrometry. The study made by Yuan et al. shows that people with higher NNAL and cotinine
levels in urine have in average 3-fold higher risk of lung cancer development than people with lower
NNAL levels.
Any kind of assay for prediction of lung cancer risk is not commercially available yet. Additional
research is necessary. It is important to emphasize that in 2004 an average American spent about 25 000 US
dollars for lung cancer treatment (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention). In 2006 the cost of lung
cancer treatment was 10.3 billions US dollars and it is higher every year (National Cancer Institute at
the National Institutes of Health). Scientists suggest that screening for high lung cancer risk among
other prevention methods could help to lower the cost of required health care (American Association
for Cancer Research).
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